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Abstract
The goal of this project was to build an autonomous vehicle testbed for the
Robotics Systems Laboratory. This testbed will be used by undergraduate, graduate,
and faculty researchers to test diﬀerent control methods, sensor combinations, vehi-
cle control laws, and eventually autonomous navigation. This paper documents our
accomplishments to achieve this goal; we built a hierarchical control system, robust
actuator mounts, and an eﬀective safety system. The result is a capable 6-wheeled
oﬀroad vehicle that can be electronically controlled by remote or directly by wire.
A feed-forward control law was incorporated for speed control, yielding predictable
performance given a desired speed. Actuators were tuned for fast, reliable response
and wiring was kept organized. The team believes the vehicle will be a useful asset
to the Robotic Systems Lab for future research. To improve upon our testbed, global
positioning and a compass should be integrated along with other sensors that came
with the vehicle such as a Lidar unit. With these additional components, the vehicle
should be able to run autonomously.
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1 Introduction
The desire to improve lives and provide new services has long pushed advancements
in technology. With the increasing power of computer processors, many technolo-
gies that were formerly thought to be science fiction are turning into science fact.
One place where computers are beginning to see more use is the automotive indus-
try. All modern cars have at least one built-in computer that processes information
and controls certain features in the car. These computers allow for features such as
cruise control, electronic stability control, anti-lock braking, and electronic throttle
control. While these features provide some simple assists to the human driver, even
more groundbreaking technology is beginning to enter the consumer market. Some
features include lane departure warnings or pedestrian alerts. Even more exciting,
however, is that these features just scratch the surface of what is possible. Imagine
being able to enter a destination into a car and having it drive to the location with
no further input. Self-driving cars have long been seen in science fiction movies but
they may not be as far from reality as once thought. Google engineers are currently
testing a fully autonomous car that they hope to unveil to the public as early as 2018
[6]. This budding technology will soon revolutionize the transportation industry.
While this technology is still very new, the dream for automated cars is an old
idea that dates back to the year 1478. Leonardo da Vinci was the first to propose
this on paper and produced some preliminary sketches of a self-propelling car that
even contained programmable steering [7]. It wasn’t until the birth of modern cars
with internal combustion engines that the first driverless cars could actually be put
to the test. In the interest of technological progress and national security, the De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) presented a challenge in 2004
to produce a fully autonomous vehicle that could navigate from point to point in an
intelligent manner on a desert course in the southwestern United States [8]. While the
first challenge was unsuccessful in achieving a viable autonomous vehicle, the 2005
challenge resulted in a total of five teams completing the 132 mile course through
the desert [9]. It took only one year for significant steps to be made in the progress
towards self-driving vehicles.
After the success of the 2005 challenge, the next question on many people’s minds
was to wonder exactly what the benefits of this technology are and who it serves.
After all, people have been driving their own cars for over 100 years now and may
not want to give up their cars so easily. Many Americans are very confident in their
own driving, with nearly two-thirds (64%) rating themselves as excellent drivers [11].
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Most of these people would rather not trust their lives to a computer and according
to a Kelly Blue Book poll, 53% of Americans would never consider purchasing a car
that drives itself while 18% would buy the technology if it were available today [10].
This comes despite the fact that American drivers admit to many bad driving habits
including speeding (89%) and having caused or nearly caused an accident because of
distractions (70%) [11]. Unfortunately, the fact remains that motor vehicle accidents
are one of the leading causes of preventable deaths in the United States today with
over 33,000 people dying in motor vehicle accidents just last year [12]. These new
self-driving vehicles have the opportunity to significantly cut down on these accident
numbers as computers will never get distracted, tired, or attempt to push the speed
limit.
Further advantages of this technology include the ability to have vehicles drive
faster and the removal of constraints such as intoxication level, age, and other factors
[13]. Finally, automated vehicles will allow people to take back more of their day from
the burdens of driving. The average daily duration driving a car is approximately 101
minutes, which adds up to over 25 days per year [14]. In light of all these additional
advantages and given that human errors are responsible for a large portion of all
traﬃc and fatal accidents, this technology has the opportunity to be a tremendous
benefit for society. The motivation behind the RSL ROVER project has therefore
been to create a testbed for the Santa Clara Robotic Systems Laboratory so that
future researchers and graduate students can test control theories and advance this
important technology.
1.1 Literature Review
The sources that we have reviewed have provided valuable information for our project
in several forms. The sources have touched on details about the uses of unmanned
vehicle, and also about the systems that make these unmanned vehicles function.
This information is critical in determining how we can better tailor our testbed to its
future users.
Because this is a developing technology, the uses for autonomous vehicles mainly
dealt with the near future of the technology. Some of these uses include search and
rescue, surveillance, daily driving, and mapping unknown and potentially dangerous
terrain [3]. All of these uses hold two underlying themes; they are either geared
toward making the world a safer place or replacing humans in boring or tedious sit-
uations. Though this is not the direct mission of our project, it is important to keep
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in mind the future uses because this is a quickly developing field and the testbed that
is developed should be versatile to fit its future needs.
Through reviewing these sources, it has come to our attention that a built-in
safety system will be imperative. This system needs to be robust and many situa-
tions need to be considered to ensure that it is foolproof. On the Ben Franklin Racing
Team’s DARPA Grand Challenge vehicle Little Ben, the safety system was a good
model for a test vehicle because it operates at a low enough level that it could be
fully implemented on a testbed 4. The system consisted of two modes, a pause mode
and a disable mode. The pause mode causes the vehicle to stop quickly and stay
stopped until the run command is given by the operator. This mode is activated
either remotely or if the vehicle travels out of signal range. This is very important
because if the vehicle loses signal and operates autonomously, it will continue to do so
until it runs out of fuel. The second mode is a disable command that has to be given
by the operator. This mode causes the vehicle to stop quickly, place the transmission
into park, and power down. The system is also powered by a backup battery which
is an additional failsafe [4]. Another safety system that has been implemented on
this kind of vehicle is a system that brings the vehicle to a stop when an unsolvable
situation is encountered. In this case, the vehicle will come to a stop and a person
can take control of the vehicle remotely [2]. The vehicle could encounter situations
that would cause this mode to engage include a stuck vehicle, the actuators reaching
saturation and ceasing to move, or the vehicle sensing too many obstacles that require
more delicate maneuvers which the obstacle avoidance system cannot handle [2]. This
may be possible to include even at the testbed level. It is especially important for a
testbed because diﬀerent methods of control will be tested, and the vehicle will likely
encounter situations that it cannot solve during testing. The safety system that is
implemented into the testbed will be a critical system and needs to be both robust
and hard coded while also not infringing on its future uses.
One of the most interesting future uses for autonomous vehicles is the cooperation
of aerial and land vehicles. This would be a very useful tactic to travel across diﬃcult
terrain because having an aerial vehicle would allow for detection methods that are
not possible with a land vehicle alone. The aerial vehicle would essentially be another
sensor that could map the road ahead for the land vehicle [3]. Working in a team like
this solves two problems; it aids the land vehicle in navigation and can also function
as a charging or base station for the aerial vehicle.
The control architecture and method of control used by existing vehicles is also
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important to consider. This information is pertinent to the design of a testbed be-
cause even though all the sensors may not be included in a testbed, the vehicle needs
to have the necessary components and architecture so that these sensors can easily be
added later. Most of the systems in autonomous vehicles use radar and Lidar sensors
and some even use stereo cameras and image processing software [4,5]. Most also use
GPS navigation in combination with a compass. The GPS provides the vehicle with
its relation to the path that it should be following. Usually, a waypoint is given every
several feet and the compass is the sensor that communicates whether the vehicle is
heading toward that waypoint. Our vehicle will likely have similar controls in the
future, but the GPS and compass were not integrated during this initial year of the
project.
Reviewing sources of other autonomous vehicles has brought to light many diﬀer-
ent considerations. It has provided a more complete vision for what sort of interfacing
will be necessary in the future and also how the vehicle may be used. By taking these
into consideration and expanding on them, the testbed will be better tailored toward
its research based operation. Further information on these references is available in
Appendix A.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of the RSL ROVER team was to design and implement a hierarchi-
cal drive-by-wire control system and interface to operate an all-terrain vehicle and
allow for further control development. To achieve this goal, our team designed a
robust software control system to operate vehicle actuators and sensors, along with
a manual backup control panel and an eﬀective safety and shutoﬀ system. The team
also characterized vehicle performance and control system capabilities through field
experimentation. The result of this project is a highly capable autonomous vehicle
testbed that will enable safe and realistic prototyping capabilities for future design
and research for students and researchers of Santa Clara University.
1.3 Vehicle Background
Our vehicle was built for the 2004 and 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge competitions
by a privateer team called Team Overbot. The vehicle did not qualify for the national
competition during either year and was retired. It was then donated to UC Santa
Cruz under the supervision of Professor Gabriel Elkaim. After their students did some
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research using the vehicle with similar goals to our team, the vehicle was donated to
Santa Clara University for use in the Robotic Systems Laboratory. Over the 10-
year journey from the initial build to delivery at SCU, the vehicle was incrementally
modified and deconstructed. Figure 1 shows the mess under the hood of the vehicle
when we received it. The vehicle did not start when it arrived at SCU; fortunately,
the modifications made to the engine harness were eventually found and reverted to
stock.
Figure 1: Shown is the initial condition of the vehicle.
The vehicle is a 2004 Series 11 Polaris Ranger 6x6 and uses a single-cylinder
carbureted gasoline engine. The engine produces approximately 40 horsepower and
resides in the center of the vehicle, under the seat. There is a transfer case with
low, high, neutral, and reverse gears, and the vehicle also has a continuously variable
transmission (CVT) with a centrifugal clutch that engages above idle. The two rear
axles have fixed diﬀerentials, which means that the four wheels always turn at the
same speed. The rearmost axle is mounted on a swingarm while the front four wheels
use independent suspension. The front axle meshes with the front driveshaft using a
solenoid, allowing switched all-wheel-drive operation. It has a rated top speed of 40
mph and uses non-assisted hydraulic disc brakes. The bed is a tilting unit and raises
up to a significant angle, allowing contents to be dumped. Figures 2 and 3 show the
entire vehicle.
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Figure 2: Shown is the RSL ROVER.
Figure 3: Shown is the RSL ROVER.
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2 System-Level Design
2.1 Overview
As stated in section 1.2, the RSL ROVER project enables vehicle control research
using an oﬀroad vehicle. This is illustrated in a mission architecture sketch as seen
in Figure 4. The diagram shows the control console, which creates commands based
on the manual controls or from a USB input. The commands then flow to the vehicle
Arduinos, whether by XBee wireless signal or by direct wired signal. The Arduinos
on the vehicle interact with motor control boards, which then control individual
actuators on the vehicle. Special care has been taken to ensure that extra space will
be available on the microcontrollers to allow for continued growth of the project and
so that the vehicle maintains its modularity. Multiple sensors are used for feedback
to the motor controllers and to the operator or control system, including encoders
and potentiometers for actuator position and an axle tachometer for vehicle speed.
Shown in Figure 4 is the system level sketch and Figure 5 shows the component block
diagram. Figure 6 shows a bird’s-eye view of the vehicle with the hood and bed cover
removed, showing the location of these components.
Figure 4: Shown is system level sketch, or mission architecture. Not shown are the
individual actuators, external serial control device, or power system.
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Figure 5: Shown is a simplified component block diagram showing general signal flow.
The power distribution, safety, and analog backup systems are omitted for clarity. In
addition, actuator feedback (potentiometers and encoders) have been incorporated
into their respective actuators.
Figure 6: Shown is the top view of the vehicle with the hood, seat, and bed cover
removed.
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2.2 Customer Definition and Needs
The objective of this project is to develop an unmanned land vehicle testbed that will
be used by future students researching autonomous vehicles and vehicle control, which
will require additional sensors and possibly new processors. Thus, the final product
must be complete and functional but also easy to disassemble and alter. Many of
the constraints for this project were already set because the vehicle is already built.
These constraints include payload, size, engine power, weight, and others. However,
there are also many constraints that we can control directly. These capabilities are of
key interest to the customer and include ease of interfacing, amount of maintenance,
setup time, adoption time, ease of troubleshooting, and robustness of the system.
The customer in this case is the Robotics Systems Laboratory. This includes the
undergraduate student body taking robotics courses, graduate student researchers,
and faculty researchers. At the core, the customer wants a vehicle that is easy to
interface with and has the capability to satisfy a variety of uses with as little modi-
fication as possible. The vehicle will likely be used to explore the newly developing
field of autonomous vehicles. This will include testing diﬀerent types of sensors and
determining which sensors work well together to avoid obstacles in an eﬃcient and
predictable way. The customer will also want a testbed that takes a minimal amount
of time to get familiar with. It will be crucial that students can get up and running
with the vehicle in as little time as possible so that less time is spent on learning
the specifics of the vehicle and more time can be spent on testing and development.
The customer also wants a vehicle that does not require significant maintenance and
has an excellent safety system. While the customer has access to everything that
would be needed to maintain such a vehicle, excessive maintenance could inhibit the
continuous usability of the vehicle.
In order to make the vehicle easy to interface with, the control system should
be hierarchical, modular, and easy to follow. This requires clearly defining inputs
and outputs of each component in the system and allowing information to flow freely
between components.
It will also be important that the vehicle takes a minimal amount of time to be-
come familiar with. This will include the need for an owner’s manual that is easy
to understand. There should also be a simple and intuitive startup procedure and it
should be easy to switch between modes of control. The control console also needs to
be intuitive.
The maintenance of the vehicle should be minimal. The system should be robust
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to ensure that components do not break and also modular so that when something
does break, it is easier to troubleshoot and correct. Weatherproofing is also impor-
tant; the vehicle should be able to withstand a day of rain.
The vehicle also needs to be safe to operate. There should be emergency shutoﬀ
switches accessible from every station of control. This include shutoﬀ switches on
the car, the remote control console, and also a “dead man” switch for when the vehi-
cle loses communication or stops receiving commands. The vehicle should also emit
some warning signal when it is armed and ready to move. There are also several other
safety protocols that should be followed. One example is a function that prevents the
vehicle from shifting gears when it is in motion.
2.3 System Level Requirements
• Velocity Control: Maximum steady-state deviation should be less than 5% from
the target speed. This is verifiable by observing the closed loop feedback and
evaluating the error as a percentage of desired speed.
• Electrical Connections: There should be no breadboards on the vehicle in the
final state. All wiring must be soldered or secured with crimped connections
or screw terminals. This requirement is verified by visual inspection of final
wiring.
• Electrical Wire Routing: There should be distinct wire looms for factory vehicle
wiring and our added wiring, making it clear which wiring was added and which
is original. In addition, all wiring should be appropriately secured and protected
from heat and moving components.
• Power Requirements: During normal driving operation, the vehicle should be
able to operate for 5 hours without needing new batteries or charging. This
indicates that the 24V system should not drop below 20V and the 12V vehicle
battery should stay above 11.75V.
• Sensor Modularity: The system must include extra in/out pins or the ability
to add microcontroller boards and sensors. Each Arduino Mega should have 4
analog pins and 10 digital pins free.
• Adoption Time: A new user must be able to control the vehicle with simple
direction and speed commands within one week, working a few hours per day
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to familiarize with the vehicle and user manual. Verifiable by user-testing upon
vehicle completion with members of the Robotic Systems Laboratory.
• Drive-by-Wire Latency: The control latency (90% rise time) for manual-mode
control operation should be less than 500ms for throttle and brake systems and
2s for steering. Verifiable using sensor feedback from the control systems.
• User Interface: Interface should be intuitive and familiar to researchers, allowing
manual or serial operation.
• Datalogging: The architecture should allow pertinent information (velocity, ac-
tuator positions, etc.) to be stored using SD card data logs.
• Remote Shutoﬀ: System must be able to turn oﬀ remotely or automatically
shut itself oﬀ when it leaves the range of the remote controller. This will be
verified by a 1-second response time after the emergency stop button is pressed
or the vehicle moves out of signal range.
2.4 Benchmarking Results
The benchmarking process consists mostly of DARPA Grand Challenge and Urban
Challenge vehicle reports in which teams describe their vehicles and their control laws.
Each report has diﬀerent information, so multiple benchmarks were included in order
to achieve good coverage for each parameter. The only exception to the rule was the
inclusion of a commercial drive-by-wire system by BMW, specific to a certain chassis
and engine designation. The BMW benchmark was specifically a throttle-position
actuator rate.
Because the system architecture is individual to our components and vehicle,
parameters such as control language and programming interface were not included.
These choices will be critical later in the project, but harder numerical parameters
were included for this report due to their relation to existing system requirements. It
was decided that the benchmark process would be most helpful if it used parameters
that the group had already begun to specify.
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Table 1: Shown is a key for benchmarks.
Table 2: Shown is the comparison of benchmarked parameters.
2.5 Functional Analysis
Being a large and complex project, the vehicle was broken down into five subsystems:
1. Actuators
2. Communication
3. Control
4. Interface
5. Safety
6. Power
Although these subsystems have some overlap, they were chosen to simplify the design
tasks and encourage communication between team members designing subsystems.
This interdependence leads to decisions that acknowledge the eﬀects on other subsys-
tems, rather than the “toss it over the wall” approach.
The first subsystem, actuators, are the motors used to control the throttle, brakes,
steering, and transmission on the vehicle. Along with the motors themselves, this sub-
system also includes the encoders, transducers, and potentiometers used to sense the
position and speed of these actuators for closed-loop feedback.
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The second subsystem is less succinct, but of the utmost importance. Communi-
cation refers to the interection between microcontrollers and motor controllers, along
with their protocol. This is a combined system of serial data, pulse-width modula-
tion, and analog signals that travel between microcontrollers, motor controllers, and
any other control components on the vehicle.
The third subsystem, control, consists of the feed-forward speed control method
used to achieve a desired speed when operating the vehicle in speed mode.
The fourth subsystem, the interface, is a major part of the vehicle and directly
aﬀects the project’s ultimate success. Existing control methods are direct drive-by-
wire, remote control, and USB serial control. The ultimate goal for the interface is to
allow unfettered control and access to the vehicle’s systems for running control laws
or controlling the vehicle through other physical controllers.
The fifth subsystem is safety, which is all-encompassing. Safety includes automatic
shutoﬀ for conditions such as leaving wireless range or over-current for a motor, and
manual shutoﬀ for any unforeseen circumstances. Physical shutoﬀs on the vehicle are
wired into the power or control circuits, and automatic shutoﬀs are embedded in the
vehicle control code.
The sixth subsystem, power, includes all batteries and the power network on the
vehicle. This also includes circuit breakers, diodes, and fuses that are wired in-line
with various components and connections to prevent over-current or other faults.
Design of this network requires careful attention to wire gauge, current load, and
voltage regulation, because there are components that need diﬀerent voltages to op-
erate properly and safely.
2.6 System Level Issues and Trade-oﬀs
There are several issues that must be addressed that do not fall directly into a sub-
system but are more relevant at a system level. These include how much of the old
system to retain and whether to use the traditional “v, omega” control technique of
the RSL.
The vehicle arrived in a non-operating state and the team had to decide how much
of the existing system to retain and rebuild. This consisted of the architecture, wiring,
and components used by the previous Overbot team. This required determining what
we needed to complete our goals, finding relevant components on the vehicle, and en-
suring that they were operational or correctly suited. The team decided to remove
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all extraneous wiring because the documentation was poor and there were numerous
components missing from the previous system. All the wiring and the obstacle detec-
tion sensors were also removed and set aside for future researchers. Fortunately, the
actuators were high quality and had the ability to perform very precise movements.
However, the actuators needed work to be completely functional. More detail on
actuators is included in section 3.
The second system-level decision that our team had to make was how to specify
motion commands to the vehicle. RSL members expressed the desire to use linear
velocity and angular velocity as the inputs to the control system because this is how
most of their robots operate. However, because our vehicle is so diﬀerent from the
small vehicles used in the RSL, the team decided not to implement this method. Our
vehicle is best suited to oﬀroad driving due to its 4 rear wheels being connected via
fixed diﬀerentials. This means that there is no compensation during turning; the out-
side wheel turns as the inside wheel. To be clear, this causes the wheels to “skid steer”
as the outer and inner wheels are covering diﬀerent distances but rotating equally.
The vehicle cannot turn in place because of this, and so angular velocity cannot be
achieved independently of linear velocity. What the team chose instead is to specify
steering angle along with either brake and throttle information or a desired speed.
This is more relevant to a large vehicle and makes it easier to control because of the
similarity with driving a car.
2.7 Team and Project Management
2.7.1 Initial Team Goals
All four team members are senior Mechanical Engineering majors with a passion for
controls engineering and vehicles. The team has a few important goals for the project:
1. Practice controls on a large scale vehicle.
2. Work more with microcontrollers, especially an introduction to the Arduino
platform. Microcontrollers are a great tool and will help us in our careers.
3. Find a balance between the project and their lives so they are not completely
consumed by the project.
4. Get a high grade and complete the project and reflections eﬀectively so that
the group can truly benefit from the project.
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2.7.2 Reflection on Team Goals
After completion of this project, it is safe to say that the team learned more than we
could have imagined. Shown below is a follow-up on the initial list:
1. Goal met. Controlling a large vehicle has been informative and exciting.
2. Goal met. Not only were we thoroughly exposed to Arduinos, we also learned
the ins and outs of the Roboteq motor controllers along with the particularities
of serial communication.
3. Goal met somewhat. The first two quarters of the project were reasonable in
terms of workload, but Spring quarter brought long hours and late nights.
4. Goal met. Time will tell if the grades are good, but we undoubtedly benefited
from the project.
2.7.3 Mitigating Project Challenges and Working within Constraints
As with any project, our team must deal with impediments along the way. Major
challenges include:
• Non-operational or stalled code
• Team disagreements
• Topics, techniques, and equipment we are not familiar with
Additionally, major constraints are time and money. Manpower is clearly the most
limiting factor in the project.
It is diﬃcult to envision a single approach working to resolve any problem that
the team encounters, but there are certain tenets that assist the team in dealing with
these challenges:
1. Good communication; clear, open communication will lead to the free flow of
information between group members, including opinions and viewpoints con-
cerning the project. Honesty facilitates good decision-making, even if it requires
the admission of a mistake or miscalculation. This also implies the humility to
receive constructive criticism and apply it.
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2. Willingness to seek help; pride has no place on a student design team. Asking for
help is an eﬀective method of learning and will help the team avoid reinventing
the wheel. The RSL is full of students who are willing to help and Professor
Kitts has excellent contacts in many fields. This also applies within the team;
if a task is especially diﬃcult, it should be expressed to the team so that the
load can be leveled.
3. Eﬀective documentation; recording decision-making, specifications, methods,
or other relevant content will make reports easy to write and decisions easy to
substantiate. Conscious eﬀorts should be made to retain and organize important
paperwork or data. Additionally, good documentation makes it easier to turn
disagreements into objective evaluations of diﬀerent options.
4. Willingness to make mistakes; a team member who is afraid to try new things
will contribute less to the team. Although some team members have previ-
ous experience with microcontrollers, the majority of our scope has been new
material for us. It pays to take initiative and be intrepid.
2.7.4 Budget
The budget for the RSL ROVER project was uncertain due to the fact that this
vehicle was donated and consequently the original condition was largely unknown.
The original budget for the project was estimated to be approximately $2,453; $1,453
would come from the RSL and the other $1,000 was donated from the Oﬃce of the
Dean. The original estimate turned out to be very low after all the work was done
and the final cost ended up being $8370.31. The main factor that made this project
so costly was its poor initial condition; it was assumed that cost would be minimal
because everyone involved expected the vehicle to be significantly more complete
and functional upon receipt. Unfortunately, nearly all of the actuators had to be
remounted, and the control system was built with all-new components with known
origins that matched the hardware typically used in the RSL. In addition, this project
is a legacy project and will be continued after our team graduates. This made it
important for the team to buy the highest quality items to ensure that the design
would be both robust and modular.
In order to more accurately represent where the main costs for the system came
in, the expenses were separated into diﬀerent categories based on the systems for the
project. In the end, twelve divisions were made for the budget:
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1. Communication
2. Camera
3. Hardware
4. Interface
5. Analog
6. Machining and Materials
7. Microcontrollers
8. Automotive Maintenance
9. Miscellaneous Electronics
10. Actuators
11. Shop Maintenance
12. Tax
13. Shipping
Beginning with the communication system, $196.05 was spent. These costs consisted
of XBees, RP-SMA antennas and cables, and the XBee USB adapter. The camera
system on the car was $436.30 when all expenses were processed. This system included
costs such as the on-screen display board, the camera, the transmitter and finally the
monitor/receiver. The third cost was the hardware for the system which was assessed
to be $1363.64. This included the nuts, bolts, connections (crimps, solders, screw
shields) and just about every other miscellaneous non electrical item including such
items as dust covers for the DB9 connections. The next category for expenses was the
cost for the interface which totaled $412.39. The costs associated with the interface
included items such as the Pelican case, LCD display, switches, and the analog joystick
among others. Another important category is the analog backup system/e-stop which
totaled $586.43. This system consisted of the items such as the relays, rocker switches,
and the e-stop switches. Another large cost for this project was the machining and the
materials which cost $618.84. This category included purchasing raw materials such
as the acrylic cases and machining items such as the steering coupler. Also included
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in this category are the stainless plates and laser cutting for the console. The next
category was the on-board computers for the project which cost $312.87. These
boards included the Arduino Uno and Mega microcontrollers. Another important
category for the project was the automotive maintenance for the ATV which cost
$421.50. This category included purchasing couplers, bed lining material, fuel hoses,
and other components. Another category that was vital for the project was tools and
shop maintenance which cost $213.78. This included purchases such as new tools,
equipment, etc. The miscellaneous electronics category totaled $1500.94 because
it was vast and included DC-DC converters, wire, batteries, and breakout boards
among many other components. The actuator and sensor category came to $1340.27.
This category was dominated by the purchase of a new steering motor, which added
fantastic functionality but also added $800 to the budget. Finally, the last category
was the taxes and fees which was a kept for bookkeeping and added up to $967.30.
This included sales tax from stores, shipping and handling fees, and transaction fees.
Overall, the cost of the project dwarfed the initial estimate of $2,453. This was
caused in large part due to the wholly incomplete control system on the vehicle when
it arrived, although it was expected to be more complete. The final cost was $8370.31,
which is a considerable sum, but this project is functional and a solid foundation for
the next group, justifying at least some of the cost. The support for the RSL ROVER
project came from the Oﬃce of the Dean to the tune of $1,000 and the RSL which
graciously provided the diﬀerence. The budget chart is listed in Appendix B.
2.7.5 Timeline
Many deadlines were set for the RSL ROVER team, and most were met on time.
The first large setback was the fact that we received the vehicle in an unknown state,
so a large part of the time was spent returning the vehicle to stock condition and
doing research on diﬀerent types of control architecture. This was completed in full
by the end of the fall quarter. The next step was to build a basic understanding of
the components of the project, which included microcontrollers, motor controllers,
encoders, actuators, and XBees. Mounts had to then be designed for the actuators,
and then manufactured. These were all completed by the end of the winter quarter.
During the spring, the entire system was fully integrated, including the control console
interface, camera system, and vehicle tuning. The vehicle was repainted and was
ready to be shown in time for the Senior Design Conference. The last few weeks of
the quarter allowed the team to fine tune the vehicle as they saw fit and complete
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all necessary documentation. For a detailed timeline, see the Gantt chart in the
Appendix D.1.
2.7.6 Design Process
The design process for this project entails no profound ideation strategies or abstract
methods; the general approach to design has been brainstorming through conversa-
tion and exploration of options as subsystems are slowly defined in more detail. As
mentioned in section 2.6, the design was somewhat predetermined, so most of our
design choices have been within the technical requirements of the subsystems.
The interface, which was one of the biggest unknowns, was designed through a
series of customer evaluations and interactions. Many members of the RSL were con-
sulted on their preferred interface and several options were explored, in parallel with
the design analysis included for the communication method, because the choices are
coupled. The customer interviews were largely based around the interface and their
input was used as raw data in the next stage of the design process, evaluation.
The team worked along a basic design sequence:
1. Identify and characterize vehicle actuators and components.
2. Select communication mode (serial, PWM, analog, etc).
3. Select appropriate motor controllers based on current and communication re-
quirements.
4. Define interface devices and methods.
5. Select microcontrollers based on interface devices and methods and communi-
cation protocol.
6. Assess component power requirements for power network.
7. Fully define safety risks and shutoﬀ methods.
8. Prototype control system and test functionality
9. Repackage control system and test final product
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2.7.7 Risks and Mitigations
In any project, there are risks. The RSL ROVER is no exception. The very nature
of the RSL Rover is risky. It is a large oﬀroad vehicle that has the ability to operate
without an on-board driver. The obvious risks is loss of vehicle control, which can
harm people, itself or the environment. Special care must be taken to ensure that
this risk is correctly mitigated. Our group has implemented a comprehensive safety
system to combat risk. The safety system is documented in great detail in section 7.
Another risk of this project is that it will be too convoluted for future teams to
continue it and add to it. Because we chose to start from scratch rather than using
the poorly-documented existing control system, our team understands the importance
of documenting our work and leaving a well-sorted and properly-completed project
for the future teams to inherit. Great care was taken to clean up wiring and create
wiring diagrams for all applicable systems, as shown in section G.
The final major risk of this project is the danger to operators and those working
on the vehicle. Accordingly, working and operating rules were written to minimize
possible danger to anybody near the vehicle when working on it or driving it. These
can be found in Appendices E and F.
2.7.8 Team Management
Successful team management begins with planning and involvement. Communication
is essential even before tasks are divided out amongst team members. Once work roles
are defined and a team organization has been established, it is paramount that the
members keep each other updated on their progress. It is important that team mem-
bers be excited about their project. One way to ensure continued enthusiasm is to
cycle workloads. Keeping things fresh will constantly challenge team members to be
on their toes and always be alert to the next thing coming up. People that thrive in
challenging environments benefit greatly from this type of work rotation. As a caveat
to this, it is important to know one’s weaknesses. If someone knows for a fact that
he or she is not capable of a job, he or she should ensure that the work is reassigned
accordingly.
Throughout the project, communication needs to flow. Multiple communication
methods should be established, including email, phone calls, Google Drive access,
meetings, or Skype sessions. Communication with the customer is also essential.
Customers expect excellence from the team and it is important to meet or exceed
their expectations. Customers may also change their minds, so the team must stay in
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touch throughout the project. It is important that everyone in the team knows the
end goal and keeps it in mind at all times.
Team image is key to any successful group. This includes branding and also ex-
tends to appearing professional and knowledgeable during meetings with customers.
The project must always be kept in a positive light, no one is going to want to work
on something that is looming overhead and not rewarding. If the team stays positive,
it shows in our work.
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3 Subsystem: Actuators
3.1 Role and Requirements
The actuator subsystem includes all the actuators responsible for implementing con-
trol over the vehicle, along with feedback methods for those actuators. This includes
the motors and actuators responsible for controlling the steering, throttle, brakes,
transmission, and parking brake. General information on each actuator is provided
in Table 3.
Table 3: Critical parameters of current vehicle actuators
Motor Actuator Type Voltage Current Primary Feedback
(V) (A)
Steering Gearmotor 24 18 Optical encoder
Hydraulic brake Linear actuator 24 7.9 Pressure transducer
Transmission Linear actuator 24 1.8 Potentiometer
Throttle Linear actuator 24 0.79 Optical encoder
Parking brake Linear actuator 12 7 Limit switches
3.1.1 Steering
The actuator responsible for controlling the steering is a DC gearmotor connected
through a curved-jaw coupler to the steering rack. Because of this direct connection,
there is no steering wheel on the vehicle. The analog backup system is covered
in section 6.1.2. The motor, made by Bodine Electric Company, has a 30:1 gear
reduction, giving the motor excellent torque for the application. The motor uses
an optical encoder for its primary feedback and a multi-turn potentiometer for the
startup sequence detailed in section 3.4.
The main requirement for the steering motor was adequate torque to turn the
wheel from lock to lock (left and right steering limits) without needing maximum
motor current, especially while the vehicle was stationary. We established a torque
specification of 21 lb-ft and a speed spec of 50 RPM under load. The existing steering
motor was not able to meet these requirements and was replaced with the Bodine unit.
This process is documented in section 3.2. In addition, the new motor required new
mounts which are detailed in section 3.5. The steering motor is shown in Figure 7
next to the old steering motor.
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Figure 7: Shown is the new steering motor (left) and the old steering motor (right).
3.1.2 Throttle
The actuator for the throttle is a modified automotive cruise control box, retrofitted
with a Faulhaber DC motor. The motor turns a small drive belt which moves a lead
screw. The lead screw is connected to the engine throttle cable with an electromagnet,
which drops immediately to a zero-throttle idle position when de-energized. The cable
leading to the throttle motor is spliced into the vehicle throttle cable, leaving the gas
pedal fully functional. The motor uses an optical encoder and two limit switches
for feedback; both of these feedback mechanisms are used for the throttle startup
sequence explained in section 3.4. This actuator is shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8: Shown is the modified cruise control actuator for throttle control.
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Figure 9: Shown is the inside of the throttle motor case before the internal wiring
was replaced.
The throttle motor has many wires leading to it for various functions; there are
two motor leads, a pair of leads for the throttle magnet, a power source and two
return signals for the limit switches, and a 4-conductor encoder cable. The proximity
and routing of these wires caused electrical noise issues which are addressed in section
3.3.
3.1.3 Hydraulic Brake
The brake actuator is made by Ultramotion and consists of a DC motor that turns a
drive belt which turns a lead screw, finally extending a piston. The motor, rated at
500 lb, pulls the brake pedal using a chain, always allowing user override. When the
vehicle arrived, there was an optical encoder mounted on the motor as well as a brake
pressure transducer and a brake pressure switch tied into the hydraulic brake system.
The encoder was removed and the brake pressure transducer functions as the primary
feedback mechanism for this motor while the brake pressure switch acts as a limit
switch for the emergency stop system. The decision to use pressure as the primary
feedback is documented in section 3.2. Shown in Figure 10 is the brake motor.
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Figure 10: Shown is the brake motor.
3.1.4 Transmission
The transmission actuator is a Linak linear actuator, similar to the brake actuator
but lighter duty with plastic construction. The transmission is shifted using a push-
pull metal cable which is tied to the existing vehicle shifter. The shift lever moves on
the dashboard when the vehicle shifts, but the lever cannot be used because the two
cables run in parallel. The actuator has an internal linear potentiometer for feedback
but an external potentiometer is used for primary feedback. This choice is explained
in 3.2. The transmission actuator is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Shown is the Linak actuator.
3.1.5 Parking Brake
The parking brake actuator was added to allow automated operation of the cable-
operated brake both for redundancy in emergency situations and for the convenience
of having a gear that simulates Park in normal cars. In Park, the engine continues to
run in neutral while the parking brake is turned on. This function, unlike the other
actuators, is either on or oﬀ, allowing completely analog control. Thus, we chose
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an actuator with built-in limit switches. The actuator is controlled with dual-pole
dual-throw relays and switches in the emergency stop and analog backup systems,
respectively. The required cable tension, as gleaned from testing, is 750 lb, but the
required stroke is small. In order to reduce our costs, we chose a 250-lb actuator and
designed a linkage to pull the cable at the required 750 lb. This linkage and mounting
system is detailed in section 3.5. The parking brake actuator is shown installed in
Figure 21.
3.2 Options and Trade-oﬀs
3.2.1 Choosing Brake Feedback
The first decision that had to be made was which feedback mechanism to use for the
brake motor; the motor came equipped with an optical encoder but the brake system
also had a brake pressure transducer installed as well as a brake pressure switch. Our
first inclination was to use the encoder for feedback. Because encoders are relative, we
would have used the brake pressure switch to establish a reference point. We began to
map the position to brake pressure values before realizing that using brake pressure as
the direct analog feedback would be absolute and more straightforward. In addition,
brake pressure corresponds directly with braking force (neglecting nonlinearities of
heat and other eﬀects). Certainly using brake pressure as feedback would be more
linear than using the semi-open-loop approach of controlling braking position. The
brake motor does need to exert a small amount of pressure to register a non-zero
pressure (to ensure that the motor is not fully extended). Fortunately, this small
application of brakes is not enough to cause heat buildup or any noticeable drag on
the vehicle.
3.2.2 Minimizing Parking Brake Actuator Cost
Through field testing, the team concluded that a cable force of 750 lb would be
required for the parking brake. Although the actuator to pull this cable only needed
limit switches for feedback (no encoder or potentiometer), the cost was still in the
range of $700-1500 for 500-lb or 1500-lb linear actuators. For such a simple part, this
seemed an unnecessary cost. Instead of buying an expensive actuator for the parking
brake, a 250-lb unit was sourced and a linkage was built to enact a 750-lb force on
the cable. This system is detailed in section 3.5.
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3.3 Challenges and Solutions
3.3.1 Weak Steering Motor
The first and most significant issue we had with our actuators was the underpowered
steering motor. The vehicle arrived with a Maxon DC gearmotor mounted to the
steering rack. The motor was 18 V, had a maximum current of 4.91 A, and a rated
torque of 12 ft-lb. When first testing the vehicle, it became clear that the motor was
underperforming; the steering could not move quickly enough for safe operation and
was unable to reach the left or right steering limits. To address this problem, we
started by troubleshooting the steering motor. The following is a list of parameters
that we changed to increase the performance of the motor:
• Increased the current limit to 8 A (from 5 A rating)
• Increased the input voltage to 24 V (from 18 V rating)
• Increased front tire pressure to 10 psi (from recommended 8 psi)
• Replaced the motor leads, soldering directly to the board with larger wire
After these failed to yield acceptable performance, we removed the motor and used
several torque wrenches to test the required torque directly at the steering rack. This
gave a required torque value of 21 ft-lb. Referring to the testing and the specification
sheet of the Maxon motor, it was clear that the motor was improperly chosen and
would need to be replaced. The minimum requirements for the new motor were set to
21 ft-lb, 24 V (to bring this actuator to the same voltage as the throttle, brake, and
transmission), and 50 RPM (allowing the steering to turn lock-to-lock in less than 4
seconds).
Although the requirements made a motor hard to find, we settled on a Bodine
Electric 42A-CG 4883 gearmotor. The motor exceeded our requirements for torque
and speed with ratings of 27.5 ft-lb and 77 RPM. Although it was a large expense
and a large 29-lb motor, the benefits of the motor’s ability outweighed the drawbacks
of its size and cost.
3.3.2 Poor Transmission Actuator Performance
The actuator used to control the transmission was jumpy and unsteady when we
received it. After testing it with the Roboteq software utility, we concluded that
there was something wrong with the motor and disassembled it for cleaning and
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inspection. There were no faults inside the motor case, so we inspected the output of
the internal potentiometer that we were using for feedback. This revealed noisy and
unsteady signal, which fully explains the motor’s jumpy motion.
To rectify this problem, we decided to use a potentiometer mounted directly on
the transmission input shaft, which gives more accurate position information which
is independent of any play in the motor, cable, or linkage. This solution was very
eﬀective and gives steady performance of the actuator. Shown in Figure 12 is the new
transmission potentiometer.
Figure 12: Shown is the transmission feedback potentiometer mounted directly to the
transmission.
3.3.3 Throttle Encoder Faults
Another problem that arose during the project came after the throttle motor was
re-wired. The internal wiring was as small as 26-gauge for some components and
concerned the team, so it was rewired with 18- and 20-gauge wire. After this process,
however, the encoder on the throttle motor began losing position counts and exhibited
significant hysteresis. We inspected the encoder signal, the ground and power going
to the encoder from the motor controller output, and even tried a diﬀerent encoder
and a diﬀerent encoder cable. We also tried filtering the throttle motor signal with
low-pass and RC snubber circuits to avoid inductive noise within the throttle motor
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case. Running an independent 5 V power source to the encoder did make a diﬀerence
but did not solve the noisy grounding issue.
After a frustrating day of diagnostic circles, it was determined that the noisy
ground and 5 V power lines on the motor controller were caused by the limit switch
wires running in the same shielded cable with the motor leads, which carry high-
frequency square-wave signals to the motor. The motor signal was inducing noise in
the limit switches, which is a normally closed 5 V system. This in turn caused noise
to be introduced to the 5 V supply on the motor controller board. To fix the problem,
the wiring for the limit switches was run through a dedicated shielded cable, leaving
the motor leads to be the only active wires in the shielded cable carrying them. The
fix has been permanent and reliable, removing noise from the power and ground of
the motor controller output connector and allowing the encoder to be read accurately.
3.4 Startup Sequence
The encoders on the throttle and steering motors are both relative, not absolute.
This means that when they turn on, the motor controllers load the current position
as “zero” and use the relative counts of the encoder to decipher speed and relative
position. This method is ineﬀective for controlling our actuators because both the
steering and throttle must be able to accept absolute position commands. In order
to overcome this, we used diﬀerent methods for each actuator.
Fortunately, the Roboteq motor controllers allow a pre-loaded script to be auto-
matically run at startup, and due to their capability to handle serial commands, a
similar library is available within the script environment. This allows a startup script
to be written for each motor controller that “finds home.”
3.4.1 Steering
In order to establish a reference point for the steering, multiple options were consid-
ered: installing limit switches, turning until the amps limit is reached, or having a
manual user adjustment for the steering. We also considered gearing down a poten-
tiometer so that the 3.25 turns of the steering rack would correspond to a single turn
of the potentiometer. However, we remembered that the Overbot team had what
seemed to be a strange through-hole encoder installed on the steering shaft. This
unit is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Shown is the multi-turn steering potentiometer.
After some furious web searching, we found that this was a combination encoder
and potentiometer used by General Motors in their StabiliTRAK system to track
steering position for stability and traction control. Using an oscilloscope, we estab-
lished the power and ground leads along with the potentiometer voltage signal. The
output is peculiar; it starts at zero volts, stays at zero as you rotate, and at some point
begins to climb linearly with rotation. When it reaches 5V (the supplied voltage),
it stays there as the potentiometer is rotated more. At a certain point, the voltage
drops back to zero and the cycle starts over. Fortunately, the cycle is longer than the
3.25 turns of our steering shaft, so it stays within one cycle and the sloped portion
of the output becomes the reference point. Shown in Figure 14 is the approximate
output of the potentiometer cycle for demonstration.
Figure 14: Shown is the output of the multi-turn steering potentiometer.
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Using this slope as a reference, a startup code was written in MicroBasic and
loaded onto the motor controller. The script takes the potentiometer voltage and
uses a proportional control loop to turn the wheels until the output is 2.5V. The
wheels will then be pointing some angle from center due to the keyed position of
the potentiometer on the steering shaft. Because the sloped portion of the output is
physically not positioned at the center steering position, the wheels must correct some
predetermined amount. The final step after the wheels are pointing straight ahead is
to set the encoder counter to zero and send a string to the Arduino indicating that
it is ready to take commands.
3.4.2 Throttle
The throttle motor has limit switches inside the case, allowing a much simpler startup
sequence than the steering. The code is basic; the motor is given a command that
ensures that it will reach the lower limit switch. Next, it moves away from the limit
switch a predetermined amount (based on idle throttle position) and sets the encoder
counter to zero. Finally, like the steering startup, the motor controller sends a string
to the Arduino indicating that it is ready to take commands.
3.5 Detailed Design Description
When our team received the vehicle, there were several actuators that were poorly
mounted and improperly protected. Although there are no photos of the old mounts,
be assured that they were not up to our standard of quality or strength. The brake
motor was mounted using a convoluted system of milled aluminum brackets and used
a small crimped steel cable to pull the brake pedal. The transmission actuator was
mounted to a thin aluminum shell with a small “NO STEP” label on it. In addition,
because we replaced the steering motor, a new mount had to be designed and built
for that as well.
3.5.1 Brake Motor Mount
The brake motor mount is made from 1/4” A36 steel angle and plate and is located
directly in front of the brake pedal on the front frame member. The motor mounts
through its tailpiece, which is the proper load-bearing point on the motor case. Al-
though the actuator pulls the brake lever in a very slight arc, the stroke is less than
2” and the side loading is negligible. A 7/8-9 steel bolt was used to mount the motor
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to the plate. A heavy-duty steel roller chain is used to link the actuator to the brake
pedal. Shown in Figures 15-17 are the brake actuator and mount.
Figure 15: Shown is the brake motor from the top.
Figure 16: Shown is the the brake motor mount outlined in blue.
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Figure 17: Shown is the brake motor mounted and connected to the vehicle brake
pedal using a high-strength steel chain. The actuator is outlined in blue.
3.5.2 Transmission and Parking Brake Motor Mount
Our team added a parking brake actuator and decided to re-mount the transmission
actuator, so a mount system was designed to house both of these actuators. More
detail concerning the linkage design of the parking brake mount can be found in
section 3.6, but the general design will be explained here. Both actuators are housed
in a 7”x2” 1/4” steel web C-channel, shown in Figure 18. The webbing spans from
the seat support to the frame member below the dashboard, in-board of the fuel cell.
Figure 18: Shown is the webbing C-channel used to support the transmission and
parking brake actuators. The webbing is outlined in blue.
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The parking brake actuator has a 250-lb pull force and a 4” stroke, but the cable
tension required is 750 lb (with a small stroke), so a linkage is used to introduce
mechanical advantage. The link can be seen in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Shown is the link used to add mechanical advantage to the parking brake
actuator. The side profile is outlined in blue.
The transmission and parking brake actuators are both mounted under the web
by their tailpieces. The transmission actuator also has a square U-bolt holding it
rigid, while the parking brake actuator must be allowed to rotate slightly because of
the linkage. The two actuators are shown mounted in Figures 20 and 21. Detailed
drawings the custom components can be found in Appendix G.1.
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Figure 20: Shown are the transmission and parking brake actuators mounted. The
parking brake actuator has an exposed metal arm while the transmission actuator
has a black plastic arm and case.
Figure 21: Shown are the transmission and parking brake actuators mounted. The
parking brake actuator has an exposed metal arm while the transmission actuator
has a black plastic arm and case.
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3.5.3 Steering Motor Mount
The new Bodine steering motor is much larger than the previous Maxon unit and
needed a much stronger mount to be designed and built. Two 3”x3/8” pieces of steel
bar support a 6”x8”x1” block of aluminum, which attaches to the motor. The bolts
going through the aluminum block up into the motor are counterbored and eﬀectively
relocate the motor mounting holes. The bars are set to a width that does not interfere
with any frame members. Shown in Figure 22 is a SolidWorks rendering of the motor
installed on the new mount.
Figure 22: Shown is a SolidWorks rendering of the new steering motor installed on
its new mount. The bars are 3”x3/8” steel and the block beneath the motor is 1”
thick aluminum.
3.6 Supporting Analysis
Our team performed a finite element analysis on the emergency brake and trans-
mission actuator mount to determine if any of the parts would yield or exceed the
deflections that we deemed appropriate. The transmission actuator was considered
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negligible for this analysis because the actuator was acting on a portion of the mount
that did not create any severe moments and the force was quite small (around 20 lbs)
with respect to the forces and moments associated with the emergency brake actuator.
Through an iterative design process, we were able to successfully design the mount
bracket for the emergency brake actuator. Two parts failed their initial analysis; both
the preliminary design for the lever arm and the 10-32 rod end that connects the lever
arm to the actuator yielded. Once these initial tests were performed, the mount was
redesigned and all parts were below yield stress. In the analysis, we decided to sim-
plify the assembly into sub assemblies and test those based on calculated forces. This
gave us more confidence in the results that we obtained.
3.6.1 System Description
The system discussed in this analysis is a carrier for the transmission actuator and the
emergency brake actuator. Both of these actuators operate by manipulating vehicle
cables. The transmission actuator must push and pull the shift cable into a prede-
termined position while the emergency brake actuator simply pulls when provided
with power, stopping when the built-in limit switch is reached. This stopping point is
determined based on iterative empirical testing, adjusting the limit switch by testing
the stopping force.
In order to save cost and maintain safe operation of the emergency brake, a sim-
ple linkage was designed. While the cable tension may exceed 750 lb, the actuator is
specified at only 250 lb, which means that the mechanical advantage supplied by the
linkage must exceed 2:1. A lever is used to trade force for stroke; the actuator has
a longer stroke than the cable but a lower pulling force. Shown in Figure 23 is the
complete system.
3.6.2 Analysis Method
In order to solve the stresses of this mechanism, a SolidWorks assembly was built
and then imported into ANSYS. A Finite Element Analysis was performed on the
components using fixtures and loading as specified in section 3.6.4. Because there is
combined loading on some components and the geometry is complex, the analysis is
better done using computer tools than by hand. More detail on loading conditions
can also be found in section 3.6.4.
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3.6.3 Material Properties
Table 4: Relevant material properties. Source: MatWeb (cited in References).
Material Elastic Modulus (psi) Yield Strength (psi)
Mild Steel (A36) 29·106 36.3·103
ASTM A449 29·106 50.8·103
6061-T6 Al 10·106 40·103
3.6.4 Overall Loading
The shift cable requires very little pushing or pulling force; approximately 20 lbs. For
this reason, the shift cable loading is excluded from this analysis.
The loading scheme of the bracket and linkage is shown in Figure 24, with the brake
actuator pulling with a force of 250 lbs and the connections shown. All of the contacts
are defined. The three components included in the analysis are the mounting bracket,
lever arm, and rod end.
Figure 24: System with overall loading scheme, including connection types. This
diagram is a cutaway.
As seen in the diagram, the lever arm is not simply a straight link; this is due to
space constraints. Because the link is not straight, the rod ends are subjected to side
loading as well as axial loading. This is one of the main motivations for completing
an analysis on these components; axial strength is well defined for threaded rod ends
and other standard components, but the combined side and axial loading introduces
a level of uncertainty and requires analysis.
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In order to examine each component’s stress levels, the parts were loaded individ-
ually. In order to minimize the bending moment on the rod end that supports the
base of the lever arm, the linkage was designed so that all forces would act parallel in
the fully retracted position. The hole that the brake cable goes through was placed
at the level of the rod end to which it connects in the fully retracted position. Addi-
tionally, the actuator is acting parallel to the rest of the system in this fully retracted
position. If either of these forces were not acting level to the rest of the system, it
would result in a non-axial reaction force at the lower supporting rod end.
The overall system was broken up into subsystems which were then broken up into
separate finite element models that were only designed to test the parts and areas
that we saw as critical. This was because we were unable to make the contacts work
and converge on a solution because the system was too complex.
3.6.4.1 Lever arm The first subsystem that was examined was the lever arm.
There were two separate tests performed on the lever arm. The first was to determine
if the lever arm could support the bearing loads associated with the connected rod
ends and also to ensure that the male rod end that the emergency brake actuator
pulls on would not fail because it was not loaded axially and seemed rather small.
It was predicted that the small 10-32 rod end may fail under this load. Figure 25
demonstrates how the lever arm was loaded for the first test on the lever arm.
Figure 25: Preliminary finite element model for loading of the 10-32 rod end.
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The finite element analysis stress results for this loading situation on the lever
arm are shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26: Finite element stress results for loading of the 10-32 rod end.
As predicted, the 10-32 rod end failed due to the non-axial loading. The yield
strength for this rod end was 50,800 psi and the maximum stress shown in Figure 26
was 66,716 psi. Because of this, a new design was created and tested. A diagram of
this new configuration is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Revised loading model of the lever arm.
This model was used to determine if the rod end or either of the holes supporting
the bearing loads would fail. The finite element analysis stress results for this test
are shown in Figure 28. As the figure indicates, neither the rod end nor the lever arm
failed in this analysis.
Figure 28: Finite element stress results for final design of lever arm and associated
hardware.
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The next analysis on the lever arm was used to determine if the reduction in the
cross-sectional area of the lever arm to fit around the rod end would cause the lever
arm to yield. The loading situation for this analysis and the results are demonstrated
in Figures 29 and 30.
Figure 29: Loading scenario used to test the strength of the lever arm that carries
the rod end.
Figure 30: Finite element analysis stress results used to test the cross-sectional area
reduction of the lever arm around the rod end.
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As indicated by Figure 30, the lever arm did not fail in the analysis. In fact, the
maximum stress was less than one third of the yield strength.
3.6.4.2 Mounting bracket The next analysis was used to analyze the deflections
that the mount itself would be subject to. For this part, the stress was certainly a
concern but the deflection was also considered to be an issue because the part has
loads that are cantilevered away from where the part is strongest. Because of this,
even if the part was stressed within its elastic region, the deflections due to these
stresses could be significant. The loading scheme and stress results for this analysis
is provided in Figures 31 and 32.
Figure 31: Loading scenario used to test the emergency brake actuator mount. The
left rigid support tab is pinned at the actuator mounting hole.
Figure 32: Finite element stress results for the emergency brake mount.
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In Figure 32, the mount is well below its yielding point. The other important
result for this test was the total deflection. This result is given in Figure 33.
Figure 33: Finite element total deflection results for the emergency brake mount.
As Figure 33 indicates, the total deflection of the mount bracket never exceeds
0.05 inches which is well below the maximum allowable deflection of 0.15 inches. The
main problem that would be associated with this deflection is if the part deflected to
a degree that would cause the transmission to shift without the transmission actuator
attempting to shift gears. However, because the transmission feedback is direct from
the input shaft, the actuator would correct for this.
3.6.4.3 1/2-20 Rod End The next and final test was used to determine if the
rod end that supports the bottom of the lever arm could possibly yield at any point
in the travel. We had already confirmed that the bottom rod mount would not yield
in compression and so this test was used to ensure that in the “worst case scenario”
the rod end would not fail in the combined loading of bending and axial compression.
In order to simulate the “worst case scenario” test, the actuator was moved to its
forward-most position because this is the position where the majority of the bending
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stress would be applied to the rod end. This is because in this position the forces
applied to the brake cable and the top of the lever arm were not parallel to the rod end
and thus result in a compound reaction force from the rod end. Another assumption
that was made here was that in the forward-most position, the actuator was providing
the full 250 lbs of load. This is a grave overestimation because in this position, the
actuator would be providing much less than the full 250 lbs. The loading scenario
and stress results for this analysis can be found in Figures 34 and 35.
Figure 34: Loading scenario used to test the 1/2-20 rod end.
Figure 35: Finite element stress results for the 1/2-20 rod end.
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This analysis demonstrated that both the supporting block and rod end would
not yield under this “worst case scenario” loading.
3.6.5 Assumptions and Simplifications
There were several general assumptions and simplifications made to ease the analysis.
Specific assumptions concerning loading geometry are addressed in section 3.6.4.
• No temperature eﬀects, all components at room temperature
• Shift cable force is zero
• Threads are removed and modeled as cylinders
• 250 lbs load applied in actuator’s retracted position
• Static loading (no change in position as force ramps up)
3.6.6 Analysis Summary
Through an iterative design process, we were able to successfully design the mounting
bracket for the emergency brake actuator. Two parts failed their initial analysis. Both
the preliminary design for the lever arm and the 10-32 rod end that connects the lever
arm to the actuator yielded. Once these initial tests were performed, the mount was
redesigned and none of the parts exceeded yield strength. In the analysis, we decided
to simplify the assembly into sub assemblies and test those based on calculated forces.
This gave us more confidence in the results that we obtained.
3.7 Testing and Verification
Operating the vehicle has verified that all actuators function as desired, with fast
response on steering, brakes, and throttle. Individual actuator performance was mea-
sured using Roboteq’s Roborun+ PC utility. Plots are shown in Figures 36-39.
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Figure 36: Shown is a plot of steering actuator response given a step input from left
lock to right lock. The motor controller uses arbitrary units for motor commands.
The steering, as shown in Figure 36, is able to turn from lock to lock in well
under 4 seconds, easily meeting the RPM requirement. The response when using the
joystick is quick and precise with no overshoot whatsoever. The only limiting factor
on the steering motor is the forced speed limit.
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Figure 37: Shown is a plot of throttle actuator response given a step input from mini-
mum to full throttle. The motor controller uses arbitrary units for motor commands.
Figure 38: Shown is a plot of brake actuator response given a step input from zero
brake to full brake, then relaxing back to zero braking force. The motor controller
uses arbitrary units for motor commands.
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The brake actuator reacts quickly to input and has proved very eﬀective in field
testing. The vehicle’s brakes require more pedal force than a power-assisted car and
the brake actuator easily applies enough force to stop the vehicle promptly.
Figure 39: Shown is a plot of transmission actuator response given a step input from
Neutral to Reverse, then from Reverse to High. The motor controller uses arbitrary
units for motor commands.
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4 Subsystem: Communication
4.1 Role and Requirements
The communications subsystem deals with how diﬀerent components of the system
architecture communicate with one another. This includes how the interface com-
municates to the main microcontroller, how the analog override inputs function, how
the remote control console and drive by wire system communicate to the microcon-
troller, how the encoders communicate back to the motor controllers, and finally how
system level sensors communicate to the main controller. In addition, this subsystem
includes the XBee wireless link between the console and the vehicle.
4.2 Wireless Communication
At the heart of the communication system for the RSL ROVER is the wireless com-
munication. Given that the stated goal for this project is to become a testbed for the
Robotic Systems Lab, an eﬀective remote control system was vital to this project’s
successful completion.
The wireless communication was done using digital signals primarily because of
their ease of use compared to analog signals and also due to the fact that the other
systems were communicating serially. In addition, it would have been impractical to
use an analog radio. In addition to the practical aspects of installing digital devices
onto the ROVER, digital wireless devices have a few other properties that make them
useful. One such property in particular is the inherent ability of a digital signal to
reject noise. Given that quantities are taken at two discrete levels (either a high
voltage 1 or a low voltage 0), the signal is much less likely to be aﬀected by noise
which is commonly present in analog signals.
After deciding on the method for communication, it was important to select a
robust digital radio module that would be simple to implement and also provide
modularity. The most important factor that was used when selecting the device was
familiarity amongst members of the Robotic Systems Lab. The common system that
is used in the lab is XBee radio modules, so this class of radio modules was selected.
Other factors that were important when selecting the radio module were the range
and the number of digital input/output pins. In the end, the XBee-PRO 900HP was
selected to serve as the wireless communicator because it had the longest range when
compared to the other models. The stated range is up to 4 miles (unobstructed) with
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the 900MHz half dipole antennas that were selected for this project. With higher
gain antennas, however, the range can purportedly increase to 28 miles. Figure 40
shows an image of the XBee-PRO 900HP radio module and its 900 MHz antenna.
Figure 40: Shown is the XBee radio module with a 900 MHz half dipole antenna
attached.
After selecting the wireless module, it was important to configure the XBee mod-
ules to coordinate and send data to one another. The software used to configure XBee
radio modules is known as XCTU and was developed by DigiKey. After configuring
the XBees, they needed to be powered up and allowed to sit for approximately 10
minutes before the configuration took eﬀect. Upon taking aﬀect, the XBees were
plugged into serial port 2 on the Console and Vehicle Arduino Megas, and were able
to send serial commands. The wiring diagram for connecting the XBee modules to
the Arduino Mega serial pins is shown in Figure 41.
Figure 41: Shown is the XBee wiring diagram for connection to the Vehicle Mega
microcontroller.
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4.3 Wired Communication
Our team decied to use serial communication on-board the vehicle to send commands
from the console down to the motor controllers. The other option considered for this
was to use pulse width modulation (PWM). The main reason for not using PWM
was because the PWM command needs to be scaled each time it is read. Also with
serial communication, we were able to create a protocol for certain commands like
speed versus actuator modes. With PWM, a new line would have to be used for each
diﬀerent type of command. In order for this to work, we would have needed many
diﬀerent PWM lines going between the micro-controllers. This would have been a
problem because the XBees only have a limited number of pins that PWM can be
sent to. The use of serial communication allowed us to send many diﬀerent types of
commands through one line and do so reliably.
While we decided that serial communication was best for command communica-
tion, we did find that PWM was a better solution for sending the wheel speed from
the axle tachometer interpreter Arduino Uno to the two on-board Arduino Megas.
Initially, serial was used for this function but serial proved to be unreliable here. This
was because the axle tachometer interpreter sends the wheel speed intermittently and
this caused that iteration of the Vehicle Mega to be slightly longer than the rest be-
cause it also had to read from the serial buﬀer from the axle tachometer interpreter.
This would happen about once in every ten iterations, thus the serial buﬀer must
have overflowed during this iteration because the input command began to come in
scrambled. Because it is much less taxing on the micro-controller to read PWM, we
decided that PWM should be used for sending the wheel speed feedback.
4.4 Detailed Design Description
The main design decisions that were made were on the basis of which types of com-
munication to use and what our serial protocol should be. The serial protocol needed
to be constructed in a way that the commands that were put in place would be useful
for future semi-autonomous and autonomous operations as well as for remote control
operations.
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4.4.1 Serial Protocol and Routing
Inputs on the console are formulated into strings of data that are sent to the Vehicle
Mega. The inputs on the console are either entered through the serial interface or
by the analog and digital inputs on the console. These inputs are interpreted and
formulated into strings using our serial protocol. Basic serial signal flow is shown in
Figure 42.
Figure 42: Shown is the basic component block diagram for the vehicle.
The console creates command strings which flow to the Vehicle Mega, and then the
Vehicle Mega routes the strings according to the desired actuator; steering and gear
commands are relayed directly to Motor Controller 1 (marked A on the vehicle) and
speed-related commands are sent to the Speed Controller. The Speed Controller then
communicates with Motor Controller 2 to control the throttle and brake actuators.
Each on-board Arduino Mega then processes these commands into the proper format
for the motor controllers, as shown in Figure 44.
The basis of the serial protocol is comma separation and parsing based on each
place between commas. Decisions are made incrementally; the first letter is the first
to be interpreted, and then the second place gives the next clue. In this way, each
command is evaluated like a flowchart.
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For speed and steering related commands, there are 4 places in the serial protocol
and each part is separated with a comma.
1. The first place in these commands is either a C for command or a ? for a query.
2. The next place is either an A for actuator mode or S for speed mode. This al-
lows speed commands or direct actuator commands that correspond to steering,
brake and throttle.
3. The next place in the command is either a W for a steering command or a V
for speed related commands. The W derives from the Greek letter ω which is
traditionally used to denote rotational angular velocity, while V indicates linear
velocity, in this case vehicle speed.
4. The final place in the command is the associated value from -1000 to 1000.
For steering for instance, an associated value of -1000 would be full left. For
a speed related command in actuator mode, any negative value corresponds to
the brake while a positive command corresponds to a throttle position.
Figure 43 shows two examples of control strings.
C￿￿￿￿
Command
, A￿￿￿￿
Actuator mode
, W￿￿￿￿
Steering
, 1000￿ ￿￿ ￿
Full right position
C￿￿￿￿
Command
, S￿￿￿￿
Speed mode
, V￿￿￿￿
Speed
18￿￿￿￿
Desired speed (mph)
Figure 43: Shown are examples of the serial protocol used to communicate between
microcontrollers in actuator and speed modes.
! G￿￿￿￿
Position command
1￿￿￿￿
Channel
1000￿ ￿￿ ￿
Desired position
Figure 44: Shown is the resulting steering control string from Figure 43, processed
into Roboteq control format.
For a gear shift command, a similar protocol was created. The first place is again
C for command. The next place is G for gear and the final place is either H, L, N,
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R, or P for high, low, neutral, reverse, or park. An example is shown in Figure 45.
C￿￿￿￿
Command
, G￿￿￿￿
Gear
, L￿￿￿￿
Low
Figure 45: Shown is an example of the serial protocol used to send a gear command.
Each actuator has local feedback being interpreted by the motor controller to
ensure the actuator is where it should be. This feedback stays within the actuator-
controller loop unless it is requested by a microcontroller. A regular query is actual
steering position, which is displayed on the screen of the console.
Other control strings include vehicle feedback to the console, console auxiliary
commands, and error indicators. The console feedback string shown in Figure 46
indicates that the vehicle is steering 17.4% to the right and traveling 12 mph.
F￿￿￿￿
Feedback
, 174￿￿￿￿
Steering position
, 12￿￿￿￿
Wheel speed(mph)
Figure 46: Shown is an example of the serial protocol used to send feedback to the
console.
Auxiliary commands are also sent by the console using the protocol shown in
Figure 47. This sends the status of each of the five auxiliary rocker switches and the
two extra pushbuttons (one being the horn button). When the switch is on, the letter
of the switch is placed in the string. This alphanumeric string uses no commas to
minimize length.
A￿￿￿￿
Auxiliary command
A￿￿￿￿
A on
x￿￿￿￿
B oﬀ
C￿￿￿￿
C on
x￿￿￿￿
D oﬀ
x￿￿￿￿
E oﬀ
H￿￿￿￿
Horn on
F￿￿￿￿
F on
Figure 47: Shown is an example of the serial protocol used to send an auxiliary
command string.
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5 Subsystem: Control
5.1 Role and Requirements
The scope of our project with respect to control was to create a drive by wire and
remote control system for direct actuator control and speed control. The system is
designed to be controlled from the console but also had to be able to take inputs from
some sort of serial interface.
The vehicle uses feed-forward speed control with an integral term. The speed
control law is a key feature for future users of the vehicle because it oﬀers a testbed
for multiple actuator speed control which is a problem with many possible solutions
and certainly something worth exploring. The system had to provide a framework
for the speed control law that could be built upon.
5.2 Options and Trade-oﬀs
The initial speed control law that we initially wanted to use was a multi-state PID
law. This law would switch cases based on the diﬀerence between desired and actual
speed. Three cases that were considered were acceleration, mild deceleration, and
heavy deceleration. These cases were determined according to the size and sign
of the error and depended on a threshold error value to cross from mild to heavy
deceleration. For example, our Simulink model used 8 mph as the error threshold to
start applying the brake.
Figure 48: Shown are the three states used for the initial PID speed control law.
State Throttle Action Brake Action
Acceleration Proportional throttle Zero brake
Mild deceleration Zero throttle Zero brake
Heavy deceleration Zero throttle Proportional brake
Upon testing the law, we realized that there were several problems with this model.
The Simulink model was not well behaved when switching between cases and often
reacted unpredictably.
Due to the problems that we had using three state PID, we decided to move to
a feed-forward control law with an integral term. This was because we realized that
braking was hardly necessary because the vehicle slows down so quickly on its own
and does not travel at high speeds. The feed-forward term is a prediction of what
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the throttle position should be for a given steady state desired speed. The integral
term serves to close the loop and remove any steady state oﬀset that might exist due
to diﬀerent terrain conditions or grade. The feed-forward control law was also much
better than PID because the throttle response was very slow even when operating
the vehicle in analog override mode. In other words, there was a large delay between
when the throttle plate opened and when the engine would react and get up to speed.
5.3 Detailed Design Description
The control system for the vehicle begins with the console. The console takes analog
and digital inputs and creates command strings to send to the vehicle. There are
controls on the console to switch between actuator and speed control modes and also
to switch between drive by wire and serial interface. In drive by wire or remote
control mode, the Arduino Mega in the console takes inputs from the buttons and
potentiometers on the console. In serial mode, the Arduino Mega in the console takes
inputs from the USB port.
The console formulates and sends commands to the Arduino Mega on the vehicle
named Vehicle Mega. The Vehicle Mega is responsible for executing gear change and
steering commands. The throttle and brake related or speed related commands that
the Vehicle Mega receives are sent on to the speed controller, another Arduino Mega
on-board the vehicle. The speed controller takes these commands and formulates
strings to send to the motor controller that controls the brake and throttle actuators.
When the console is switched to actuator control mode, the joystick is the primary
control that changes. In actuator control mode, forward on the joystick is throttle
position with brake oﬀ, backward is brake position with throttle oﬀ, left is steering
left and right is steering right. There is also a governor that can be adjusted so
that you do not accidentally push the joystick farther forward than you anticipated.
In actuator mode the governor governs the desired throttle position from 0 to 100
percent.
When the console is switched into speed control mode, the speed control law can
be tested. The governor is still in eﬀect in speed mode, but governs the desired
speed. This ensures that you do not accidentally push the joystick farther forward
than anticipated and also allows a method to provide a steady input while steering
the vehicle.
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5.4 Supporting Analysis
The speed control law consists of a feed-forward and integral term. The integral term
requires that the speed controller receive feedback regarding the vehicle’s wheel speed.
This is why there is an Arduino Uno on-board the vehicle that is used to interpret the
axle tachometer and send the wheel speed to the speed controller. The feed-forward
term for this law was created by giving the vehicle several desired throttle positions
in actuator mode. Shown in Figure 49 is the block diagram of the feed-forward speed
control.
Figure 49: Shown is a model of the feed-forward speed control law used to control the
throttle. The diagram shows a third-order map but after more testing it was revealed
that this relationship was linear.
Five runs were conducted to retrieve the desired data. The vehicle was given
throttle positions of 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%. The vehicle was allowed to
reach steady state speed on each run and throttle position, wheel speed, and time
were recorded for each run. The data from each of these runs can be found in Figures
50-54. In addition to serving as data points, these plots were used to construct
the second version of the Simulink model, which provided a baseline for adding the
integral term.
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Figure 50: 10% throttle response.
Figure 51: 15% throttle response.
Figure 52: 20% throttle response.
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Figure 53: 25% throttle response.
Figure 54: 30% throttle response.
Each of these runs created a data point that was used to create a relationship
between throttle position and steady state wheel speed. This plot used to provide
this relationship is given in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Shown is the first iteration of the feed-forward throttle map in low gear.
However, because many of the runs did not achieve steady-state speed, the indi-
vidual throttle tests were redone. The second map is shown in Figure 56. With an
additional data point at (0,0) and a new trendline forced to go through that point,
the relationship appeared to be more linear. This was somewhat of a surprise, but
it should be noted that throttle cable position is likely nonlinear with the amount of
power produced by the engine. A linear response to throttle cable pull marks a good
design by Polaris; pedal position appears to correspond linearly with speed.
Figure 56: Shown is the second iteration of the feed-forward throttle map in low gear.
This new map and individual speed run data was used to construct a new func-
tional Simulink model with an estimation of the vehicle’s transfer function. Gains
were tuned until they yielded a reasonable result. The model is shown in Figure 57
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and the resulting plot (speed versus time) is shown in Figure 58. These gains were
used as a starting point on the vehicle for testing.
Figure 57: Shown is the Simulink model used to estimate gains for the integral term.
The leftmost group of blocks creates stepped inputs while the Drag block creates a
drag term proportional to speed.
Figure 58: Shown is speed in mph (desired in blue, actual in green) plotted versus
time in seconds. This data is derived from the Simulink model shown in Figure 57.
5.5 Testing and Verification
The feed-forward speed control law was tested at two speeds (10 and 15 mph), driving
up a slight grade to ensure that the integral term was working. In order to avoid
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overshoot, the integrator was set to begin adding error only when the actual speed
was within 70% of the desired speed. This eliminates the typical “early surge” of an
integral term. Shown in Figures 59 and 60 are initial runs made without an integral
term. Though the grade was slight, it was enough to cause a considerable steady-state
oﬀset in speed, preventing the vehicle from getting up to full speed.
It should be noted that the data is noisy; it is written in PWM by the Tach
Arduino and read by the Speed Controller, which may be the source of the noise.
Regardless of the noise source, it is clear when inspecting the data that the upper
points on the scatter are accurate. When the vehicle was stationary, the scatter had
a consistent maximum value of zero. This was used to ensure that the top of the
scatter was indeed accurate.
Figure 59: Shown is the vehicle response to a 10 mph speed command without the
integral term, driving up a slide grade.
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Figure 60: Shown is the vehicle response to a 15 mph speed command without the
integral term, driving up a slide grade.
There is a clear steady-state oﬀset in both of these plots, indicating the need for
the integral term. Figures 61 and 62 show vehicle performance on the same grade
with the integral term added.
Figure 61: Shown is the vehicle response to a 10 mph speed command, driving up a
slide grade.
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Figure 62: Shown is the vehicle response to a 15 mph speed command, driving up a
slide grade.
The testing location had limited space so the integral term may have been a bit
aggressive, but these plots clearly show that the vehicle achieves its desired speed.
In addition, the speed response is smooth and does not feel overly abrupt as it may
with an aggressively-tuned PID law. The throttle rolls on and slowly ramps up; the
integral term can be felt when it kicks in. These plots are cut oﬀ shortly after the
target speed is achieved because we ran out of driving space and the vehicle reached
the crest of the grade. However, in unrecorded testing it was clear that the vehicle
did correct when driving downhill, letting oﬀ the throttle. This is a fundamentally
diﬀerent experience than driving a vehicle with a constant throttle input; it is our
active version of cruise control with a constant speed input.
With more time and space to test, the law could be dialed in further. What the
plots do not communicate is that a length of several hundred feet is required to reach
the desired speed; our Polaris is no race car.
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6 Subsystem: Interface
6.1 Role and Requirements
The interface subsystem consists of the control console, the analog control panel, and
the serial control method. The vehicle can be controlled in several diﬀerent ways
using these tools.
6.1.1 Control Console
The control console is based on a Pelican 1450 weatherproof case with a stainless steel
switch panel and is shown in Figure 63.
Figure 63: Shown is the control console.
The console was designed to be intuitive while also displaying how serious the
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vehicle is. To clarify, this means that the design of the console should appear heavy-
duty and industrial-grade, because the vehicle that it controls is no toy. Initial remote
control concepts included video-gaming controls for driving games: gas and brake
pedals and a steering wheel. However, these components would have been awkward
to transport and lacked the ability to control other vehicle systems. The team decided
that a joystick would be the optimal control method, as it is common in gaming and
other remotely-operated vehicles.
The next challenge was designing a complete console around the joystick and
associated controls. The team decided that there were some vehicle functions that
should be left undisturbed and did not need to be controlled remotely; these included
ignition, carburetor choke, headlights, and the 6-wheel drive (which engages and
disengages the front wheels). The first iteration of the console was extremely rough
but functional and allowed us to drive the vehicle for early testing. This first console
is shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65 shows it in use during the messiest stage of the
project; all wiring was solid-core and we used breadboards and the prototyping pins
on the Arduino.
Figure 64: Shown is the first iteration of the control console.
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Figure 65: Shown is the first console in use.
The next step was to find a box to hold the console controls. We searched many
stores and companies for a box that would meet our primary needs:
1. Waterproof
2. Enough room for electronics beneath control panel
3. Panel cannot be sunk lower than 1” from the edge of the lower case
4. Upper case must clear joystick height
Unfortunately, we could not find such a box. Instead, we opted for a nicely-sized
Pelican case and chose to modify it to clear the joystick. Shown in Figure 66 is the
additional box glued on top of the console. In order to match, we used another Pelican
case of the same material.
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Figure 66: Shown is the extra box added to the lid of the Pelican case to clear the
joystick.
Rather than using a plastic panel like the prototype, the panel is 16-gauge brushed
stainless steel, laser cut to our design. The switches and buttons are made to seat on
a metal panel of this thickness and it oﬀers plenty of strength. This second console
was designed using SolidWorks in order to ensure that all of the components (above
and below the panel) would fit without interference. Shown in Figures 67 and 68 is
the console assembly.
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Figure 67: Shown is a rendering of the console SolidWorks model.
Figure 68: Shown is the underside of the console SolidWorks model.
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In this case, the assembly drove the part; dimensionally-accurate components were
placed on the panel and then used to create cavities in the panel. This was an eﬀective
way to create the part and updated instantly when the switches and buttons were
moved around in the assembly.
The layout is shown, labeled, in Figure 69. To add room for growth on the
project, a bank of small rocker switches, labeled A-E, were added, along with an
extra button labeled F and two free indicator LEDs. This allows future groups to
add functionality to the console. In addition, rather than permanently marking the
stainless panel with laser rastering, we chose to use lettering stickers. This ensures
that groups can reconfigure the console to their liking in the future, although we hope
that this will be an unnecessary and unlikely event.
Figure 69: Shown is the layout of the console.
The first switch turns the console on. The next switches the control mode be-
tween manual and serial control; this means that in serial mode, the joystick and
other components are ignored and the control commands come from the USB port
and are sent to the vehicle. The third large rocker switch toggles between speed mode
and actuator mode, allowing desired throttle or desired speed commands to be sent.
The speed control uses feed-forward and integral terms to eliminate error as described
in section 5. The buttons below these switches are for the transmission. These are
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momentary buttons that set the desired gear. Each button has an indicator LED that
is solid when the vehicle is in gear and flashes while the vehicle shifts into that gear.
As mentioned, the top bank of small rocker switches is for expansion along with the
extra button F and two unlabeled indicator LEDs. The STOP button kills power to
the console, sending the vehicle into the “dead man” emergency stop scenario where
it shuts down because it is no longer receiving commands.
The LCD screen displays vehicle attitude information: vehicle speed, actual steer-
ing position, governor limit, and errors when they arise. The LOW BATT and ER-
ROR lights are dummy lights in the same ilk as a “check engine” light on a vehicle
dashboard; the LCD screen displays the error or the battery that caused the LED to
illuminate. This saved room on the console rather than having individual warning
lights. A simple self-diagnosing function is included on the console during startup;
every time the console is turned on, the LEDs turn briefly on and oﬀ in a sweep. This
simple feature confirms that the warning and indicator lights are all functional.
A critical last-minute addition to the console was the governor, which allows the
user to limit the throttle or speed command using the potentiometer knob shown in
Figure 70. This allows much more precise control of the vehicle especially in confined
areas and was instrumental during our speed control testing because we were able to
give steady limited speed and throttle commands.
Figure 70: Shown is the speed and throttle governor knob on the console.
The console runs on another Arduino Mega, referred to as the Console Mega. This
microcontroller, like the others on the vehicle, uses a screw shield to make permanent
connections with stranded wire. The Mega takes digital inputs from all buttons
and switches and takes analog inputs from the joystick potentiometers, governor
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potentiometer, and a voltage divider that monitors console battery voltage. It was a
challenge to clean up the internal wiring, but a concerted eﬀort was made to do so.
All of the power components are mounted to an acrylic sheet which attaches to the
bottom of the console floor. The resulting internal wiring is shown in Figure 71.
Figure 71: Shown is the inside of the console.
On top of the Console Mega sits the screw shield, and then stacked upon the
screw shield is an XBee shield with an XBee perched atop the stack. The XBee radio
module uses an RP-SMA extension antenna cable, which allows the antenna to be
mounted on the panel with the controls. The Mega also has wired connections for
drive-by-wire operation using a standard DB9 D-sub connector along with a wired
USB port on the outside of the console. Both connectors are waterproof and mounted
on a 16-gauge laser cut stainless panel. The DB9 carries serial data, power, ground,
and a returning 5V signal that switches a DPDT relay on the vehicle, routing the
wired console serial into the Vehicle Mega rather than the XBee serial. This switches
the vehicle to drive-by-wire rather than radio control. The other external connection
is the waterproof power connector, which allows an external 12V wall charger to
charge the console battery using two pins of the 4-pin connector. These connections
are shown in Figures 72 and 73.
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Figure 72: Shown are the console DB9 and USB connections.
Figure 73: Shown is the console power connector.
The console has its own NiMH battery and charging system. The first iteration
used a Lithium-ion 3.7V battery and a step-up 5V converter and charging board, but
the board had bugs that caused the battery to discharge below the recommended
voltage for Li-ion batteries. This system was replaced with a 9.6V NiMH battery,
similar to those found in remote control cars. This required a DC-DC converter to be
added to the console to supply the require 5V for all of the console components, but
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is a much more resilient battery than the Li-ion. The console uses a switching power
supply and charging system including a 9.6V smart charger with a 12V DC input.
When plugged into a 12V source (using either the DB9 vehicle connector or the power
connector), the 12V supply connects directly to the DC-DC converter and powers the
console while also charging the console battery. The DPDT relay disconnects the
battery from the DC-DC converter and connects it to the smart charger, which has
overcharge protection. The battery also has a 2A automatically-resetting polyfuse.
Shown in Figure 74 is the console charge and power circuit.
Figure 74: Shown is the console power and charging system.
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6.1.2 Analog Backup System
Due to the complexity of the control and communication system of the vehicle, it
is imperative that the vehicle have an extremely robust and reliable analog backup
control system. This system is the backup system in the case that the digital control
system is not functioning and allows the vehicle to be driven using no processors, or
circuit boards. It does need 24V and 12V power to run but all of the components
in the system are completely analog: switches, buttons, diodes, and relays. This
circuit is shown in Figure 90 in section G.2 for full context with the other wiring
diagrams. The system is hardwired on the vehicle and the control panel replaces the
main dashboard panel, so it also holds the ignition switch, choke knob, AWD switch,
and headlight switch. The green LED indicates when the vehicle is in analog override
mode. The analog control panel is shown in Figure 75.
Figure 75: Shown is the analog backup control panel.
The panel houses a switch for analog override, a switch for the emergency brake,
a DPDT steering rocker switch, a DPDT transmission rocker switch, and a hydraulic
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brake release button in case the brake is on. Because the steering and transmission
use momentary rocker switches to briefly apply power to the respective actuators,
care must be taken when using them. The transmission must be shifted properly
into gear; if it is not completely engaged, the gears will clack and the transfer case
may be damaged. Although there are circuit-breakers in-line with these controls, the
steering motor has enough strength to break the aluminum steering coupler if it is
turned against the hard steering stop. An considerable eﬀort was made to install
limit switches but it proved challenging because the tie rod cycles up and down with
the suspension. Thus, a limit switch would have had to be added to the steering rack.
This is possible but other project issues took priority.
6.2 Options and Trade-oﬀs
At the beginning of the project, we planned to use a hard-mounted drive-by-wire
panel on the vehicle, replacing the pedals and steering wheel with electronic controls.
This would have a remote control to be built with the same controls to be used oﬀ
the vehicle. It quickly became clear that this would be redundant, although it did
mean that the on-vehicle control interface would be less permanent.
The next decision to be made was whether or not to use a factory remote control
such as a standard plane or helicopter controller with two joysticks. Video game
driving consoles were also considered. However, because these had limited interfacing
capability with serial control or visual feedback, it was clear that additional compo-
nents would be needed to augment these controllers. Rather than piecing together
this extra functionality with standard controllers, the team chose to design a bespoke
console.
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7 Subsystem: Safety
7.1 Role and Requirements
The safety system deals with all aspects of keeping people, the vehicle itself, and the
surroundings safe. It is not limited to just the vehicle but also contains all policies
regarding safety including vehicle safety features, shop safety, and all other procedures
that ensure the operator and all that are present are free from harm.
The basis of the safety system is the on-vehicle emergency stop system, which uses
switches and automatic triggers to engage a 12V safety circuit. The vehicle engine
must turn oﬀ and the vehicle must come to a complete stop when the emergency
stop system is engaged. This should be possible from any control surface: the analog
control panel, drive-by-wire console control, and remote control.
7.2 Options and Trade-oﬀs
One of the decisions made with regard to the safety system was whether to have
the system activated when 12V was supplied to the emergency stop rail or to have
the system activated in the absence of the 12V. It may initially seem that it would
be a better design to have it activated in the absence of 12V, but this would mean
that the relays would have to be always on when the vehicle is in normal operation.
This would result in the relays being cycled more often, decreasing their life. This
would also consume more power from the 12V power system. Additionally, there are
systems that still need to be powered, so it would be impossible to do a completely
passive emergency stop system. This made the choice clear to have an active system.
7.3 Detailed Design Description
The basis of the safety system is the on-vehicle emergency stop system, which uses
switches and automatic triggers to engage a 12V safety circuit. There are three
physical emergency stop switches on the vehicle (front, dashboard, rear) along with
one additional switch on the control console. In addition, the Arduino can engage the
emergency stop system automatically (low battery, high temperature, loss of Arduino
power) and also when it stop receiving commands from the console for more than 500
ms (the “dead man” switch), whether because the console E-stop button has been hit
or the console is out of wireless range. These switches power a system that, in turn,
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switches a number of relays. Listed below are the components and functions that are
turned on or oﬀ when the emergency stop system is energized:
1. The LED sign indicates that the E-stop has been hit
2. The Parking brake retracts into the full brake position
3. The Hydraulic brake turns on until it reaches the limit switch position
4. The ignition is disconnected
5. The fuel pump is disconnected
6. The throttle magnet is disconnected (throttle returns to idle position)
7. The motor controllers are powered oﬀ
8. The motor controllers are disconnected from the actuators
When the emergency stop system is engaged, the problem must be corrected before
the vehicle will be operational again; the vehicle must be powered down and turned
back on. We debated having the emergency stop system turn oﬀ when the console
turns back on or comes back into radio range, but because this may be intermittent, it
is better not to cycle the system on and oﬀ. This eliminates the possibility of driving
in and out of wireless range. In addition, every time the vehicle turns on, it must
re-zero the actuators by running the starting sequence. The sequence takes time and
is pivotal for safe operation, so it cannot be skipped.
Another important aspect of safety that is important is that the vehicle be well-
maintained. Leaky fuel lines, worn out brakes, or eroding tires all pose life-threatening
risks that must be accounted for and fixed. The operating safety rules in Appendix
F include these checks in the pre-drive checklist.
When the vehicle is in the RSL shop, certain safety guidelines must also be fol-
lowed. These rules are for the benefit of the entire team, the vehicle, and the shop
itself. An explicit list of these guidelines can be seen in the Appendix E.
7.4 Diagrams and Schematics
The wiring diagrams for analog backup, emergency stop, and motor controller circuits
are shown in section G.2 for full context. Because these systems are so integrated, it
is diﬃcult to isolate functions into single diagrams.
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7.5 Testing and Verification
We have tested all of the emergency stops and actually used the emergency stops at
several points during our speed control law testing. We also did a test where we hit an
emergency stop with the vehicle traveling at 15 mph to ensure that the vehicle would
have a reasonable stopping distance. We hit the emergency stop when we passed
over a line on the pavement and the vehicle had a stopping distance of 15 feet, which
we deemed acceptable. The brake pressure limit switch is adjustable and the brakes
could be applied harder at the risk of rupturing the caliper seals. The team decided
that this was reasonable performance for the emergency stop system and it feels very
strong when riding in the vehicle.
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8 Subsystem: Power
8.1 Role and Requirements
The power subsystem consists of the batteries, voltage converters, fuses, circuit break-
ers, and the network carrying power between these elements on the vehicle. This
subsystem, however, excludes the console power system, which is described in section
6.1.1. With components running at 5V, 12V, and 24V, there is a need for clean,
reliable power across the vehicle, which requires reliable conversion. Though safety
is a separate subsystem, the power network is directly implicated in safety require-
ments and must be carefully designed for non-volatile power delivery. Some general
approaches are listed:
• Wiring should be sized by current according to the American Wire Gauge chart
• Convention should be used to ensure that black wire is used for ground and red
wire is used for positive leads
• Vehicle batteries should have hard disconnect switches
8.2 Options and Trade-oﬀs
Several options were considered for the 24V system. The power system was a portion
of the project that we did not have time to perfect but needed to figure out a solution
that would be functional.
The first option that was considered was to have a 12V deep cycle battery and a
12V to 24V step up converter. However, the step up converters at the current that
we needed (50+ amps) would have been quite expensive. In this plane, a 12V battery
charger would be powered by the generator.
After considering several configurations of 12V batteries and battery chargers to cre-
ate the 24V system, we decided that the generator was unusable due to a fatal oil
leak from the horizontal cylinder. In addition, the generator is meant to be run once
per week for maintenance and unfortunately we know that this will not be the case.
Thus we decided to remove the generator altogether to clear space in the bed and
end the constant dripping of oil from the generator’s exhaust pipe.
After some calculations we decided to simply use two 12V deep cycle 100 Ah bat-
teries in series to make 24V. Although this neglects the issue of balancing the two cells
and could cause issues when the batteries degrade in health, it is wonderfully simple
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and relatively low-cost compared to generators, battery chargers, and high-current
voltage converters.
The on-vehicle microcontrollers monitor the voltage and activate the emergency
stop if the 12V or 24V systems are too low or too high. There is a danger that when
the 12V vehicle battery drops too low, it will not be able to activate relay coils.
8.3 Detailed Design Description
Due to the requirements of the components on the vehicle, we needed to include 5,
12, and 24V power on-board the vehicle.
The 5V system had relatively low power requirements but we wanted to make
sure that we left enough room for future devices to run oﬀ the 5V system. We
are using 5V power for the two on-vehicle Arduino Megas, the Arduino Uno axle
tachometer interpreter, the Arduino relays, and the on-vehicle XBee radio module.
Each of the Arduinos consumes around 15 mA, the XBee radio module consumes
around 250 mA, and the relays consume about 10 mA from the 5V power. Our total
power consumption on the 5V line is very low, but we found that 12V to 5V DC-DC
converters were abundant and inexpensive. We chose a 15A converter, which leaves
the option for future teams to run more microcontrollers, relays, or other 5V devices.
The 12V system draws directly from the vehicle’s battery and also from one of
the batteries in the bed. This is critical because while the vehicle is running, the
12V system is charged from the vehicle’s alternator. This is important because the
emergency stop system relies on the 12V system to activate relays. We found that
the relays stop working when the vehicle’s 12V battery drops to around 9 volts. In
order to maintain a useful emergency stop system, the Arduino is programmed to
automatically engage the emergency stop if the voltage drops below 10 volts. This
should never happen with the 12V system because the vehicle’s alternator should be
keeping it charged during runtime, but it is an extra safety net. However, because the
starter motor tends to require so much power while cranking the motor over, there
are a few items being run oﬀ of one of the auxiliary 12V batteries. This power rail,
rail 1, supplies power to the DC-DC converter and the warning beacon.
The 24V system is just two 12V deep cycle batteries in series. Both the 12 and
24V systems are turned on with battery kill switches. This allows the user to turn
oﬀ either system at any time. These batteries will need to be charged before each
operation and should provide the user with at least 10 hours of run time between
charges.
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8.4 Supporting Analysis
We decided to use two 12V deep cycle 100 Ah batteries in series for the 24V system
because the capacity should be suﬃcient and it was a simple yet functional solution
for our application. Our 24V system has a maximum current draw of 30.5 amps.
In order to reach this maximum, the actuators for the brake, throttle, steering, and
transmission would all have to be at peak current simultaneously. This should never
happen in an operation, and the steering actuator, which has an 18 amp maximum
current draw, will rarely be operating at peak current.
We estimated that the operating current was actually around 18 amps peak during
operations. This estimation was obtained by monitoring the peak current of each of
the actuators. For instance the brakes were applied all the way and the peak current
of the brake was recorded. For the steering, full rack is where the rack has the least
amount of mechanical advantage and this is where the current of the steering motor
would be highest.
What we really sought out to estimate was the time that the vehicle could be
operated without charging the batteries. In order to do this, we needed to estimate
the current draw on the 24V system averaged over time. The average current during
operation was estimated to be about 11 amps for steering and brake because they are
used fairly intermittently.
The total capacity of the 24V system is 2400 Wh. This was obtained by using the
relation in Equation 1.
Wh = Ah · V (1)
This capacity was then used to calculate the vehicle’s operating runtime using
Equation 2.
Runtime =
Wh
VA
(2)
With a 10 amp draw on the 24V system, vehicle runtime was estimated to be 10
hours. This is plenty of time for any operation that the vehicle will be used for.
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8.5 Diagrams and Schematics
Figure 76: Shown is the basic power system for the vehicle.
Tables 5-7 show the approximate power draw of most of the vehicle components, the
results of which were used to guide our decisions on the power system.
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Table 5: Shown is the power draw of the on-board 5V components.
Table 6: Shown is the power draw of the on-board 12V components.
Table 7: Shown is the power draw of the on-board 24V components.
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9 System Integration, Testing, and Results
There were four main aspects of the project that we sought out to test. We wanted
to test the functionality of the emergency stop system, the operation of each control
mode, the speed control law, and of course whether we met our benchmark require-
ments.
9.1 Emergency Stop System
For the emergency stop test, we tested each of the on-vehicle emergency stop buttons
to ensure that they worked. We also tested to ensure that the dead man switch works.
To test the dead man switch, we simply drove the vehicle remotely (with a passenger
in the vehicle in case of malfunction) and turned oﬀ the console. The vehicle quickly
slowed to a stop and remained in emergency stop mode. The dead man switch and all
other emergency stop buttons have been 100% reliable and we have used the system
heavily while testing. We wanted to do a dead man switch test with the vehicle
moving to qualitatively test whether the 750 millisecond dead man timeout was too
long in a situation where the vehicle was moving. If the vehicle was traveling at
highway speeds, the 750 millisecond dead man timeout may have been too long but
for our purposes at 15 mph, the timeout was hardly noticeable. This was verified by
the passenger in the vehicle as well as the console operator. The emergency stop was
also tested during actuator setup, especially while writing the steering motor startup
sequence.
9.2 Operation Modes
Testing the functionality of each of the modes was done by driving the vehicle in each
mode. In analog override, all the analog override controls work and move the actuators
in the way they should. In remote control and drive by wire modes, the vehicle
receives reliable commands from the console and all the actuators are controllable in
the manner anticipated. In serial mode, the console receives strings that can be found
in the command library in the user manual and sends these strings on to the vehicle.
The most critical measure of how well these modes were functioning was to put people
in the vehicle and allow them to drive and determine the speed at which the vehicle
started to feel diﬃcult to control. This speed seemed to be around 20 mph when
driving with the console and around 10 mph when driving with the analog override
system. The analog override system is limited because the steering is controlled with
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a momentary rocker switch which means that the steering can only be moved in
increments. This works acceptably at the low speeds for which it was designed, but
above 10 mph, a slight steering input starts to have a large impact. When driving
with the console either with drive by wire or remote control, the speed at which the
vehicle begins to become diﬃcult to control is 20 mph again because of the steering.
This could be improved by making the steering command exponential, eﬀectively
making the steering less twitchy at high speeds, or even coding in steering limits that
narrow down with speed. However, the team felt that 20 mph was adequately fast
for most of the operations that this vehicle will likely be used for.
9.3 Speed Control Law
The speed control law was another area that needed to be tested. This testing was
performed and well-documented in section 5.4. The results were good but not perfect
we had limited testing space, but the vehicle comfortably achieves desired speed up
to the low-gear limit of 20 mph.
9.4 System Level Requirements
The final aspect of the project that required testing was our original list of system
level requirements.
9.4.1 Velocity Control
The first benchmark was the speed control requirement of no less than 5% steady
state deviation from the desired speed. Due to spatial constraints we were not able
to totally confirm this. Looking at Figure 61, it can be seen that the speed response
reaches with 5% of the target speed but more space would be needed to determine
whether this is true in the steady state case. In Figure 62, the response overshoots,
but would drop back down toward the desired speed if driven further. Without more
space to test it is diﬃcult to conclude whether this steady state goal was met.
9.4.2 Power Requirements
Another quantitative requirement was that the vehicle should be able to operate for
5 hours without charging. We did not see a need to test this separately because we
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spent several days tuning and testing for over 8 hours each day. Throughout the
entire year the vehicle’s 24V system only needed to be charged once and has clearly
sustained well over 5 hours of use. In addition, the 12V battery stays charged during
operation because it is maintained by the vehicle alternator.
9.4.3 Adoption Time
The adoption time has yet to be tested due to the time crunch of the thesis and
because we are still working on the vehicle user manual. However, we are confident
that the vehicle’s systems are approachable enough to meet our goal; ‘A new user
must be able to control the vehicle with simple direction and speed commands within
one week, working a few hours per day.’
9.4.4 Drive-by-Wire Latency
The drive-by-wire latency was required not to exceed 500 milliseconds. This require-
ment was determined from a benchmarking exercise looking at several DARPA Grand
Challenge vehicles. To test this, we had a direct line from the console to the speed
controller and had the console operating in remote control mode. The speed controller
was used because it is the farthest down the line from the console. Code was added
to the console so that when the desired throttle position exceeded a certain number,
the direct wire was given 5 volts. Code was also added to the speed controller so that
the speed controller read the direct line input from the console every iteration and
also checked to ensure that the desired throttle position did not exceed the specified
value. When the speed controller read 5 volts from the direct line, the time was
recorded and when the throttle exceeded the specified value, the time was recorded.
The diﬀerence between these two times is the latency. This test was performed three
times and the values obtained were 76, 80, and 72 milliseconds. This easily meets the
500 millisecond requirement, which is an encouraging result.
9.4.5 Datalogging
Another necessity of this project is the ability to log data. Currently we are logging
data by printing variables separated with a comma to the serial monitor on a laptop
and then copying this into a text file. The variables in the text file can then be
separated by the comma to sort the numbers into rows. Although this method does
work, we recommend purchasing an Arduino shield that is capable of recording data
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to an SD card or similar data storage device. This will make datalogging much easier
for the user.
9.4.6 Other Requirements
There were also some qualitative requirements including that all electrical connections
be secure on the vehicle, that vehicle wiring be kept separate from the system that we
added, that there be extra pins on all Arduinos for future sensors, and that there be
an interface that was familiar to users. We are proud to say that all of the electrical
connections are secure and that the wiring for the vehicle and for the system that
we added have remained separate. Figure 77 shows the box that holds the motor
controllers and Figure 78 shows the screw shield that we are using on our Arduino
Megas to secure the wiring.
Figure 77: Shown is the motor controller box in the front of the vehicle. The wiring
is tidy and the components are labeled.
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Figure 78: Shown is a screw shield installed on the Speed Controller Arduino Mega.
The SC stands for Speed Controller. Each pin has a sturdy screw terminal for a
reliable connection.
The serial interface, however, is not something that we have had time to perfect.
Currently this interface is a command library but ideally it would be able to take
commands from a program like Simulink. Unfortunately we did not have time to
include this in the scope of our project.
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10 Costing Analysis
The decision regarding which actuator to use for the parking brake was made using a
cost benefit analysis. Because the distance that the parking brake cable needed to be
pulled was quite small, there was a question as to whether we should design a lever
to trade linear distance traveled for mechanical advantage on the cable.
The cable needed at least a 500 lb force to apply enough braking force. This could
be achieved quite easily by purchasing a 500 lb actuator and attaching it directly to
the cable or by designing a linkage system that takes the 250 lb actuator force as an
input and outputs 500 lb to the brake cable. We made the decision to buy actuators
that had built in limit switches to save time, rather than buying and wiring our own
limit switches. The only place that we were able to find actuators with adjustable
limit switches in both directions was McMaster-Carr. They oﬀered a 250 lb linear
actuator for $250 or a 500 lb linear actuator for $628.81. We decided to design a
linkage system and use the $250 lb actuator. Table 8 gives a breakdown of the costs
associated with both options. In Table 8, Option 1 refers to the 250 lb actuator with
linkage and Option 2 refers to the 500 lb actuator with no linkage.
Table 8: Shown is a table of costs associated with two diﬀerent parking brake actua-
tors.
As Table 8 demonstrates, Option 2 with the 500 lb actuator and no linkage was
the more expensive option. By going with the 250 lb actuator with linkage system
we ended up saving $177.31. It is important to note that we did not factor in our
time with this decision. If we had accounted for the engineering time to design the
linkage system and fabrication time to build it, we would have been much better oﬀ
using Option 2 and not designing a linkage system. Many situations on the project
caused us to make similar decisions between time and money because we understood
the importance of each factor.
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11 Patent Search
11.1 Executive Summary
The RSL ROVER team developed a feed-forward speed control system with an in-
tegral to quickly bring a vehicle to its desired speed. The system utilizes only a
hobby-class microcontroller for the speed control which was the main advantage.
11.2 Introduction and Background
Our project, the RSL ROVER, is a semi-autonomous, drive-by-wire vehicle with the
end goal of eventually becoming a fully autonomous vehicle testbed. One key part of
any drive-by-wire autonomous vehicle is its control law. Control laws are important
because they allow a microcontroller with the help of a motor driver to control an
actuator. Cars and vehicles that were built before the proliferation of electronics did
not have any use for speed control laws. However, a system is needed to control
modern vehicles using purely electrical signals as the days of mechanical throttle
linkages have come and gone. This design is a unique solution because it is low cost
and is achieved solely through use of hobby-class hardware.
Our speed control law utilizes on-board Arduino microcontrollers and Roboteq
motor drivers to allow the vehicle to accelerate and decelerate smoothly and reliably.
Based on a desired input from the joystick, the controllers determine how hard to
push the throttle based on a predetermined mapping of the vehicle’s acceleration.
This feed-forward speed control law also utilizes an integral term which helps against
steady state disturbances, such as an incline.
11.3 Invention Title: Hobby-Class Feed-Forward Speed Con-
trol Law with Integral Term
The vehicle control console works using two separate control modes, actuator and
speed control. The first mode, actuator mode, works by using direct analog control
via a potentiometer joystick input. The second mode, speed control, uses a predeter-
mined feed-forward map to determine the throttle command given a desired speed.
The advantage of the latter system is the ability to specify a speed rather than only a
throttle position. Furthermore, the main advantage over preexisting systems is that
it is cost-eﬀective because it is designed to use an Arduino Uno microcontroller. A
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possible variant for this design was the initial PID control law that was first pro-
posed for speed control. However, due to the nonlinearity and unpredictability of
the vehicle’s centrifugal clutch and continuously-variable transmission, the PID ar-
chitecture was largely ineﬀective. The RSL ROVER team began creating this system
on 4/30/2014 when the vehicle tuning began. The speed control was fully imple-
mented on 5/19/2014, and the feed-forward map and gains were tuned and finalized
on 5/23/2014.
11.4 Diagrams
Shown is the Simulink model used to estimate gains for the integral term. The
leftmost group of blocks creates stepped inputs while the Drag block creates a drag
term proportional to speed.
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Shown is a model of the feed-forward speed control law used to control the throttle.
The diagram shows a third-order map but after more testing it was revealed that this
relationship was linear.
11.5 Summary of the Applicable Patent Classifications
One U.S patent classification that is applicable to this invention is U.S. classification
318/610, which is a subclass of patent 318/609. Patent 610 documents the use of
a PID controller to reset windup prevention in a system that retracts a winch. In
the systems classified in patent 610, it prevents the system from losing stability when
subjected to quickly-changing error signals. Although our patent does not utilize PID
control, it is another method to establish control over electromechanical systems.
Another patent classification that relates to our invention is the U.S. classification
318/400.4. This classification deals with optical sensors, such as encoders and pho-
todetectors. Patent classification 318/400.4 is a subclass under 318/400.37, which
deals with tachometers and sensing motion parameters. More specifically, patent
318/400.4 applies to our project because two of our actuators use encoders and there
is an axle tachometer used to measure wheel speed. It fits this category because its
subject matter is wherein light or radiant energy is used to determine a motor’s state.
An additional patent classification applies to our invention is international patent
number G05B 13/00. This patent applies to adaptive controls systems where auto-
matic adjustments must be made autonomously in order to maximize performance
to some predetermined function. Being that our vehicle has the end goal of being
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completely autonomous, this patent applies directly to our vehicle.
A final patent that has practical applications to our invention is international
patent B60W 50/00. This patent classification deals with control systems for a road
vehicle drive control, not related to the control of a particular subunit. This means
that this patent focuses on the overarching control and does not deal with any sub-
systems. Our speed control law is part of a larger hierarchal control structure and is
classified as a subsystem, but both cases apply to controlling road-ready vehicles.
11.6 Review of Similar Patents
The four patents that will be reviewed as prior art are an Intelligent Cooperated
Traveling Trolley, a Seedling Grafting Robot Control System, a Low Speed Con-
trol Method and Apparatus for Servo Motor, and an Intelligent Control Device and
Method for Granular Computing-Based Micro Intelligent Vehicle. From each of these
patents a claim will be cited and applied to our invention.
From the Intelligent Cooperated Traveling Trolley patent, claim 1 discusses sys-
tem integration wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, characterized in use
of a steering servo mounted on the steering rack. This relates to our project but in-
stead of using a steering servo, our team utilized a DC gearmotor connected through
a curved-jaw coupler to the steering rack.
The second patent, the Seedling Grafting Robot Control System, states in claim 3
that the system is composed of two main Arduino controllers interconnected by means
of pins that exchange system data. Our system has a similar system of Arduinos that
exchange data through wireless XBees as well as wired serial connections.
The Low Speed Control Method and Apparatus for Servo Motor patent in claim
2 states that the low speed control apparatus wherein the encoder outputs a square
wave signal being a diﬀerential system. Our system utilizes mostly serial signals,
but we found that the PWM signal worked more eﬀectively for sending wheel speed
communication from the Arduino Uno, which interprets the square-wave quadrature
wheel speed sensor, to the two on-board Arduino Megas.
The final review of the prior art comes from the Intelligent Control Device and
Method for Granular Computing-Based Micro Intelligent Vehicle patent. Claims 14
and 15 state that vehicle attitude parameters are sent to the Arduino control board,
which then calculates speed control commands. These speed commands are then con-
verted into motor control signals by the Arduinos. Our system has a similar design
in which the tachometer readings are read by the Arduino Uno and then sent to the
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higher-level controllers to become motor commands.
11.7 Conclusion
It is clear that speed control for this system has some potential as a new idea for
hobby systems. The main advantages of this control system is that it is made from a
hobby-class microcontroller and can be used with tachometers and motor controllers
that use PWM and serial communication. This provides modularity and allows it to
be used with a variety of hardware.
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12 Engineering Standards and Constraints
12.1 Ethical
Our project, which will likely become an autonomous vehicle in the future, requires
that attention be paid to a number of ethical concerns, which are broken down into
three categories:
1. Within our scope: issues directly relevant to the team during this project
2. The future: concerns for our team that benefit future student teams
3. Indirect concerns: larger issues surrounding usage of autonomous vehicles
1. Within our scope
A. Team dynamics
(a) Team decision-making; as collaborators on this project, we each have a
responsibility to consult the entire team when making critical design de-
cisions. This not only prevents exclusion but conversely ensures that each
team member has the opportunity to contribute for the better. A project
that is determined by an individual does not truly represent a team achieve-
ment. This requires good communication and an accepting culture.
(b) Even division of work; the team must achieve an appropriate balance of
eﬀort. If one member is doing the lion’s share of the work, not only will
that member will suﬀer, but the project may also be completed at a lower
standard, which creates a ripple eﬀect that reaches the end user. A team
leader may be needed to maintain equilibrium.
B. Safety and design
(a) Reliable and safe wiring; it is our ethical responsibility to go the extra mile
in order to minimize poor wiring. The reason is twofold; first, the safety
of any operator or team member is paramount. Second, as this may be a
project that is continued in the future, a robust design is the heart of this
year’s contribution. If there are intermittent faults or shorts, future teams
will have to waste their time making up for our mistakes, thus taking away
from their primary pursuits.
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(b) Safe operating procedures and conditions; operational protocol must be
clear and easy to follow in order to minimize risk. Vehicle shutoﬀ should
be possible from any control surface, no moving parts should endanger
operators or bystanders, and it must be clear to observers that the vehicle
is powered on and being controlled or running a navigation program. This
includes the choosing of safe testing areas and a clear understanding of
procedures by any operator.
(c) Safe work procedures; with large amounts of wiring as part of the vehi-
cle, maintaining a safe work environment is critical. Utilizing protective
equipment where necessary and minimizing access to project space by the
public will ensure safety and decrease associated dangers.
(d) Trustworthy data; testing procedures must be documented and raw data
recorded where possible. Computer data will be transferred to future
teams, easily facilitating the confirmation of good data.
2. The future
A. Future project teams
(a) Complete documentation; documentation should be provided in great de-
tail and clarity. This will minimize eﬀort required to learn the vehicle.
It would be highly unethical to provide a wholly undocumented wiring
harness and control scheme for future teams wishing to use the vehicle for
research. Like any research tool, all relevant information must be provided.
3. Indirect concerns
A. Security and information
(a) Use of autonomous technology; as autonomous vehicles become more com-
mon, eﬀorts must be made to limit access to those who are prepared and
responsible. While any hobbyist can take the time to build a similar ve-
hicle to ours, our full wiring schematics and control law will not likely be
public domain.
(b) Information collected by autonomous vehicles; visual sensors collect data
about surroundings, which must be treated with care. Our vehicle will not
likely record video, but future iterations may include such features. The
storage of this information introduces privacy concerns that may involve
bystanders and property owners, depending on usage.
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B. Fully autonomous public usage
(a) Crash responsibility; among the many ethical concerns of self-driving cars
is the assignment of blame for a collision. Although this does not apply
within our scope, it is important for us to consider it as we are advancing
the plight of the autonomous vehicle.
12.2 Health and Safety
While driving, either on or oﬀ road, the environment poses a constant danger. While
we, as design engineers, have no control over the environment, we will do our best to
design a system that can cope with it. This means making the vehicle weatherproof.
It would be a terrible thing if the vehicle shorts out in the rain and is unable to make
it back to home base. It must also be securely built so that high speed winds will
not topple it or knock oﬀ any of the sensors that are attached. Since government
regulation is involved in vehicles, we will have to abide by all laws that apply towards
other autonomous vehicles, namely the Google car. As the vehicle progresses in its
autonomy, there may be unanticipated consequences; as design engineers, we will try
our hardest to anticipate all concerns, and deal with the unanticipated as soon as
they arise so as to not only keep ourselves safe as well as bystanders. If any fault is
found within the vehicle, it must be documented and dealt with. Also, we are 100%
accountable for the project and must let avoid failures due to ignorance. Finally,
if we document a failure, and intentionally do not fix it, its risk must be deemed
“acceptable” or otherwise dealt with. We must do everything in our power to prevent
danger towards pedestrians, the environment, and the vehicle itself.
The easiest ways to ensure that our vehicle is safe and does not pose a threat to
pedestrians or anyone else is to have several kill switches installed in the vehicle, both
manual and remote. This will ensure that in the event the vehicle leaves our control,
it will turn oﬀ before it harms itself or people.
12.3 Manufacturability
Manufacturability is a vital concern to product development. In our case, the only
parts that were machined or manufactured were actuators mounts, control panels,
and the control console. While manufacturability is of lesser relevance to our project
because it is a retrofitted prototype vehicle, serviceability is an important component
to our designs. This has some overlap with documentation but speaks to the quality
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of construction that we worked toward with our manufactured goods.
The original vehicle had numerous components that were of questionable integrity
and needed to be replaced upon receipt. Rather than designing another system with
components that only we could understand, we chose to spend more time integrating
our designs using engineering knowledge and fabrication skill. Owen is an experienced
welder, so he was able to weld strong brackets and mounts for the hydraulic brake,
parking brake, and transmission actuators. These new mounts, shown in section
3, replaced a series of daisy-chained machined aluminum brackets that were nearly
impossible to dis- and re-assemble in the same positions.
The manufacturing and serviceability eﬀorts carried over to our wiring as well; we
wanted to leave the next group with a project that was not a bundled mess of trouble
like what we started with (see Figure 1). This required special eﬀort to route wiring
separately from the engine harness and resulted in clean and organized wiring in the
three electronics boxes housed on the vehicle.
Another important component to manufacturability is staying within one’s ability;
we ran into a problem when we needed a new steering coupler. Although we may
have been able to machine the new solid-bore coupler in the machine shop, it would
have been a big job for the mills due to the deep 1” bore needed and the special
keyway. For this job, we opted to bring the coupler to a dedicated machine shop
where we were able to specify our tolerance and received a beautifully machined part
in exchange.
As demonstrated by these examples, manufacturability has a diﬀerent connotation
when applied to a prototype like ours, but still has real implications that will matter
to future teams.
12.4 Social and Political
Social and political changes often lag technology. The case is no diﬀerent for auto-
mated vehicles and it is therefore important to acknowledge the constraints that the
current social and political structure may pose on our project. While our project
will most likely not face these challenges directly, given that the long term goal for
this project is to create an autonomous vehicle, it is still important to acknowledge
the possible problems that may arise for future developers on this project. The main
social and political barriers that this project will face include the following:
1. Acceptance of autonomous vehicles by the public
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2. Liability issues related to the autonomous vehicles
3. Access to the source code and wiring schematics
The first issue is due to the fact a vast majority of drivers still prefer to drive
cars themselves rather than relinquish the controls to a self-driving car. This opin-
ion is caused by many factors and is a very complicated issue to address. Some of
this concern is due to the fact that some people depending on driving as a source of
income. Taking truck and taxi drivers alone, around 4 million people are employed
in driving jobs [15]. In order to alleviate these concerns, political action will be nec-
essary to ensure that employment assistance and training could be oﬀered to these
individuals who will lose their jobs. The other factor is simply that people do not like
the idea of cars that drive themselves. According to a Kelly Blue Book poll, 53% of
Americans would never consider purchasing a car that drives itself while 18% would
buy the technology if it were available today [10]. The only way to deal with this is
to completely change people’s mindsets. This could also be done by political actions
such as showing the benefits that these vehicles could have over human drivers, such
as decreased car accident rates.
The second issue is the liability issues that will arise when cars are driving them-
selves. The first aﬀect that autonomous vehicles will have on liability is to lead to
a reduction in the need for insurance. Given that these vehicles will significantly
reduce accidents, it is reasonable to assume that these vehicles will also eliminate the
need for standard insurance [16]. Vehicle insurance laws that require every driver to
purchase insurance may therefore need to be reviewed and updated. The second issue
is to determine which party is responsible in a vehicle collision. This issue is com-
plicated because currently the liability in an accident is placed solely on the driver
of the vehicle. When the vehicles begin to take more control from the driver, the
responsibility in collisions may need to be placed onto the car manufacturers rather
than the drivers [16].
The final issue is the accessibility to the results that will be obtained through
this project. As better algorithms are used to create self-driving vehicles, it may
become more common for source code and wiring schematics to be available online to
implement these vehicles. It may therefore be important to keep much of the source
code and wiring schematics out of the public domain. This is important because this
technology could be very dangerous if it is placed in the wrong hands, because it
could easily be used to harm people.
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13 Summary and Conclusions
13.1 Work Completed
Our initial goal for this project was to build a functional autonomous vehicle testbed
that had room to grow. We aimed for design themes like robustness and reliability
with fancy features being put on the back burner. The product of our eﬀorts is a
fully-functional electronically-controlled oﬀroad vehicle with room for expansion and
enough documentation for future teams to build upon it. We started with a tattered
semblance of what was once a fully-autonomous vehicle with missing components,
mysterious wiring, and less documentation than most IKEA furniture. We started
with simple tasks: spin a motor with a motor controller, write a simple Arduino code.
But before long, we had written our own serial protocol, built new actuator mounts,
interpreted quadrature signals, and built an eﬀective and useful safety system. A
control console was built to oﬀer the right combination of controls to the user and a
simple battery power system replaced a leaky and noisy generator. Shown again in
Figure 79 is what we started with, and Figure 80 shows the same area on the vehicle,
now organized and protected from the elements.
Figure 79: Before. Figure 80: After.
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Figure 81: Shown is the RSL ROVER in final condition.
13.2 Future Work
Despite our best eﬀorts, there is still work to do on the project. Because this is a
legacy project, this is to be expected, but there are certainly goals that we hoped to
meet this year. Listed below are a number of such goals, increasing in complexity.
1. A better serial interface: although the USB input to the console does work
as a serial interface, it would be ideal to be able to use a radio separately from
the console. Carrying a laptop around with the console attached to it can be
cumbersome, but it does solve the battery problem of the power-hungry 250mA
XBee (which cannot be powered by most laptops).
2. Better datalogging method: this may be as simple as adding SD card Ar-
duino shields, but we simply did not have time to do this. Our datalogging
method used the USB port of the Arduino and printed data to the computer’s
serial monitor. This is another functional but non-ideal aspect of the project.
3. Steering limit switches: in analog backup mode, it is entirely possible for
the user to snap the steering coupler. Because it is completely analog, this
system needs a limit switch for each steering extreme to act as a stop before
the steering can bind and the coupler breaks.
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4. Compass, GPS incorporation: we did read and parse a Garmin GPS unit
into useful information and confirmed that the data was locationally accurate,
but did not have time to incorporate a GPS or a compass into the final iteration
of the project. This will be an easy next step for future teams as the Arduino
can read the GPS using software serial.
5. Waypoint navigation, path following, obstacle avoidance, autonomous
navigation: waypoint navigation was a stretch goal for this year’s team but
because we had to start from scratch on the control system, it was never reached.
However, we understand that this will be the eventual purpose for the vehicle,
and we have done what we can to produce a vehicle that is capable of doing
these things.
13.3 Lessons Learned
As a team of four mechanical engineers, it is safe to say that we learned more than
we ever imagined. The mechatronic experience is invaluable and has expanded our
capabilities considerably. Actuator control, feedback, selection, and mounting all
held their own challenges and discoveries for the team as did wireless communication.
Turning a simple Simulink model into a fully-functioning vehicle is a profoundly
rewarding experience and illustrates the incredible power of mechatronic systems.
Taking this project to the next level will be a fascinating experience for whoever
chooses to continue the project.
13.4 Conclusions
The RSL ROVER team took on an ambitious project and successfully delivered a
vehicle with a completely operational control system. Although not all of the initial
goals were met, the scope of the project was unknown for the first period of the project
when we did not yet have the vehicle on campus. A system was assembled using relays,
Roboteq motor controllers, and Arduino microcontrollers to control five actuators:
steering, throttle, brake, transmission, and parking brake. These components worked
in concert to deliver more than the sum of the parts: an electronically-controlled,
remote-controllable oﬀroad vehicle with a very eﬀective safety system. The RSL
ROVER is ready to become the testbed that it was built to be.
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APPENDICES
A Literature Review
A.1 Experimental Vehicle That Avoids Collisions Through
Steer By Wire and Diﬀerential Drive Systems
In order to obtain the best speed control of a vehicle, the implementation of Drive-
by-Wire, Steer-by-Wire, and Diﬀerential Drive systems is a must. This is because the
collision avoidance system is more responsive using infrared sensors to avoid crashes
in front of, and to the side of cars. These sensors go oﬀ and warn the driver, then if
the driver still doesn’t react in time, the Steer-by-Wire system takes over and avoids
the collision automatically.
DBW aﬀects the throttle and braking system by giving the pedals electrical con-
nections instead of the mechanical and hydraulic linkages. SBW replaces the steering
column for a wheel on a sensor which gives an electrical signal down to actuators by
the wheels that result in the car turning. The DIﬀerential Dive is an electronic drive
system that replaces the traditional mechanical diﬀerential. This systems places an
electric motor on each wheel that can vary the speed depending on the application.
All these systems provide more security and response time when compared to the
traditional mechanical linkages.
The architecture of this three part system consists of two main parts, the pilot
vehicle and the console on the vehicle that has the control panel. The control panel
includes the proportional controller, the driver input, the actual remote control con-
sole, a power source, and a microcontroller which has sensors and interacts with the
actuators at the servo wheels and the motors that are inside the pilot vehicle. The
pilot test vehicle is made out of aluminum, and thus is very small and light so that
the motors can power the wheels and the servos can turn the wheels.
When making the SBW system, Gonzalez-Villela and Gonzalez-Zavala, modeled
their servomotors to act in an Ackerman steering geometry. This means that when
someone turns at slow speeds, the inner wheel is turned more than the outer wheel.
this allows for a sharper turn radius. It must be noted though that the center point
of all circles drawn from the turning wheels be at the same point to allow for a more
uniform turn. This type of technology is not applicable though at high speed where
the wheels are kept much more parallel.
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The infrared sensors that detected objects around the car had 2 lines programmed
into them for sensing. The front line, the limit line, detected the object and caused
the pilot vehicle to begin its predetermined function. If the front sensor was acti-
vated, the vehicle would slow down, and if either of the side sensors were activated,
the vehicle would turn in the opposite direction. The sensors other preset line was
the influence line. The vehicle was set up so that the front sensor would stop at the
influence line, giving a set amount of space that the vehicle would stop safely. The
Influence line was set up far enough ahead of the vehicle so that it would be able
to stop in time when travelling at maximum speed. The maximum and minimum
distance from the limit lines and the influential lines are all functions of the vehicles
geometry and would have to be changed according to each vehicles specifications. It
was tested and shown, that when all of these systems were combined into an obstacle
avoidance system, the car stopped in time for each frontal test and avoided all side
collisions.
A.2 A Collaborative Navigation System for Autonomous Ve-
hicle in Flat Terrain
There are two modes in which the Collaborative Navigation System operates in. The
first mode consists of a known terrain with no obstacles in which a destination can be
picked and a trajectory can be calculated oﬄine. The second mode uses information
from radar, GPS, and other sensors to move the vehicle around obstacles it encoun-
ters and updates its trajectory in real time, as opposed to the first mode.
The system architecture is divided into two parts, the first consisting of the un-
manned vehicles. This consists of the vehicle, all of its sensors, the path plan, and
the ability to have the collaborative control. The second part is the remote moni-
tor platform. This consists of monitoring hardware, such as a camera, and artificial
intervention, which in this case would be a remote control. Both architectures have
wireless radios so that they may communicate with each other.
The purpose of the collaborative control is so that in case the vehicle gets into a
situation in which either the vehicle does not get accurate sensor readings, or read-
ings that don’t make sense, or the vehicle senses that the situation has become an
emergency and the vehicle cannot cope with it accordingly that the remote operator
can temporarily take control and drive the vehicle through the treacherous terrain
until it has passed then the autopilot will kick in and the vehicle will continue along
its trajectory.
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The Collaborative Control System uses a combination of a few key environmental
modeling features to make its operation successful. One way the vehicle models the
environment is that it turns its radar readings into polygons and then increases the
size of them based on the vehicle’s size. This allows for the vehicle to be modeled
as a single point, which makes trajectory calculations much easier. Another way the
filters from the radar work is that if the points are within 1.52 times the vehicle’s
width, it connects the points making it a seamless wall in which the vehicle cannot
pass through. The fact the vehicle uses a multiplier of 1.5 times its width is merely
one way of increasing the vehicles factor of safety.
A.3 Autonomous Control Systems and Vehicles
The application of autonomous ground and aerial vehicle teams can allow for a wide
arrange of diﬀerent applications. Tasks that have traditionally dangerous or boring
for humans (or in some case both) may soon be automated because of the vehicle
teams. Two diﬀerent types of vehicle teams have been established based on the two
main types of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) that are in operation. The first team
would rely on the larger scale, fixed wing UAVs which would capture large overviews
of an area but would be unable to capture detailed images of those areas because
of minimum speed requirements. The unmanned ground vehicles in this scenario
could be used to provide detailed inspection of the areas that are overviewed by the
UAVs. The second type of team would rely on light, rotary aircraft that could pro-
vide detailed inspection of terrain and coordinate with UGVs for support by providing
possible paths for the UGVs to follow.
Autonomous UAV/UGV teams could provide many applications but five main
areas in particular should be noted. The first application is to use these teams as a
search party in order to quickly check an area as in the case of a search and rescue
scenario. The second application is to use these vehicles as target trackers to help
eliminate the dangers of high-speed chase scenarios to humans. The third application
is to use these vehicles for inspection of certain infrastructure that are safety critical.
The fourth application is in persistent surveillance where the teams could be used to
monitor an area for intruder detection. Finally, they teams could be used to map an
unknown area that could potentially be dangerous to humans.
The application of these teams faces six technical challenges that need to be ad-
dressed before the teams can be used to their full potential. These six challenges
are: relative tracking, coordinated landing, formation control, target detection and
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tracking, task assignment, and SLAM. The first issue, relative tracking, involves the
ability to obtain reliable state measurements and return them to the vehicle. The
second issue, coordinated landing, requires that issues that arise when the distance
between vehicles diminishes be resolved so the vehicles can recharge, swap sensors,
etc. The third issue, formation control, involves the development of better algorithms
to safely move convoys of UAV/UGVs through an environment.
The fourth task, target detection and tracking, requires better search algorithms
and sensors. The fifth task, task assignment will require better algorithms to assign
jobs to the vehicles so they can work the most eﬃciently. Finally, SLAM or simulta-
neous localization and Mapping requires better algorithms to provide communication
between aerial and ground vehicles so that ground vehicles can operate in unknown
terrain.
A.4 Little Ben: The Ben Franklin Racing Team’s Entry in
the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge
The 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge required vehicles to operate in urban environ-
ments autonomously, with robust closed-loop control laws that allowed them to deal
with obstructions, parking, and intersections, while completing GPS waypoint nav-
igation. The Ben Franklin Racing Team used a Toyota Prius, which they outfitted
with DC servomotors made by Electronic Mobility Controls for gas and brake pedals
and steering. The team used resistor-capacitor pulse-width modulation for actuator
control and received feedback from each actuator at 70-100 Hz.
The DARPA challenge required comprehensive safety systems, one of which was
the Ben Franklin team’s emergency stop system. This system was redundant on mul-
tiple levels and used two modes. The first was the “pause” mode which could be
activated remotely or when the vehicle traveled out of range. Upon activating this
mode, the vehicle would stop quickly and remain stationary until the “run” command
was given. The second mode was a “disable” command, which would stop the car,
set the transmission in park, and power down the vehicle. Critical components of the
safety system were powered by the vehicle’s backup battery.
The Ben Franklin vehicle also included numerous sensors and complex path-
negotiation systems which are far beyond the scope of this project, but relevant
to possible future uses. Included were multiple LIDAR systems, stereo cameras, and
the software required to process the imaging and create dynamic maps of obstacles
and surroundings. The vehicle used multiple networking routers and switches for
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communication, with 7 Mac Mini computers to handle the data processing.
A.5 SciAutonics-Auburn Engineering’s Low-Cost High-Speed
ATV for the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge
The SciAutonics-Auburn Engineering vehicle became known as RASCAL, standing
for robust autonomous sensor controlled all terrain land vehicle. The team decided
that a good platform for the autonomous vehicle would be an ATV because of its
ruggedness, size, and agility. The vehicle they chose had a 1,000 lb payload, which is
plenty to carry the added weight of the autonomous system.
Servo motors were used to actuate the throttle, steering, brake, and gearing mech-
anisms. There was an emergency stop system wired in series with the servo motors
for the throttle and braking control. This is to ensure safety in the case of software
or hardware failure. The vehicle also needed two 2,000 W generators to provide the
power for the autonomous system.
The software architecture used on RASCAL was very modular and easy to follow.
The architecture consisted of 4 main levels. There were sensors, sensor fusion, high
level control, and low level control. The sensor level consisted of the LIDAR sensors,
camera, and GPS. The sensor fusion level was responsible for reading diﬀerent inputs
and making decisions on where the vehicle should be traveling. This includes obsta-
cle avoidance, path planning, and navigation. The high level control consists of the
vehicle control system. This system receives the input of where the vehicle should
be going and translates that into signals for each actuator. The final system is the
low level control which consists of the system of actuators and the microcontrollers
at each of these actuators.
The RASCAL project relates in a very direct way to what we plan to accom-
plish in our senior design. The vehicle platform used to build RASCAL is similar
to the platform we will use in its simplicity, payload, and ruggedness. While the
testbed that we build may not have LIDAR and other obstacle avoidance sensors,
the control architecture will likely end up being similar to RASCAL. This article
also walks through many of the issues and diﬃculties faced in the process of turning
RASCAL into a controllable vehicle. This information will prove useful in debugging
and troubleshooting the testbed autonomous vehicle that we design.
A-5
B Budget
Table 9: Shown is the final project budget with all expenses categorized.
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C Trade-oﬀ Analysis
This trade-oﬀ analysis was done early in the project before the team had significant
experience with microcontrollers or motor controllers. Although it was unclear during
that period what the best communication method would be, time has revealed that
this decision was not only correct but trivial. Serial communication allowed smooth
operation and interplay between the Arduinos and motor control boards. It is impor-
tant to include this as evidence of our progress and knowledge since the beginning of
the project.
Table 10: Trade-oﬀ analysis for on-board communication method between microcon-
troller and motor controller.
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D Timeline
D.1 Gantt Chart
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Figure 82: Project Gantt chart, part A.
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E Engine Shop Working Rules and Safety Guide-
lines
Lab Working Access: Strictly limited to team members, Chris Kitts, Thomas
Adamek, Mike Vlahos, Mike Neumann, Matthew Chin, Anne Mahacek, and other
active members of the Robotic Systems Laboratory (RSL). Others may be approved
by Chris Kitts or Thomas Adamek, which may include additional project teams. All
who intend to work in the lab must be familiar with this document and sign the copy
kept in the lab, near the door.
Rule of thumb: If you do not know the combination to enter the shop, you should
not be working in the shop. Do not give out the combination without approval of
Chris Kitts or Thomas Adamek.
Guests: Visitors will be allowed in the shop while no work or activity is being
performed, and must be accompanied by a team member or RSL member. It is the
responsibility of the team or RSL member to assure the safety of the guest and halt
all work.
Lab Hours: Between 12 AM and 7 AM, students must notify Campus Safety (408-
554-4444) that they are going to be in the lab.
1. Injuries: For immediate help notify Campus Safety at 408-554-4444 and follow
their direction. Do not attempt to remove foreign objects from the eye or body;
it is better to have trained medical personnel remove foreign objects from the
eye or body.
2. No ties, loose clothing, lanyards, or jewelry, etc. around moving or
rotating equipment.
3. Always wear sturdy, closed-toe shoes whenever doing mechanical work in
the lab.
4. Always wear safety glasses whenever operating power tools or working
on large mechanical systems. Safety glasses which meet ANSI Standard
Z87.1 for safety are provided in the main MECH lab.
5. Always keep aisles, exits and access to emergency equipment (fire
extinguishers) clear at all times.
6. Never use power tools or do heavy mechanical work alone. At least
two people must be in the lab for this nature of work.
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7. Never work when you are impaired. Do not drink alcoholic beverages
before or during work in the lab area. Do not work when you under the influence
of any substance that can impair judgment or alertness. Do not work when you
are too tired, stressed or hurried to work carefully.
8. Never annoy or distract the attention of anyone operating power equipment.
9. Do not operate equipment unless you have been properly trained to do so. If
not ask for help.
10. Remove the chuck key from the drill press before running.
11. Always clamp work appropriately for drilling.
12. Clean up after yourself.
(a) Minimize the room your work takes up.
(b) Put tools away or leave them visible on a bench.
13. Jack the vehicle on adequate points on the frame, and always secure
with 4 jackstands. After placing the vehicle on stands, a single operator
should shake-test the vehicle to ensure security. If it wobbles or rocks, adjust
the stands and repeat.
14. Never go under the vehicle when it is only supported by a hydraulic
jack. This may be only done with the vehicle on jack stands or on its wheels.
15. Never go under the vehicle alone. Two people must be present.
16. Do not run the vehicle alone. Two people must be present for the vehicle
to run.
17. Open all doors when running vehicle.
18. Ensure tires are not over-inflated by using and accurate and functioning
pressure gauge
19. Flammable and Combustible Liquids should be properly stored (UL
listed gas containers, no glass containers), containers should be labeled with
contents and hazards and always closed when not in use and stored in approved
flammable storage cabinet
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Electrical safety:
1. Always use insulated hand tools.
2. Power oﬀ or disconnect power to avoid contact with live circuits when
working on wiring. Disconnecting only relevant circuits will be required.
3. Do not run generator alone. Two students should be present.
4. Protect and label any high-current wiring or connectors.
5. Connections should be soldered and protected with heat-shrink tub-
ing wherever possible.
E-3
F Vehicle Operation Rules
General Rules:
1. When operating the vehicle, one person must have a cell phone with enough
battery to make a call. In case of emergency, call 911.
2. The vehicle is not street-legal. Do not drive on public roads.
3. Confirm explicit permission from the property owner before operating the ve-
hicle on private property.
4. If trailering the vehicle, use proper loading and strapping procedures.
5. If operating in a parking lot or near buildings or people, use traﬃc cones to
block oﬀ a testing zone.
6. Two people must be present when operating the vehicle. Always assign someone
to watch surroundings for possibly safety concerns such as people walking or
driving by. This person must be ready to stop and direct traﬃc if necessary.
7. Do not drive the vehicle in small buildings or confined spaces. The exhaust will
quickly become hazardous.
8. Do not drive the vehicle when you are impaired. Do not drive when you are too
tired, stressed or hurried to drive carefully.
9. Never annoy or distract the vehicle driver or operator unless there is a safety
risk.
10. Do not operate the vehicle unless you have been properly trained and approved
to do so.
11. Do not leave the vehicle unattended.
12. Always wear the seatbelt while driving or riding in the vehicle.
Pre-Drive Checklist:
1. Visually check the tires for low pressure or damage. If necessary, consult the
tire’s specifications to check tire pressure (maximum pressure is marked on the
sidewall).
F-1
2. Visually check the vehicle for fluid leaks. This includes:
(a) Brake fluid
(b) Diﬀerential or gear oil
(c) Motor oil
(d) Gasoline
3. Briefly test the horn.
4. Describe intended testing methods to all who are present; this will make oper-
ation malfunctions much easier to notice.
5. Confirm that all components and wiring are properly secured, especially near
the wheels. No cables should be hanging down from the vehicle at any point.
6. Release all emergency stop buttons on the vehicle and console.
7. Power on the console and the vehicle electronics and wait for the ARMED light
to come on. This signifies that the vehicle is ready to take commands and has
gone through its power-up sequence before the motor is started.
8. Shift the transmission into Neutral (or Park on the console) before starting the
motor.
9. Apply the pedal brake when starting the vehicle. The choke may need to be
adjusted to start the vehicle and maintain idle speed. If this is not a familiar
process, seek help.
10. If testing autonomous navigation, someone should sit in the vehicle, ready to
operate the brakes and electrical kill switch.
If for any reason one of the pre-drive checklist items is unconfirmed, take the
appropriate action to fix the problem. If it cannot be fixed in the field, return to the
lab. Operating with a compromised system is extremely dangerous.
F-2
G Documentation, Schematics, and Drawings
G.1 Detail Drawings
Figures 84-89 show the SolidWorks drawings for the parts manufactured for this
project.
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G.2 Wiring Diagrams
Figures 90-93 show the wiring diagrams for the power and motor control circuits.
Figure 90: Wiring diagram part 1/4, emergency stop.
G-8
Figure 91: Wiring diagram part 2/4, analog backup.
G-9
Figure 92: Wiring diagram part 3/4, motor controllers.
G-10
Figure 93: Wiring diagram part 4/4, transmission feedback.
G-11
G.3 Pinouts
Table 11: Console Arduino pinout.
G-12
Table 12: Vehicle Mega Arduino pinout.
Table 13: Speed Controller Arduino pinout.
G-13
Table 14: Tachometer Arduino pinout.
Table 15: Motor Controller A pinout.
G-14
Table 16: Motor Controller B pinout.
G-15
G.4 Code
G.4.1 Console Mega Arduino (Language: Arduino)
1 // RSL Rover 2014
2 // Console Code
3
4 // Serial 1: To Vehicle (drive by wire)
5 // Serial 2: To Vehicle (XBee)
6
7 #include <LiquidCrystal.h> // Library for LCD screen
8 LiquidCrystal lcd(12, 11, 5, 4, 3, 2); // LCD Screen initialization
9
10 // Strings (for more info see string initializations in setup)
11 String command_type;
12 String command_mode;
13 String throttle_or_steer;
14 String steering_string_to_send;
15 String speed_string_to_send;
16 String gear_string_to_send;
17 String desired_gear;
18 String previous_desired_gear;
19 String comma;
20 String aux_string;
21 String aux_string_previous;
22 String A_status;
23 String B_status;
24 String C_status;
25 String D_status;
26 String E_status;
27 String horn_status;
28 String F_status;
29 String return_string;
30 String string_from_usb;
31 String string_from_usb_steering;
32 String string_from_usb_speed;
33 String string_from_usb_gear;
34 String act_speed;
35 String act_steer;
36 String act_gear;
37 String armed_status;
38 String temp;
39 String voltage;
40
41 int counter = 0; // used to control the intermittent sending of
data
42 int Serial_timout = 25; // Set the serial timeout for hardware serial
ports
43 int comma_index_1 = 0; // Index of first comma in a string (for parsing
)
44 int comma_index_2 = 0; // Index of second comma in a string (for
parsing)
45 int comma_index_3 = 0; // Index of third comma in a string (for parsing
)
46 int comma_index_4 = 0; // Index of fourth comma in a string (for
parsing)
47
48 int desired_steering = 0; // Desired steering position (int from -1000(
left) to 1000( right) with center at 0)
49 int steer_pos = 0; // Used to turn string act_steer into an int to
display actual steering position in real time
50 int desired_speed; // The variable desired_speed holds the input
for the speed potentiometer on the joystick , then is mapped from -1000 to 1000 and sent in a string
to the Vehicle Mega
51 int governor; // Reading frmo governor potentiometer used to
saturate throttle commands
52 int max_speed = 40; // Maximum speed of vehicle (gives the governor
something to map to in speed mode)
53
54 int steering_pot_pin = 0; // Analog input pin associated with the steering
potentiometer on the joystick
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55 int speed_pot_pin = 1; // Analog input pin associated with the steering
potentiometer on the joystick
56 int gov_pin = 2; // Analog input pin associated with the governor
potentiometer
57
58 int high_gear = 26; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of high gear pushbutton
59 int low_gear = 25; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of high gear pushbutton
60 int neutral_gear = 23; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of high gear pushbutton
61 int reverse_gear = 22; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of high gear pushbutton
62 int park_brake = 24; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of high gear pushbutton
63
64 int speed_vs_actuator =27; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of speed versus actuator mode rocker switch
65 int serial_dbw_rc =29; // Digital input pin number that reads position
of serial versus drive by wire or remote control mode rocker switch
66
67 int aux_A =30; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
rocker switch A
68 int aux_B =31; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
rocker switch B
69 int aux_C =32; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
rocker switch C
70 int aux_D =33; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
rocker switch D
71 int aux_E =34; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
rocker switch E
72
73 int horn =35; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
pushbutton H which is currently the horn
74 int aux_F =36; // Digital input pin number for auxilliary
pushbutton E
75
76 int flash_rate = 300; // Rate in milliseconds for LED flashing to
indicate that the vehicle is in the process of shifting into a perspective gear
77 int LED_delay =175; // Time in milliseconds for initial LED flash to
indicate that the vehicle is about to begin the process of shifting gears
78 int start_time =0; // Used to store starting time to meter the
flash rate
79 int stop_time =0; // Used to store ending time to meter the flash
rate
80 int elapsed_time =0; // Used to calculate elapsed time to meter the
flash rate
81 int LED_state=LOW; // Used to set the state of an LED (HIGH for on ,
LOW for off)
82
83 int ind_H =37; // LED pin associated with High Gear
84 int ind_L =38; // LED pin associated with Low Gear
85 int ind_N =39; // LED pin associated with Neutral Gear
86 int ind_R =40; // LED pin associated with Reverse Gear
87 int ind_P =41; // LED pin associated with Park Gear
88 int ind_1 =42; // LED pin to indicate that the console is on
89 int ind_2 =43; // LED pin to indicate that the vehicle is armed
and ready to accept commands
90 int ind_3 =44; // LED pin to indicate low battery on vehicle (
This LED will illuminate if the 24 volt system falls below 21 volts or if the 12 volt system falls
below 10 volts
91 int ind_4 =45; // LED pin to indicate that the vehicle ’s
temperature light is on (if this light stays on for more than 20 seconds , the emergency stop will be
activated )
92 int ind_5 =46; // Auxiliary LED pin number
93 int ind_6 =47; // Auxiliary LED pin number
94
95 int voltage_input = 0; // Used to store the initial analog input
reading for console battery voltage
96 float Batt_Voltage = 0; // Used to store the value of the calculated
battery voltage from the voltage_input
97 int Batt_Voltage_pin = 3; // Digital pin number to read battery voltage
from
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98
99
100 void setup () // Runs before the main loop to initialize
everything
101 {
102 Serial.begin (9600); // Serial to/from USB or serial monitor (sets
baud rate and opens serial port)
103 Serial.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
104 Serial1.begin (9600); // Serial to/from the Vehicle via drive by wire
(sets baud rate and opens serial port)
105 Serial1.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
106 Serial2.begin (9600); // Serial to/from the Vehicle via x-bee radio (
sets baud rate and opens serial port)
107 Serial2.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
108
109 lcd.begin (20, 4); // Sets up and opens port to LCD screen
110
111 pinMode(ind_H , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_H as a digital output
112 pinMode(ind_L , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_L as a digital output
113 pinMode(ind_N , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_N as a digital output
114 pinMode(ind_R , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_R as a digital output
115 pinMode(ind_P , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_P as a digital output
116 pinMode(ind_1 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_1 as a digital output
117 pinMode(ind_2 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_2 as a digital output
118 pinMode(ind_3 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_3 as a digital output
119 pinMode(ind_4 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_4 as a digital output
120 pinMode(ind_5 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_5 as a digital output
121 pinMode(ind_6 , OUTPUT); // Sets up digital pin ind_6 as a digital output
122
123
124 lcd.setCursor (0, 0); lcd.print("READY"); delay (80); // Startup procedure for LCD screen on console
125 lcd.setCursor (0, 1); lcd.print("FIRE"); delay (80);
126 lcd.setCursor (0, 2); lcd.print("AIM"); delay (150);
127 lcd.setCursor (0, 0); lcd.print(" ");
128 lcd.setCursor (0, 1); lcd.print(" ");
129 lcd.setCursor (0, 2); lcd.print(" ");
130
131
132 for (int flash =37; flash <=47; flash ++) // Startup procedure for LED flash cycle on
console
133 {
134 digitalWrite(flash , HIGH);
135 delay(LED_delay);
136 digitalWrite(flash , LOW);
137 }
138 digitalWrite(ind_1 , HIGH);
139
140 command_type = String("C"); // Sent at the beginning of a string sent to the
vehicle: C for command , ? for querries (not yet involved), etc
141 command_mode = String(""); // Sent in string to vehicle to indicate mode: A
for actuator , S for speed control modes
142 throttle_or_steer = String(""); // Sent in command string to vehicle to indicate
whether the command is a steering or speed related command: V for speed related commands , W for
steering related commands
143 steering_string_to_send= String("C,A,W,0"); // Steering command string sent to vehicle (
initialized to center command)
144 speed_string_to_send = String("C,A,V,0"); // Speed related command sent ot vehicle (
initialized to zero meaning no brake and no throttle)
145 gear_string_to_send = String("C,G,P"); // Gear change command sent to vehicle (
initialized to park)
146 desired_gear = String("P"); // Sent in the gear_string_to_send to indicate
the desired gear ( initialized ot park)
147 previous_desired_gear = String("P"); // Stores the previously desired gear to insure
that the gear change string only gets sent if a different desired gear is input
148 comma = String(","); // Used to separate different parts of a command
string sent to vehicle so the string can be parsed
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149 aux_string = String("XXXXXXX"); // String to send to vehicle to indicate the
position of the auxiliary pushbuttons or rockers
150 aux_string_previous = String("XXXXXXX"); // String to store aux_string to determine if
the status of any buttons has changed
151 A_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button A is in the on position ("A" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
152 B_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button B is in the on position ("B" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
153 C_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button C is in the on position ("C" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
154 D_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button D is in the on position ("D" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
155 E_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button E is in the on position ("E" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
156 F_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button F is in the on position ("F" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
157 horn_status = String(""); // String sent in aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button H (Horn) is in the on position ("H" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
158 return_string = String(""); // Stores string sent back to console from
vehicle either as feedback or a fault code
159 string_from_usb = String(""); // Stores string sent to console from the USB
input
160 act_speed = String("x"); // Stores the wheel speed value from the vehicle
feedback to display on LCD screen
161 act_steer = String("x"); // Stores the steering position value from the
vehicle feedback to display on LCD screen
162 act_gear = String("x"); // Stores the current gear that the vehicle is
in from the vehicle feedback to display on the console LEDs
163 armed_status = String("X"); // Sent from vehicle to console to alert console
that the vehicle is armed and ready to take commands ("A" for armed , "X" for not armed)
164 temp = String("X"); // Sent from vehicle to console to alert console
that the vehicle ’s temperature warning light is on ("T" for temperature light on , "X" for
temperature light off)
165 voltage = String("X"); // Sent from vehicle to console to alert console
that one of the vehicle ’s systems is at a low voltage ("V" for under voltage , "X" for healthy
voltage levels)
166
167
168 pinMode(high_gear , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin high_gear as a digital
input
169 pinMode(low_gear , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin low_gear as a digital
input
170 pinMode(neutral_gear , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin neutral_gear as a digital
input
171 pinMode(reverse_gear , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin reverse_gear as a digital
input
172 pinMode(park_brake , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin park_brake as a digital
input
173 pinMode(speed_vs_actuator , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin speed_vs_actuator as a
digital input
174 pinMode(serial_dbw_rc , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin serial_dbw_rc as a
digital input
175 pinMode(aux_A , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_A as a digital input
176 pinMode(aux_B , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_B as a digital input
177 pinMode(aux_C , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_C as a digital input
178 pinMode(aux_D , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_D as a digital input
179 pinMode(aux_E , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_E as a digital input
180 pinMode(horn , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin horn as a digital input
181 pinMode(aux_F , INPUT); // Sets up digital pin aux_F as a digital input
182
183
184 }
185
186
187 int map_joystick(int minimum , int min_dead , int max_dead , int maximum , int pos) // Maps joystick
input from minimum to maximum value ( -1000 to 1000) for speed and steering inputs while taking into
account deadband
188 {
189 if(pos >max_dead)
190 {pos=map(pos , max_dead , maximum , 0, 1000) ;}
191 else if(pos <min_dead)
192 {pos=map(pos , min_dead , minimum , 0, -1000);}
193 else
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194 {pos =0;}
195 return -1*pos;
196
197 }
198
199
200 void aux_switch_read () // Function to read
the auxilliary switch digital inputs and send a string to Vehicle Mega indicating their status
201 {
202 if(digitalRead(aux_A)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_A pin is HIGH
203 {A_status= String("A");} //If the button is on
, assign the "A" character to its place in aux_string
204 else{A_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
205 if(digitalRead(aux_B)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_B pin is HIGH
206 {B_status= String("B");} //If the button is on
, assign the "B" character to its place in aux_string
207 else{B_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
208 if(digitalRead(aux_C)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_C pin is HIGH
209 {C_status= String("C");} //If the button is on
, assign the "C" character to its place in aux_string
210 else{C_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
211 if(digitalRead(aux_D)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_D pin is HIGH
212 {D_status= String("D");} //If the button is on
, assign the "D" character to its place in aux_string
213 else{D_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
214 if(digitalRead(aux_E)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_E pin is HIGH
215 {E_status= String("E");} //If the button is on
, assign the "E" character to its place in aux_string
216 else{E_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
217 if(digitalRead(aux_F)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
aux_F pin is HIGH
218 {F_status= String("F");} //If the button is on
, assign the "F" character to its place in aux_string
219 else{F_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
220 if(digitalRead(horn)==HIGH) // Checks to see if
horn pin is HIGH
221 {horn_status= String("H");} //If the button is on
, assign the "H" character to its place in aux_string
222 else{horn_status= String("X");} //If the button is
off , assign the "X" character to its place in aux_string
223
224 aux_string = String("A") + A_status + B_status + C_status + D_status + E_status + F_status +
horn_status; // Formulate auxilliary switch string
225
226 if(aux_string != aux_string_previous) //So the string is
only sent when the status of a button or rocker changes
227 {
228 Serial1.println(aux_string); // Send auxilliary
switch string over drive by wire
229 Serial2.println(aux_string); // Send auxilliary
switch string over x-bees
230 }
231
232 aux_string_previous = aux_string;
233 }
234
235
236 void return_command(String return_string) // Function to parse
string coming from vehicle and assign variables based on string
237 {
238 if(return_string.startsWith("F")) //If the string starts
with "F" it is a feedback string not an error string
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239 {
240 comma_index_1 = return_string.indexOf(’,’); // Records indesx
value of first comma in string for parsing
241 comma_index_2 = return_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_1 + 1); // Records indesx
value of second comma in string for parsing
242 comma_index_3 = return_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_2 + 1); // Records indesx
value of third comma in string for parsing
243
244 act_steer = return_string.substring(comma_index_1 + 1, comma_index_2); // Parses and records
value of the current steering position
245 act_speed = return_string.substring(comma_index_2 + 1, comma_index_3); // Parses and records
value of the current wheel speed
246 act_gear = return_string.substring(comma_index_3 + 1); // Parses and records
value of the current gear
247
248 }
249
250 else if(return_string.startsWith("E")) //If the vehicle is
sending the console an error code
251 {
252 armed_status = return_string.substring(1, 2); // Parse armed_status
out of error code
253 voltage = return_string.substring(2, 3); // Parse voltage out
of error code
254 temp = return_string.substring (3, 4); // Parse temp out of
error code
255 }
256
257 else if(return_string.charAt (1)==’E’) // Same as previous
else if statement . This should not be necessary but every once in a while the previous statement
lets an error code go and this catches it and keeps it from going undetected
258 {
259 armed_status = return_string.substring(2, 3);
260 voltage = return_string.substring(3, 4);
261 temp = return_string.substring (4, 5);
262 }
263
264 if(armed_status == "A"){digitalWrite(ind_2 , HIGH);} // Check if the
vehicle is armed. Illuminate ARMED LED if it is
265 else {digitalWrite(ind_2 , LOW);}
266
267 if(temp == "T"){digitalWrite(ind_4 , HIGH);} // Check if the
vehicle ’s temperature warning light is on. Illuminate ERROR LED if it is
268 else {digitalWrite(ind_4 , LOW);}
269
270 if(voltage == "V"){digitalWrite(ind_3 , HIGH);} // Check if the
vehicle is under voltage. Illuminate LOW BATT LED if it is
271 else {digitalWrite(ind_3 , LOW);}
272 }
273
274
275 void serial_interface_function () //If the serial
versus remote control or drive by wire rocker is in the serial position , this function is called to
take read the input string from the USB port and deal with it
276 {
277 if(Serial.available ())
278 {
279 string_from_usb = Serial.readStringUntil(’\r’); // Read string from
USB port until return character
280 }
281
282 if (string_from_usb.substring (2,3) == "G") // Checks to see if
it is a gear change command
283 {
284 gear_string_to_send = string_from_usb; //If the input
string is a gear change string , set it equal to gear_string_to_send
285 if(gear_string_to_send != "Clear") // Checks to make
sure that the gear change string only gets sent once (sets equal to "Clear" later in the code
after it has been sent)
286 {
287 Serial1.println(gear_string_to_send); // Send
gear_string_to_send to vehicle via drive by wire
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288 Serial2.println(gear_string_to_send); // Send
gear_string_to_send to vehicle via x-bees
289 digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW); // turns off all gear
indicator LEDs that may have been on
290 digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);
291 digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);
292 digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);
293 digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);
294 }
295 }
296
297 else if (string_from_usb.substring (4,5) == "W") //If the USB input
string is not a gear change command this checks to see if it is a steering command
298 {
299 steering_string_to_send = string_from_usb; //If the input
string is a steering string , set it equal to steering_string_to_send
300 }
301
302 else if (string_from_usb.substring (4,5) == "V") //If the USB input
string is not a gear change or steering command this checks to see if it is a speed related
command
303 {
304 speed_string_to_send = string_from_usb; //If the input
string is a speed related command , set it equal to speed_string_to_send
305 }
306
307 if(act_gear == desired_gear) // Once the vehicle
has shifted gears , stop sending gear change string and get back to sending steering and speed
commands
308 {
309 gear_string_to_send = String("Clear"); // Clears
gear_string_to_send so that the previous part of the code knows the vehicle is done changing
gears and stops sending the gear change command
310
311 if (counter == 1) // Used to alternate
between sending steering and speed commands (sends the steering command on the first iteration
and speed related command on the second)
312 {
313 Serial1.println(steering_string_to_send); // Send steering
command over drive by wire
314 Serial2.println(steering_string_to_send); // Send steering
command over x-bees
315 }
316
317 else if (counter >= 2) // Used to alternate
between sending steering and speed commands (sends the steering command on the first iteration
and speed related command on the second)
318 {
319 Serial1.println(speed_string_to_send); // Send speed related
command over drive by wire
320 Serial2.println(speed_string_to_send); // Send speed related
command over x-bees
321 counter = 0; // Reset counter
322 }
323
324 counter = counter +1; // Count iterations
325 }
326
327
328 if(act_gear == "H") {digitalWrite(ind_H , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);} // Illuminates LED corresponding to the
current gear of the vehicle and writes all other LEDs LOW
329 else if (act_gear == "L") {digitalWrite(ind_L , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
330 else if (act_gear == "N") {digitalWrite(ind_N , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
331 else if (act_gear == "R") {digitalWrite(ind_R , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
332 else {digitalWrite(ind_P , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_L ,
LOW);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);}
333
334 }
335
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336 void rc_dbw_function () // Separate function
for when the vehicle is operating in drive by wire or remote control mode as opposed to serial mode
337 {
338 string_from_usb = String("C"); // Clears
string_from_usb
339
340 if(digitalRead(high_gear)==HIGH) // Reads digital
inputs from gear pushbuttons and assigns the desired_gear to a string indicating the gear if one
of the pushbuttons is pressed
341 {desired_gear= String("H");}
342 else if(digitalRead(low_gear)==HIGH)
343 {desired_gear= String("L");}
344 else if(digitalRead(neutral_gear)==HIGH)
345 {desired_gear= String("N");}
346 else if(digitalRead(reverse_gear)==HIGH)
347 {desired_gear= String("R");}
348 else if(digitalRead(park_brake)==HIGH)
349 {desired_gear= String("P");}
350 else
351 {desired_gear=previous_desired_gear ;} //If no gear
pushbuttons are pressed , this sets the desired_gear = previous_desired_gear
352
353 if(desired_gear != previous_desired_gear) // Checks to make
sure the new desired gear is not equal to the previously desired gear
354 {
355 for (int flash=ind_H; flash <=ind_P; flash ++) // Flash sequence
during gear change
356 {digitalWrite(flash , LOW);}
357 }
358 previous_desired_gear=desired_gear; // Sets
previous_desired_gear = desired_gear
359
360 if(act_gear != desired_gear) // Checks to make
sure the desired gear is differnet from the actual gear and does not do anythign further if the
vehicle is currently in the gear desired
361 {
362 command_mode = "G"; // Sets the command
mode to "G" for gear (This will tell the Vehicle Mega that the command is a gear change)
363 gear_string_to_send = command_type + comma + command_mode + comma + desired_gear; // Formulates the
gear change command to send to the vehicle
364 Serial1.println(gear_string_to_send); // Sends the gear
change command to the vehicle via drive by wire
365 Serial2.println(gear_string_to_send); // Sends the gear
change command to the vehicle via x-bee
366
367 stop_time=millis (); // Assigns the stop
time used to calculate the elapsed time which enforces the flash rate
368 elapsed_time=stop_time -start_time; // Calcualtes the
elapsed time used to enforces the flash rate
369 if (elapsed_time > flash_rate) // Checks to see if
the elapsed time is greater than the flash rate
370
371 {
372 start_time=millis (); // Assigns the start
time used to calculate the elapsed time which enforces the flash rate
373 if(LED_state ==HIGH) //If the elapsed
time is greater than the flash rate , the LED switches states
374 { LED_state=LOW;}
375 else
376 { LED_state=HIGH;}
377
378 if(desired_gear == "H") {digitalWrite(ind_H , LED_state);} // Writes LED_state
(HIGH or LOW) to digital pin corresponding to the gear that is changing
379 else if (desired_gear == "L") {digitalWrite(ind_L , LED_state);}
380 else if (desired_gear == "N") {digitalWrite(ind_N , LED_state);}
381 else if (desired_gear == "R") {digitalWrite(ind_R , LED_state);}
382 else {digitalWrite(ind_P , LED_state);}
383 }
384 }
385 else if(act_gear == "H") {digitalWrite(ind_H , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);} //If the vehicle is in the gear that is
desired , illuminate the corresponding LED
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386 else if (act_gear == "L") {digitalWrite(ind_L , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
387 else if (act_gear == "N") {digitalWrite(ind_N , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
388 else if (act_gear == "R") {digitalWrite(ind_R , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_L , LOW);
digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_P , LOW);}
389 else {digitalWrite(ind_P , HIGH);digitalWrite(ind_R , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_N , LOW);digitalWrite(ind_L ,
LOW);digitalWrite(ind_H , LOW);}
390
391 governor = analogRead(gov_pin); // Read governor
analog input
392 governor = map(analogRead(gov_pin), 1023, 0, 0, 1000); // Map or scale the
governor ’s input from 0 to 1000
393
394 if(act_gear == desired_gear) // Checks to ensure
that the vehicle is in the gear that is desired
395 {
396
397 if(counter ==1) //If on the first
iteration , formulate and send speed related commands (counter used to alternate between speed
related commands and steering related commands)
398 {
399
400 if(digitalRead(speed_vs_actuator)==HIGH) // Checks whether
the console indicates speed or actuator mode and assigns the command mode to the desired mode
401 {command_mode = String("S");}
402 else
403 {command_mode = String("A");}
404
405
406
407 desired_speed = analogRead(speed_pot_pin); // Reads speed
analog input from joystick
408 desired_speed= map_joystick (3, 311, 379, 813, desired_speed); // Maps speed
analog input from joystick with speed potentiometer deadband
409
410 if(act_gear == "R") //If the vehicle
is currently in revers , the desired speed commands should be reversed so it intuitively makes
sense to drive (in reverse if you push the joystick back , you will recieve throttle input and
if you push it forward the brakes will be activated)
411 {
412 desired_speed = -1* desired_speed;
413 }
414 // GOVERNOR:
415 if(governor <desired_speed) //If the desired
speed is greater than the governor input , govern the speed or throttle input from the joystick
416 {
417 desired_speed = governor;
418 }
419
420
421 throttle_or_steer = String("V"); // Set
throttle_or_steer equal to "V" to indicate that this is a speed related command
422 speed_string_to_send= command_type + comma + command_mode + comma + throttle_or_steer + comma +
desired_speed; // Formulate speed related command
423 Serial1.println(speed_string_to_send); // Send speed
related command to vehicle via drive by wire
424 Serial2.println(speed_string_to_send); // Send speed
related command to vehicle via x-bee
425
426 }
427
428 if(counter >=2) //If on the second
iteration , formulate and send steering commands (counter used to alternate between speed
related commands and steering related commands)
429 {
430 desired_steering = analogRead(steering_pot_pin); // Reads analog
input from steering potentiometer on joystick
431 desired_steering= map_joystick (1, 316, 395, 939, desired_steering); // Maps or scales
the analog steering input from joystick
432 throttle_or_steer = String("W"); // Set
throttle_or_steer equal to "W" to indicate that this is a steering command
433
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434 steering_string_to_send= command_type + comma + command_mode + comma + throttle_or_steer + comma +
desired_steering; // Formulate steering command
435 Serial1.println(steering_string_to_send); // Send steering
command to vehicle via drive by wire
436 Serial2.println(steering_string_to_send); // Send steering
command to vehicle via x-bee
437 counter = 0; // Reset counter
438 }
439
440 counter = counter +1; // Keep count of
iteration
441 }
442
443 }
444
445 void batt_check () // Function to
check battery voltage in console
446 {
447 voltage_input = analogRead(Batt_Voltage_pin); // Reads analog
input of console battery voltage if in remote control mode or 12 volt voltage from vehicle if in
drive by wire mode
448 Batt_Voltage = voltage_input * .01468; // Scales battery
voltage input to display numerical value in volts
449 lcd.setCursor (0, 3); lcd.print(Batt_Voltage); // Prints battery
voltage or 12 volt input to LCD screen
450 }
451
452
453 void loop() // Main loop (
iterates over and over)
454 {
455 if(digitalRead(serial_dbw_rc)==HIGH) //If the vehicle
is in serial mode , call the serial_interface_fiunction
456 {
457 serial_interface_function ();
458 }
459
460 else //If the vehicle
is in drive by wire or remote control mode , call the rc_dbw_function
461 {
462 rc_dbw_function ();
463
464 }
465
466 if(Serial1.available ()) //If the Vehicle
Mega is sending serial data back to the consol via wired serial link , read it and store it as
return_string
467 {return_string = Serial1.readStringUntil(’\r’);
468 return_command(return_string);} // Call function
return_command and pass the string return_string to it
469
470 if(Serial2.available ()) //If the Vehicle
Mega is sending serial data back to the consol via x-bee , read it and store it as return_string
471 {return_string = Serial2.readStringUntil(’\r’);
472 return_command(return_string);} // Call function
return_command and pass the string return_string to it
473
474 lcd.setCursor (0, 0); lcd.print("Speed =");
// write "Speed =" to LCD
screen
475 lcd.setCursor (8, 0); lcd.print(" ");
// write space to LCD screen
476 lcd.setCursor (8, 0); lcd.print(act_speed);
// write current wheel speed
to LCD screen
477
478 steer_pos=act_steer.toInt ();
// Transform
steering feedback from a string to an integer
479 steer_pos=steer_pos / 10;
// Transofrm
steering feedback from -1000 to 1000 value from -100 to 100 so it can be displayed as a percentage
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480 lcd.setCursor (0, 1); lcd.print("Steering =");
// write "Steering =" to LCD
screen
481 lcd.setCursor (11, 1); lcd.print(" ");
// write space to LCD screen
482 if (steer_pos <0) {lcd.setCursor (11, 1); lcd.print("L"); steer_pos=-steer_pos;
//If steering is negative , make positive percentage and put a L
before it to indicate left
483 lcd.setCursor (12 ,1); lcd.print(steer_pos); lcd.print("%");}
// write "%" to LCD screen
484 else if (steer_pos >0) {lcd.setCursor (11, 1); lcd.print("R");
//If steering is negative , put a R before it to
indicate right
485 lcd.setCursor (12 ,1); lcd.print(steer_pos); lcd.print("%");}
// write "%" to LCD screen
486 else {lcd.setCursor (11, 1); lcd.print("Center");}
//If steering feedback is zero ,
write center
487 lcd.setCursor (0,2); lcd.print("Governor =");
// write "Governor =" to LCD
screen
488 lcd.setCursor (11, 2); lcd.print(" ");
// write space to LCD screen
489 lcd.setCursor (11, 2);
490 if(digitalRead(speed_vs_actuator)==HIGH)
//If in speed mode , map
governor from 0 to maximum vehicle speed and display this in miles per hour
491 {
492 governor = map(governor , 0, 1000, 0, max_speed);
493 lcd.print(governor); lcd.print(" MPH");
494 }
495 else
//If in actuator mode , map governor from 0 to 100 indicating a percentage of throttle input
496 {
497 governor = map(governor , 0, 1000, 0, 100);
498 lcd.print(governor); lcd.print("%");
499 }
500
501 lcd.setCursor (17, 3); lcd.print("RSL");
// Write RSL to the LCD
screen to indicate ownership
502
503 aux_switch_read ();
//
Reads status of auxiliary rocker switches and pushbuttons and sends string to vehicle
504 }
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G.4.2 Vehicle Mega Arduino (Language: Arduino)
1 // RSL Rover 2014
2 // Vehicle Mega code
3
4 // Serial1: From Consol
5 // Serial2: To Steering and Transmission Motor Controller
6 // Serial3: To Speed Controller
7
8 // Strings (for more info see string initializations in setup)
9 String consol_input_string;
10 String command_type;
11 String command_mode;
12 String throttle_or_steer;
13 String steering_command;
14 String speed_string_to_send;
15 String steering_string_to_send;
16 String gear_string_to_send;
17 String desired_gear;
18 String current_gear;
19 String string_from_motor_controller;
20 String mc_state;
21 String steering_query;
22 String feedback_to_consol;
23 String feedback_to_consol_prefix;
24 String position_prefix;
25 String suffix;
26 String space;
27 String comma;
28
29 String A_status;
30 String B_status;
31 String C_status;
32 String D_status;
33 String E_status;
34 String horn_status;
35 String F_status;
36
37 String error_string;
38 String error_string_previous;
39 String armed_status;
40 String temp;
41 String voltage;
42
43 int voltage_input = 0; // Integer placeholder for analogRead of
voltage divider circuits
44 float Twenty_Four_V_Voltage = 0; //24 Volt system voltage
45 int Twenty_Four_V_Voltage_pin = 8; //24 Volt system voltage input pin
46 float Twelve_V_Voltage = 0; //12 Volt system voltage
47 int Twelve_V_Voltage_pin = 9; //12 Volt system voltage input pin
48
49 int temp_count = 0; // Counter used to ensure
temp_start_time begins timing when the temperature light first comes on
50 unsigned long temp_start_time = 0; // Absolute time recorded when the
temperature light first turns on
51 unsigned long temp_end_time = 0; // Absolute time recorded every time an
iteration occurs with the temperature light on
52 unsigned long temp_time = 0; // Time that the temperature light has
been on ( temp_end_time - temp_start_time )
53 int temp_time_limit = 20000; // Time in milliseconds to allow the
temperature light to stay on before activating emergency stop ( important safeguard to prevent
serious engine damage)
54
55 int threshold_warning_12_v = 11; //12 Volt threshold to give low battery
warning on console
56 int threshold_warning_24_v = 21; //24 Volt threshold to give low battery
warning on console
57 int threshold_e_stop_12_v = 9; //12 volt threshold to activate
emergency stop
58 int threshold_e_stop_24_v = 19; //24 volt threshold to activate
emergency stop
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59 int e_stop_state = LOW; //if high , e-stop will be activated (
acts as a toggle and if statements can be added anywhere in the code to toggle emergency stop mode
on)
60
61 int Serial_timout = 100; // Set the serial timeout for hardware
serial ports
62 int temp_warning = 10; // Digital input pin for vehicle ’s temp
warning light
63 int reverse = 9; // Digital input pin for vehicle ’s
reverse gear light
64 int neutral = 8; // Digital input pin for vehicle ’s
neutral gear light
65 int low = 7; // Digital input pin for vehicle ’s low
gear light
66 int high = 6; // Digital input pin for vehicle ’s high
gear light
67
68 int ebrake_relay_pin = 2; // Emergency brake relay pin
69 int horn_relay_pin = 3; // Horn relay pin
70 int e_stop_relay_pin = 4; // Emergency stop relay pin
71 int e_brake_state = HIGH; // Emergency brake state: HIGH is on ,
LOW is off
72 int contact_with_consol = LOW; // Once the Vehicle Mega makes initial
contact with the console , this state turns HIGH
73 int beacon_relay_pin = 5; // Relay pin for beacon on rollcage
74
75 int counter = 0; // used to control the intermittent
sending of data
76
77 int desired_speed = 0; // Used to send a desired speed to the
speed controller when changing gears
78 int wheel_speed = 0; // Current wheel speed
79 int wheel_speed_pin = 11; // PWM wheel speed pin from the Axle
Tachometer Interpreter
80
81 int gear_position = 0; // Desired position to send to gear
actuator
82 int channel =1; // Channel used to formulate strings to
send to motor controllers (either 1 for steering or 2 for transmission command)
83 int steering_position =0; // Desired steering position parsed from
console
84 int act_steering_position = 0; // Current steering position as querried
from the steering motor controller (to be sent as feedback to the console)
85 int comma_index_1; // Index of first comma in a string (for
parsing)
86 int comma_index_2; // Index of second comma in a string (
for parsing)
87 int comma_index_3; // Index of third comma in a string (for
parsing)
88 int dead_man_timout = 750; //If the Vehicle Mega loses contact
with the console for more than the dead_man_timout (in milliseconds ), the emergency stop will be hit
89 unsigned long e_stop_time_1 = 0; // Records the start time when the last
console contact occurred
90 unsigned long e_stop_time_2 = 0; // Records the end time when the next
console contact occurred
91 unsigned long e_stop_time = 0; // Difference between e_stop_time_2 and
e_stop_time_1 (compared to dead_man_timout )
92
93
94 void setup () // Runs before the main loop to
initialize everything
95 {
96
97 pinMode(ebrake_relay_pin , OUTPUT); // Sets the emergency brake relay pin to
output (same as parking brake)
98 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state); // Writes the startup emergency brake
state to emergency brake pin
99
100 pinMode(e_stop_relay_pin , OUTPUT); // Sets the emergency stop relay pin to
output
101 digitalWrite(e_stop_relay_pin , e_stop_state); // Writes the startup emergency stop
state to emergency stop pin
102
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103 pinMode(horn_relay_pin , OUTPUT); // Sets the horn relay pin to output
104 digitalWrite(horn_relay_pin , LOW); // Writes the startup horn state to horn
pin (LOW is off)
105
106 pinMode(beacon_relay_pin , OUTPUT); // Sets the beacon relay pin to output
107 digitalWrite(beacon_relay_pin , LOW); // Writes the startup emergency stop
state to emergency stop pin
108
109 // Open serial communications and wait for port to open:
110 Serial.begin (9600); // Serial to/from USB or serial monitor
(sets baud rate and opens serial port)
111 Serial.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
112 Serial1.begin (9600); // Serial to/from the Console (sets baud
rate and opens serial port)
113 Serial1.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
114 Serial2.begin (115200); // Serial to/from steering and
transmission motor controller (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
115 Serial2.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
116 Serial3.begin (9600); // Serial to/from Speed Controller (sets
baud rate and opens serial port)
117 Serial3.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’
character , it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller
recieves a long garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
118
119 pinMode(temp_warning , INPUT); // Sets the temp_warning pin as an input
(HIGH or LOW)
120 pinMode(reverse , INPUT); // Sets the reverse gear pin as an input
(HIGH or LOW)
121 pinMode(neutral , INPUT); // Sets the neutral gear pin as an input
(HIGH or LOW)
122 pinMode(low , INPUT); // Sets the low gear pin as an input (
HIGH or LOW)
123 pinMode(high , INPUT); // Sets the high gear pin as an input (
HIGH or LOW)
124 pinMode(wheel_speed_pin , INPUT); // Sets the wheel speed pin as an input
(PWM)
125
126 consol_input_string = String(""); // String from console
127 command_type = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : C
for command , ? for querries (not yet involved), etc
128 command_mode = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : A
for actuator , S for speed control modes
129 throttle_or_steer = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : W
for steering command , V for speed related commands
130 steering_command = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string :
Value from -1000 to 1000
131 steering_string_to_send = String(""); // Formulated string to send as a
steering motor command to steering and transmission motor controller
132 speed_string_to_send = String(""); // Formulated string to send as a
command to speed controller
133 gear_string_to_send = String(""); // Formulated string to send as a
transmission motor command to steering and transmission motor controller
134 desired_gear = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : H
for high , L for low , N for neutral , R for reverse , P for park
135 current_gear = String("N"); // Current gear that the vehicle is in:
H for high , L for low , N for neutral , R for reverse , P for park
136
137 steering_query = String("?TR 1"); // Query to be sent to steering and
transmission motor controller (Asks motor controller what the current steering position is as a
value from -1000 to 1000)
138 string_from_motor_controller = String(""); // String sent from steering and
transmission motor controller
139 mc_state = String("Ready"); // State of the steering and
transmission motor controller : "Ready" when ready to take commands "Starting" when performing
startup procedure
140 feedback_to_consol = String(""); // Feedback string to console includes
wheel speed , current gear , and current steering position
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141 feedback_to_consol_prefix = String("F"); // Prefix for feedback_to_consol so
console recognizes this as feedback and not an error string
142
143 suffix = String ("\r"); // Return character to send at the end
of command or query to motor controller (denotes the end of a string of data)
144 space= String(" "); // Space needed in motor controller
commands
145 comma = String(","); // Comma used mainly to separate
variables for data logging
146 position_prefix = String("!g"); //"!g" is how absolute position
commands to motor controllers begin
147
148 A_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button A is in the on position ("A" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
149 B_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button B is in the on position ("B" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
150 C_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button C is in the on position ("C" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
151 D_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button D is in the on position ("D" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
152 E_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button E is in the on position ("E" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
153 F_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button F is in the on position ("F" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
154 horn_status = String(""); // String parsed from aux_string to indicate that
auxiliary button H (Horn) is in the on position ("H" if read HIGH , "X" if read LOW)
155
156 error_string = String("XXXX");
157 error_string_previous = String("XXXX");
158 armed_status = String("X");
159 temp = String("X");
160 voltage = String("X");
161
162 // Casues Vehicle Mega to wait for contact from the consol to enter the main loop so that the emergency
stop is not hit if the console is powered up after the vehicle
163
164 top:
165 if(Serial1.available () == 0)
166 {
167 delay (50);
168 goto top;
169 }
170 else
171 {delay (500) ;}
172
173 }
174
175 void error_check () // Checks the vehicle ’s systmes for errors (
currently the only errors being checked for are temperature light , under voltage , and letting the
console know that the vehicle is armed)
176 {
177
178 if(digitalRead(temp_warning) == HIGH) // Checks the digital pin that is tapped into
the temperature light on the dash (if the temperature light is on , the pin will read HIGH)
179 {
180 temp = String("T"); // Puts a "T" in the designated temperature
warning place in error_string ( indicating that the temperature light is on)
181 temp_count = temp_count + 1; // Counts iterations that the temperature light
has been on
182
183 if(temp_count == 1) // Ensures that the timer will start for the
temperature light when the light first comes on
184 {
185 temp_start_time = millis (); // Assigns the start time on the first iteration
that the temperature light has been on
186 }
187
188 temp_end_time = millis (); // Assigns the end time each iteration that the
temperature light is on for
189 temp_time = temp_end_time - temp_start_time; // Calculates the total time that the
temperature light has been on for
190
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191 if(temp_time >= temp_time_limit) // Checks to see if the temperature light has
been on for longer than the designated temperature time limit
192 {
193 e_stop_state = HIGH; //If the temperature light has been on for
longer than the temperature time limit , the emergency stop is activated
194 }
195 }
196
197 else //If the temperature light is off
198 {
199 temp = String("X"); // Puts a "X" in the designated temperature
warning place in error_string ( indicating that the temperature light is off)
200 temp_count = 0; // Resets the counter
201 }
202
203 error_string = "E" + armed_status + voltage + temp; // Formulates error string
204
205 if(error_string != error_string_previous) // Only send error string to the console if the
status of errors has changed
206 {
207 Serial1.println(error_string); // Send the error string to the console
208 }
209
210 error_string_previous = error_string; // Set error_string_previous = error_string
211
212 }
213
214 void check_voltage () // Function to check the on -vehicle
voltage levels
215 {
216 voltage_input = analogRead(Twelve_V_Voltage_pin); // Reads analog value from
Twelve_V_Voltage_pin
217 Twelve_V_Voltage = voltage_input * .01468; // Scales voltage_input
218 voltage_input = analogRead(Twenty_Four_V_Voltage_pin); // Reads analog value from
Twelve_V_Voltage_pin
219 Twenty_Four_V_Voltage = voltage_input * .03205; // Scales voltage_input
220
221 if(( Twelve_V_Voltage <= threshold_e_stop_12_v) || (Twenty_Four_V_Voltage <= threshold_e_stop_24_v)) //
Checks to make sure voltage levels are above emergency stop threshold levels and activates
emergency stop if they are not
222 {
223 e_stop_state = HIGH;
224 }
225
226 else if(( Twelve_V_Voltage <= threshold_warning_12_v) || (Twenty_Four_V_Voltage <=
threshold_warning_24_v)) // Checks to make sure voltage levels are above temperature light warning
threshold levels and activates temperature light if they are not
227 {
228 voltage = String("V"); // Puts a "V" in the designated
temperature warning place in error_string ( indicating that one of the vehicle ’s systems is under
voltage)
229 }
230
231 else
232 {
233 voltage = String("X"); // Puts a "X" in the designated
temperature warning place in error_string ( indicating that the vehicle ’s voltage levels are not
too low)
234 }
235
236 }
237
238 void aux_switch_parse () // Function to parse the auxiliary
switch string from console
239 {
240
241 A_status = consol_input_string.substring(2, 3); // Status of rocker switch A on console
("A" for on , "X" for off)
242 B_status = consol_input_string.substring(3, 4); // Status of rocker switch B on console
("B" for on , "X" for off)
243 C_status = consol_input_string.substring(4, 5); // Status of rocker switch C on console
("C" for on , "X" for off)
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244 D_status = consol_input_string.substring(5, 6); // Status of rocker switch D on console
("D" for on , "X" for off)
245 E_status = consol_input_string.substring(6, 7); // Status of rocker switch E on console
("E" for on , "X" for off)
246 F_status = consol_input_string.substring(7, 8); // Status of pushbutton F on console ("F"
for on , "X" for off)
247 horn_status = consol_input_string.substring(8, 9); // Status of pushbutton H on console ("H"
for on , "X" for off)
248
249 if(horn_status == "H") //If the horn button on the console has
been pressed , activate the horn relay
250 {
251 digitalWrite(horn_relay_pin , HIGH);
252 }
253 else //If the horn button on the console has
not been pressed , make sure the horn is off
254 {
255 digitalWrite(horn_relay_pin , LOW);
256 }
257
258 }
259
260 void gear_change(String consol_input_string) // Function called when a gear change is
desired
261 {
262
263 desired_gear = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_2 +1); // Parses the desired gear from
consol_input_string
264
265 if (desired_gear != current_gear) // Only changes if the desired gear and
current gear are differnet
266 {
267 desired_speed = -500; // Sets up a string to sent to the Speed
Controller to apply the brake while the gear is changed so that throttle will be zero and the
brake will be applied for you if you are on a hill changing gears
268 command_type = String("C");
269 command_mode = String("A");
270 throttle_or_steer = String("V");
271 speed_string_to_send= space + command_type + comma + command_mode + comma + throttle_or_steer + comma
+ desired_speed;
272
273 Serial3.println(speed_string_to_send); // Sends string to Speed Controller to
apply brakes
274
275
276 if (desired_gear == "H") //If desired gear is High
277 {
278 gear_position = 1000; // Transmission actuator position
associated with High
279 e_brake_state = LOW; // Ensures emergency brake is off
280 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state);
281 }
282
283 else if(desired_gear == "L") //If desired gear is Low
284 {
285 gear_position = 103; // Transmission actuator position
associated with Low
286 e_brake_state = LOW; // Ensures emergency brake is off
287 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state);
288 }
289
290 else if(desired_gear == "N") //If desired gear is Neutral
291 {
292 gear_position = -449; // Transmission actuator position
associated with Neutral
293 e_brake_state = LOW; // Ensures emergency brake is off
294 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state);
295 }
296
297 else if(desired_gear == "R") //If desired gear is Reverse
298 {
299 gear_position = -1000; // Transmission actuator position
associated with Reverse
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300 e_brake_state = LOW; // Ensures emergency brake is off
301 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state);
302 }
303
304 else if(desired_gear == "P") //If desired gear is Park
305 {
306 gear_position = -449; // Transmission actuator position
associated with Neutral
307 e_brake_state = HIGH; // Applies parking brake
308 digitalWrite(ebrake_relay_pin , e_brake_state);
309 }
310
311 else
312 {
313 desired_gear = current_gear;
314 }
315
316 channel = 2;
317 gear_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + gear_position;
318 Serial2.println(gear_string_to_send);
319 current_gear_function ();
320 }
321
322
323 else // When the gear is done changing , the
brake is released
324 {
325 desired_speed = 0; // Brake off and throttle at zero
326 speed_string_to_send= space + space + command_type + comma + command_mode + comma + throttle_or_steer
+ comma + desired_speed;
327 if(Serial1.available ()){Serial1.readStringUntil(’\r’);} // clear serial buffer
328 Serial3.println(speed_string_to_send); // Send the speed command on the the
Speed Controller
329 }
330 }
331
332
333 void current_gear_function () // Updates the current gear
334 {
335
336 if(digitalRead(high) == HIGH) //If the high gear indicator light on
the vehicle is on
337 {
338 current_gear = "H";
339 }
340
341 else if(digitalRead(low) == HIGH) //If the low gear indicator light on
the vehicle is on
342 {
343 current_gear = "L";
344 }
345
346 else if(digitalRead(neutral) == HIGH) //If the neutral gear indicator light
on the vehicle is on
347 {
348 if (e_brake_state == LOW) //If parking brake is off , and vehicle
in neutral , the vehicle is simply in neutral
349 {
350 current_gear = "N";
351 }
352 else if(e_brake_state == HIGH) //If parking brake is on , and vehicle
in neutral , the vehicle is in park
353 {
354 current_gear = "P";
355 }
356 }
357
358 else if(digitalRead(reverse) == HIGH) //If the reverse gear indicator light
on the vehicle is on
359 {
360 current_gear = "R";
361 }
362
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363 }
364
365
366 void control_command(String consol_input_string) // Called
when the string from Vehicle Mega is a control command
367 {
368 comma_index_1 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’); // Index
for parsing
369 comma_index_2 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_1 + 1); // Index
for parsing
370
371 command_mode = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_1 +1, comma_index_2); // Parses
the second character to determine the command mode
372
373 if(command_mode == "A"); //If in
actuator mode
374 {
375 comma_index_3 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_2 + 1); // Index
for parsing
376 throttle_or_steer = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_2 +1, comma_index_3); // Parses
the third character to determine whether the command is a speed or steering command (V or W)
377
378 if(throttle_or_steer == "W") //If a
steering command
379 {
380 channel = 1; // Channel
1 for steering commands to steering and transmission motor controller
381 steering_command = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_3 +1); // Parses
steering command value from -1000 to 1000
382 steering_position = steering_command.toInt(); //
Transforms this value from string to intiger
383 steering_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + steering_position;//
Formulation of string
384 Serial2.println(steering_string_to_send); // Sending
steering command to steering and transmission motor controller
385 }
386
387 else if(throttle_or_steer == "V") //If a
speed related command
388 {
389 if(current_gear == desired_gear) //If the
vehicle is in the correct gear , send on speed commands (helps ensure that vehicle doesnt give
throttle input during gear change)
390 {
391 Serial3.println(consol_input_string); // String
to send to speed controller
392 }
393 }
394 }
395
396 if(command_mode == "G" && abs(wheel_speed) <=1) //If the
console input string is a gear change string and the absolute value of wheel speed is below 1 mph
(Trying not to grind gears !)
397 {
398 gear_change(consol_input_string); // Call
gear change function
399 }
400 }
401
402
403 void loop() // Main
loop (iterates over and over)
404 {
405
406
407 if(Serial1.available ()) //If
there is contact with console
408 {
409 e_stop_time_1 = millis (); // Record
emergency stop start time (if contact with console is lost , the start time will stop updating
itself)
410 consol_input_string = Serial1.readStringUntil(’\r’); // Read
consol_input_string
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411
412 }
413
414 e_stop_time_2 = millis (); // Record
emergency stop end time
415 e_stop_time = e_stop_time_2 - e_stop_time_1; // Time
between start and stop for dead man switch
416
417 if(e_stop_time >= dead_man_timout) //If
difference in time is greater than the dead -man timeout , toggle on the emergency stop system
418 {
419 e_stop_state = HIGH; //
Indicates the emergency stop system is engaged
420 }
421
422 if(e_stop_state == HIGH) //If
emergency stop state is HIGH , write low to the emergency stop relay to engage the emergency stop
system
423 {
424 digitalWrite(e_stop_relay_pin , LOW);
425 }
426
427 else //
Otherwise write the emergency stop relay pin HIGH to keep the emergency stop system off
428 {
429 digitalWrite(e_stop_relay_pin , HIGH);
430 }
431
432 if(mc_state == "Ready") //
Ensuring that the motor controller is not executing its startup procedure
433 {
434 if(consol_input_string.charAt (1)==’C’) //If the
consol_input_string is a command , call control_command function
435 {
436 control_command(consol_input_string);
437 }
438
439 else if(consol_input_string.startsWith("C")) // These
should both be identical if statements but this one is needed when the serial interface is used
(Serial interface will not get through without this)
440 {
441 control_command(consol_input_string);
442 }
443
444 else if(consol_input_string.startsWith("A")) //If the
consol_input_string is a auxiliary switch string , call aux_switch_parse function
445 {
446 aux_switch_parse ();
447 }
448
449 else if(consol_input_string.charAt (1)==’A’) // These
should both be identical if statements but this one is needed when the serial interface is used
(Serial interface will not get through without this)
450 {
451 aux_switch_parse ();
452 }
453
454 }
455
456
457 if (Serial2.available ()) // Read
String from transmission and steering motor controller
458 {
459 string_from_motor_controller = Serial2.readStringUntil(’\r’);
460 }
461
462 if(string_from_motor_controller.startsWith("TR")) //If the
string is a response to the steering position query
463 {
464 string_from_motor_controller = string_from_motor_controller.substring (3); // Parse
the numerical value from the query response
465 act_steering_position = string_from_motor_controller.toInt(); // Convert
this numerical value from a string to intiger
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466 }
467
468 else if(string_from_motor_controller.startsWith("Starting")) //If the
motor controller is executing its startup procedure
469 {
470 mc_state = string_from_motor_controller; // Set
mc_state to "Starting"
471 armed_status = String("X");
472 }
473
474 else if(string_from_motor_controller.startsWith("Ready")) // When
the motor controller is finished executing the startup procedure , the mc_state changes to "Ready"
475 {
476 mc_state = string_from_motor_controller;
477 digitalWrite(beacon_relay_pin , HIGH); // Lights
up beacon to demonstrate vehicle is armed and ready
478 armed_status = String("A");
479 }
480
481 if(counter >10) // Only
sends the steering query and console feedback every 10 iterations
482 {
483 counter = 0;
484 Serial2.println(steering_query); // Prints
steering_query to transmission and steering motor controller
485 feedback_to_consol = feedback_to_consol_prefix + comma + act_steering_position + comma + wheel_speed
+ comma + current_gear;
486 Serial1.println(feedback_to_consol); // Prints
console feedback
487 }
488
489 counter = counter +1; //
Iteration counter
490
491 wheel_speed = pulseIn(wheel_speed_pin , HIGH , 5000); // Read
PWM (in nano -seconds) from Axle Tachometer Interpreter
492 wheel_speed = wheel_speed *(.0398) -40; // Turn
PWM into a speed from -40 to +40 mph
493 current_gear_function (); //
Function call to determine the current gear
494
495 check_voltage (); //
Function call to check voltages
496 error_check (); //
Function call to check the vehicle for errors and either alert the console or activate the
emergency stop
497 }
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G.4.3 Speed Controller Arduino (Language: Arduino)
1 // RSL Rover 2014
2 // Speed Controller code
3 // Speed control method used: Feed -forward with integral term
4
5 // Serial1: From Vehicle Mega
6 // Serial2: To Brake And Throttle Motor Controller
7 // Serial3: Unused
8
9 // Strings (for more info see string initializations in setup)
10 String consol_input_string;
11 String suffix;
12 String command_type;
13 String command_mode;
14 String speed_command;
15 String throttle_string_to_send;
16 String brake_string_to_send;
17 String position_prefix;
18 String space;
19 String comma;
20 String string_from_motor_controller;
21 String mc_state;
22
23
24 double K_I = .3; // Integral gain (speed control)
25 double I_term = 0; // Integral term (speed control)
26 double integral_threshold_percentage = 30; // integrator limit: When the wheel speed is within 30% of
desired speed , the integral term becomes active
27 double FFW_term = 0; // Feed Forward Term
28 unsigned long start_time = 0; // Start time for iteration
29 unsigned long end_time = 0; // End time for iteration
30 unsigned long delta_t = 0; // Change in time for calculating integral term ( start_time
- end_time)
31
32 float speed_error = 0; // Difference between actual and desired speed
33 float wheel_speed = 0; // Current wheel speed
34
35 double desired_speed = 0; // Desired speed as calculated from speed_desired on a scale
from 0 to 40
36
37 int Serial_timout = 100; // Set the serial timeout for hardware serial ports
38 int counter = 0; // used to control the intermittent sending of data
39 int wheel_speed_pin = 11; // Digitial input from Arduino Uno axle tachometer
interpreter
40 int channel =1; // Motor controller channel
41 int speed_desired =0; // Desired speed as parsed on a scale from 0 to 1000 from
console_input_string
42 int throttle_position =0; // Throttle position from 0 to 1000 to send to motor
controller
43 int brake_position =0; // Brake pressure from 0 to 1000 to send to motor controller
44 int comma_index_1; // Index of first comma in a string (for parsing)
45 int comma_index_2; // Index of second comma in a string (for parsing)
46 int comma_index_3; // Index of third comma in a string (for parsing)
47
48
49 // Data logging variables
50 int throttle_position_datalog = 0; // Throttle position for data logging
51 unsigned long time = 0; // Time for data logging
52
53
54 void setup () // Runs before the main loop to initialize everything
55 {
56 // Open serial communications and wait for port to open:
57 Serial.begin (9600); // Serial to/from USB or serial monitor (sets baud rate and
opens serial port)
58 Serial.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’ character , it will
read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller recieves a long
garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
59 Serial1.begin (9600); // Serial to/from Vehicle Mega (sets baud rate and opens
serial port)
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60 Serial1.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’ character , it will
read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller recieves a long
garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
61 Serial2.begin (115200); // Serial to/from brake and throttle motor controller (sets
baud rate and opens serial port)
62 Serial2.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’ character , it will
read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller recieves a long
garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
63 Serial3.begin (9600); // Unused (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
64 Serial3.setTimeout(Serial_timout); //If the serial buffer misses the ’\r’ character , it will
read a really long string. Setting the timeout ensures that if the controller recieves a long
garbage string , it will not waste time reading it
65
66 pinMode(wheel_speed_pin , INPUT); // Declaring wheel_speed_pin as a digital input
67
68 // String initialization
69 consol_input_string = String(""); // String from Vehicle Mega (passed on from console)
70 command_type = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : C for command , ? for
querries (not yet involved), etc
71 command_mode = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : A for actuator , S for
speed control modes
72 speed_command = String(""); // Parsed from consol_input_string : number from -1000 to
1000 corresponding to desired speed
73 string_from_motor_controller = String("");// String read from throttle and brake motor controller
74 mc_state = String("Ready"); // Denotes the readiness state of the motor controller : "
Starting" during startup proceedure and "Ready" when ready to accept commands
75 throttle_string_to_send = String(""); // Throttle string to send to the throttle and brake motor
controller
76 brake_string_to_send = String(""); // Brake string to send to the throttle and brake motor
controller
77
78 suffix = String ("\r"); // Return character to send at the end of command or query
to motor controller
79 space= String(" "); // Space needed in motor controller commands
80 comma = String(","); // Comma used mainly to separate variables for data logging
81 position_prefix = String("!g"); //"!g" is how absolute position commands to motor
controllers begin
82
83 }
84
85
86 void control_command(String consol_input_string) // Called when the
string from Vehicle Mega is a control command
87 {
88
89 comma_index_1 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’); // Index for parsing
90 comma_index_2 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_1 + 1); // Index for parsing
91 comma_index_3 = consol_input_string.indexOf(’,’, comma_index_2 + 1); // Index for parsing
92
93 command_mode = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_1 +1, comma_index_2); // Parses the second
character to determine the command mode
94
95 if(command_mode == "S") //If in speed mode
96 {
97
98 speed_command = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_3 +1); // Parses speed
command (number from 0 to 1000)
99 speed_desired = speed_command.toInt(); // Transforms string
data to integer so it can be used in mathematical operations
100
101 if(speed_desired >0) //If speed is
positive , enable feed -forward with integral term speed control
102 {
103 end_time = millis (); // Time used to
determine delta_t
104 delta_t = (end_time -start_time); // Difference in
times used to calculate integral term
105 start_time = millis (); // Time used to
determine delta_t
106 desired_speed = (speed_desired *40) /1000; // Converting 0 to
1000 desired speed from console ( speed_desired ) to desired speed in mph
107
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108 speed_error = desired_speed - wheel_speed; // Difference
betweeen desired speed and current wheel speed (used to calculate integral term
109 I_term = I_term + (K_I*( speed_error)*delta_t /100); // Calculation of
integral term
110
111
112 if(abs(wheel_speed/desired_speed) <= (integral_threshold_percentage /100)) //I term only
starts building when the wheel speed/desired speed rises above the integrator limit (Used to
ensure integral only affects steady state)
113 {
114 I_term = 0;
115 }
116
117
118 FFW_term = 17.736* desired_speed; // Calculation of
feed -forward term
119
120 if(FFW_term <0) // Saturation for
feed -forward term
121 {
122 FFW_term = 0;
123 }
124
125
126 // Formulation of strings to send to brake and throttle motor controller
127
128 throttle_position = (FFW_term + I_term);
129 channel = 1;
130 throttle_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + throttle_position;
131
132 channel =2;
133 brake_position =0;
134 brake_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + brake_position;
135 }
136
137 else //If speed_desired
is negative (in this case , the driver is given actuator control of the brakes)
138 {
139 I_term = 0; //Re -zero I term so
that if driver switches back to speed mode , the old I term is not at its same value
140
141
142 // Formulation of strings to send to brake and throttle motor controller
143
144 channel =1;
145 throttle_position =0;
146 throttle_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + throttle_position;
147
148 channel =2;
149 brake_position =-1* speed_desired;
150 brake_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + brake_position;
151 }
152
153
154 // Saturation
155
156 if(throttle_position >1000){throttle_position = 1000;}
157 if(brake_position >1000) ;{ brake_position = 1000;}
158 if(throttle_position <0){throttle_position = 0;}
159 if(brake_position <0);{ brake_position = 0;}
160
161
162 // Print throttle and brake commands to brake and throttle motor controller
163
164 Serial2.println(throttle_string_to_send);
165 Serial2.println(brake_string_to_send);
166
167 }
168
169
170 else if(command_mode == "A") //If in
actuator mode
171 {
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172
173 speed_command = consol_input_string.substring(comma_index_3 +1); // Parses
speed command (number from 0 to 1000)
174 speed_desired = speed_command.toInt(); // Transforms
string data to integer so it can be used in mathematical operations
175
176 if (speed_desired >=0) //If
speed_desired is positive (throttle on , brake off)
177 {
178
179
180 // Formulation of strings to send to brake and throttle motor controller
181
182 channel =1;
183 throttle_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + speed_desired;
184 throttle_position_datalog = speed_desired;
185
186 channel =2;
187 speed_desired =0;
188 brake_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + speed_desired;
189 }
190
191 else //If
speed_desired is negative (brake on , throttle off)
192 {
193
194
195 // Formulation of strings to send to brake and throttle motor controller
196
197 channel =1;
198 throttle_position =0;
199 throttle_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + throttle_position;
200
201 channel =2;
202 brake_position =-1* speed_desired;
203 brake_string_to_send = position_prefix + space + channel + space + brake_position;
204
205 }
206
207 // Print throttle and brake commands to brake and throttle motor controller
208
209 Serial2.println(throttle_string_to_send);
210 Serial2.println(brake_string_to_send);
211
212 }
213
214 }
215
216
217 void loop() // Main loop (iterates over and over)
218 {
219
220
221 if(Serial1.available ()) //If recieving data (commands) from the
Console via Vehicle Mega
222 {
223 consol_input_string = Serial1.readStringUntil(’\r’); // Read command from console
224 }
225
226 if(mc_state == "Ready") // Ensure that the motor controller is
ready to take commands and not in startup mode
227 {
228 if(consol_input_string.charAt (2)==’C’) //If the string is a command string ,
run the command function
229 {
230 control_command(consol_input_string);
231 }
232 }
233
234
235 if (Serial2.available ()) //If recieving data from the motor
controller
236 {
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237 string_from_motor_controller = Serial2.readStringUntil(’\r’); // Read data from controller and store
string to string_from_motor_controller
238 }
239
240
241 if(string_from_motor_controller.startsWith("Starting")) //If motor controller tells Arduino it
is starting , mc_state = "Starting"
242 {
243 mc_state = string_from_motor_controller;
244 }
245
246 else if(string_from_motor_controller.startsWith("Ready")) //if motor controller tells Arduino it
is ready , mc_state = "Ready"
247 {
248 mc_state = string_from_motor_controller;
249 }
250
251 wheel_speed = pulseIn(wheel_speed_pin , HIGH , 5000); // Read PWM (in nano -seconds) from Axle
Tachometer Interpreter
252 wheel_speed = wheel_speed *(.0398) -40; // Turn PWM into a speed from -40 to +40
mph
253
254 time = millis (); // Time calculated for data logging
purposes
255
256
257 // Logging data
258
259 Serial.print(time); // Time in milliseconds
260 Serial.print(comma); // Comma to separate variables
261 Serial.print(desired_speed); // MPH
262 Serial.print(comma);
263 Serial.print(throttle_position_datalog); // Throttle position in act mode
264 Serial.print(comma);
265 Serial.print(wheel_speed); // Actual wheel speed
266 Serial.print(comma);
267 Serial.println(speed_command); // Actual wheel speed
268
269 }
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G.4.4 Tach Arduino Uno (Language: Arduino)
1 /* Read Quadrature Encoder
2 * Connect Encoder to Pins encoder0PinA , encoder0PinB , and +5V.
3 *
4 * Sketch by max wolf / www.meso.net
5 * v. 0.1 - very basic functions - mw 20061220
6 *
7 */
8
9 double samplefreq =5; //Hz
10 double period =(1/ samplefreq)*1000; // milliseconds
11 int check = 0;
12 int val;
13 int encoder0PinA = 2; // GREEN
14 int encoder0PinB = 3; // WHITE
15 int encoder0Pos = 0;
16 int startpos =0;
17 int endpos =0;
18 double rpm =0;
19 double wheel_speed =0;
20
21 int encoder0PinALast = LOW;
22 int n = LOW;
23 double CurrentTime =0;
24 double ElapsedTime =0;
25 double StartTime =0;
26
27 void setup () {
28 pinMode (encoder0PinA ,INPUT);
29 pinMode (encoder0PinB ,INPUT);
30 pinMode(9, OUTPUT);
31
32 Serial.begin (9600);
33 }
34
35 void loop() {
36 StartTime = millis ();
37 startpos =0;
38 ElapsedTime =0;
39 encoder0Pos =0;
40 while(ElapsedTime <period)
41 {
42 n = digitalRead(encoder0PinA);
43 if (( encoder0PinALast == LOW) && (n == HIGH)) {
44 if (digitalRead(encoder0PinB) == LOW) {
45 encoder0Pos --;
46 } else {
47 encoder0Pos ++;
48 }
49 // Serial.print ( encoder0Pos );
50 // Serial.println ("/");
51 }
52 encoder0PinALast = n;
53
54 CurrentTime = millis ();
55 ElapsedTime = (CurrentTime - StartTime);
56
57 endpos=encoder0Pos;
58
59 }
60
61 ElapsedTime = ElapsedTime /1000;
62
63 rpm=( endpos/ElapsedTime)*.5;
64 wheel_speed = .07735* rpm;
65 wheel_speed = (wheel_speed + 40) *(3.1875);
66
67 analogWrite (9, wheel_speed);
68 }
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G.4.5 GPS Parsing Example (Language: Arduino)
1 #include <SoftwareSerial.h>
2 #include <LiquidCrystal.h>
3
4 // Garmin GPS -18x-5Hz , GPRMC output. Connect to computer with RS232 cable and use Garmin ’s
5 // utility to update output type. The RSL ROVER GPS is setup with GPRMC output.
6 // Uses a 20x4 16-pin LCD to output data.
7
8 // GPS_________Computer______Levelshifter (232) ___Arduino_______Levelshifter (TTL)
9 // GPS white = RS232 pin 2 = MAX232 pin 3
10 // GPS green = RS232 pin 3
11 // GPS black = RS232 pin 5 = MAX232 pin 5 = Arduino GND = Levelshifter GND
12 // GPS red = Arduino 5V = Levelshifter Vcc
13 // Arduino 10 = Levelshifter TX -O
14
15 /*
16 The LiquidCrystal library works with all LCD displays that are compatible with the
17 Hitachi HD44780 driver. There are many of them out there , and you
18 can usually tell them by the 16-pin interface .
19
20 The circuit:
21 * LCD RS pin (20 x4 4) to digital pin 12
22 * LCD Enable pin (20 x4 6) to digital pin 11
23 * LCD D4 pin (20 x4 11) to digital pin 5
24 * LCD D5 pin (20 x4 12) to digital pin 4
25 * LCD D6 pin (20 x4 13) to digital pin 3
26 * LCD D7 pin (20 x4 14) to digital pin 2
27 * LCD R/W pin (20 x4 5) to GND
28 * 10K potentiometer : ends to +5V and GND , wiper to LCD VO pin (20 x4 3)
29 * LCD LED+ pin (20 x4 15) to +5V
30 * LCD LED - pin (20 x4 16) to GND
31
32 */
33
34 LiquidCrystal lcd(12, 11, 5, 4, 3, 2);
35 SoftwareSerial mySerial (10, 11); // RX , TX
36 String in_string;
37 String mode;
38 String hour;
39 String minute;
40 String second;
41 String latdeg;
42 String latmin;
43 String longdeg;
44 String longmin;
45 String knots;
46 String hemisphereNS;
47 String hemisphereEW;
48 String day;
49 String month;
50 String year;
51
52 float knot_float;
53 float mph_float;
54
55 char in_char;
56 char terminator=’$’;
57 char comma=’,’;
58
59
60 void setup ()
61 {
62
63 // set up the LCD ’s number of columns and rows:
64 lcd.begin (20, 4);
65 Serial.begin (9600);
66
67 // set the data rate for the SoftwareSerial port
68 mySerial.begin (19200);
69
70 in_string = String("");
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71 }
72
73
74 void loop() // run over and over
75 {
76 in_string=mySerial.readStringUntil(terminator);
77 if (in_string.startsWith("GP"))
78 {
79 // Serial.println( in_string );
80 mode=in_string.substring (0,5);
81 // Serial.print (" Mode = "); Serial.println(mode);
82 hour=in_string.substring (6,8);
83 minute=in_string.substring (8 ,10);
84 second=in_string.substring (10 ,12);
85 // Serial.print (" Time = "); Serial.print(hour);
86 // Serial.print (":"); Serial.print(minute);
87 // Serial.print (":"); Serial.println(second);
88 latdeg=in_string.substring (17 ,19);
89 latmin=in_string.substring (19 ,27);
90 hemisphereNS=in_string.substring (28 ,29);
91 lcd.setCursor (0, 0);
92 lcd.print("Lat = "); lcd.print(latdeg); lcd.print(" deg , ");
93 lcd.setCursor (0, 1);
94 lcd.print(latmin); lcd.print(" min "); lcd.print(hemisphereNS);
95 longdeg=in_string.substring (30 ,33);
96 longmin=in_string.substring (33 ,41);
97 hemisphereEW=in_string.substring (42 ,43);
98 lcd.setCursor (0, 2);
99 lcd.print("Long = "); lcd.print(longdeg); lcd.print(" deg , ");
100 lcd.setCursor (0, 3);
101 lcd.print(longmin); lcd.print(" min "); lcd.print(hemisphereEW);
102 knots=in_string.substring (44 ,50);
103 char knot_array[knots.length () + 1]; // determine size of the array
104 knots.toCharArray(knot_array , sizeof(knot_array)); // put readStringinto an array
105 knot_float = atof(knot_array); // convert the array into a float
106 mph_float =1.15078* knot_float;
107 // Serial.print (" Speed = "); Serial.print(knots); Serial.println (" knots ");
108 // Serial.print (" Speed = "); Serial.print(mph_float ); Serial.println (" mph ");
109 day=in_string.substring (57 ,59);
110 month=in_string.substring (59 ,61);
111 year=in_string.substring (61 ,63);
112 if (month =="01") {month="Jan";}
113 else if (month =="02") {month="Feb";}
114 else if (month =="03") {month="Mar";}
115 else if (month =="04") {month="Apr";}
116 else if (month =="05") {month="May";}
117 else if (month =="06") {month="Jun";}
118 else if (month =="07") {month="Jul";}
119 else if (month =="08") {month="Aug";}
120 else if (month =="09") {month="Sep";}
121 else if (month =="10") {month="Oct";}
122 else if (month =="11") {month="Nov";}
123 else if (month =="12") {month="Dec";}
124 // Serial.print (" Date = "); Serial.print(month); Serial.print (" ");
125 // Serial.print (day); Serial.print (", 20"); Serial.println(year);
126 }
127
128 }
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G.4.6 Steering Startup Sequence (Language: MicroBasic)
1 neutral_pos = -449
2 setCommand(_GO , 2, neutral_pos) ’move transmission into neutral
3
4 setconfig(_SCRO , 2) ’set script output to TTL serial
5
6 wait (500)
7 Print("Starting")
8 Print("\r")
9 wait (500)
10 Print("Starting")
11 Print("\r")
12 tol = 8 ’accuracy tolerance (8 mV)
13 offset = -10000 ’offset from straight ahead
14 des_value = 2500 ’2.5V, target voltage
15 scaler = 15 ’proportional gain (inverse)
16 setCommand(_GO , 2, neutral_pos)
17 a_input = GetValue(_ANAIN , 3) ’read analog input
18 a_error = a_input -des_value ’calculate error
19 abs_error=Abs(a_error)
20
21 while abs_error >tol ’iterative loop for finding 2.5V
22
23 pos = a_error/scaler
24
25 setCommand(_GO , 1, pos)
26 wait (150)
27 setCommand(_C, 1, 0)
28
29 a_input = GetValue(_ANAIN , 3)
30
31 a_error = a_input -des_value
32 abs_error=Abs(a_error)
33
34 end while
35
36 wait (1000)
37 setCommand(_C, 1, offset) ’set encoder counter to offset value
38 wait (10)
39 setCommand(_GO , 1, 0) ’go to zero
40 wait (2000)
41
42 Print("Ready")
43 Print("\r")
44 wait (500)
45 Print("Ready")
46 Print("\r")
47
48 Terminate
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G.4.7 Throttle Startup Sequence (Language: MicroBasic)
1 setconfig(_SCRO , 2) ’set script output to TTL serial
2
3 wait (500)
4 Print("Starting")
5 Print("\r")
6 wait (500)
7 Print("Starting")
8 Print("\r")
9
10 setCommand(_GO , 1, -200000) ’go to zero throttle
11 wait (3000)
12 setCommand(_C, 1, -28000) ’go to idle throttle position
13 wait (10)
14 setCommand(_GO , 1, 0) ’set throttle encoder counter to zero
15
16 Print("Ready")
17 Print("\r")
18 wait (500)
19 Print("Ready")
20 Print("\r")
21
22 Terminate
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ABSTRACT
The embodiment of the invention provides an intelligent control device for a 
micro intelligent vehicle. The intelligent control device comprises a camera 
(10), a signal detection module (20), a control rule module (31), a control 
parameter calculation module (32), an Arduino control panel (33), a motor 
driver (40) and a steering engine driver (50). The invention also provides an 
intelligent control method for the micro intelligent vehicle. The control rule is 
acquired by employing the granular computing theory, the micro intelligent 
vehicle is intelligently controlled, and a control method for traditionally 
controlling a precise mathematical model required to be established, 
controlling in real time by establishing hierarchical control rules and gradually 
fining is avoided. The intelligent control device has the advantages of high 
control precision, high real-time property and high interference resistance.
CLAIMS(10)
1 microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control unit including a camera (10), a 
signal detection module (20), control rules module (31), the control parameter 
calculation module (32), Arduino control board (33), the motor driver (40) and 
Servo drive (50), characterized in that the signal detection module (20) from 
the camera (10) detects the information transmission path status information; 
said road condition information for the obstacle information, traffic signal 
information, the tapered header information , lane information, traffic sign 
information in any one or more of any combination thereof; said control rule 
module (31), including through the memory (31C) connected to the control 
rule unit (31A) and real time control unit ( 31B); said control rule acquisition 
unit (31A), used to obtain control rules will control rules stored in the memory 
(31C), the control rule based on road conditions information, and the current 
speed microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and angle parameters through 
Reap calculated; said real-time control unit (31B), used to obtain control rules 
that match all of the information that matches the results of the control rules 
and the corresponding coverage, all of the control output matching rule 
information to the control parameter calculation module ( 32), all of the control 
of the matching rule information from the signal detection module (20) to 
obtain information on road conditions from the memory (31C) for matching 
access control rules obtained; said control parameter calculation module (32), 
according to Real-time control unit (31B) output information to calculate the 
speed control rule parameters and angle parameters, the speed and rotation 
parameters parameters send Arduino control board (33); said Arduino control 
board (33), will be transformed into a motor speed control signal parameters 
the motor control signal sent to the motor driver (40), the steering angle 
parameters into a control signal, the servo control signal is sent to the servo 
drive (50).
(2) as claimed in claim I wherein microform intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control apparatus, wherein the signal detection module (20) includes an 
obstacle detecting unit (21), the traffic light detecting unit (22), cone-standard 
detection unit (23 ), lane line detection unit (24) and traffic sign detection 
means (25) in any one or any number of combinations; the obstacle detecting 
unit (21), the traffic light detecting unit (22), conical standard test unit (23), 
lane line detection unit (24) and traffic sign detection means (25), 
respectively, from the camera (10) detects an obstacle, the information 
transmitted information, traffic signal information, cone-standard information, 
lane information, and traffic signs Information.
3 according to claim I wherein microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
device, wherein the control rules acquisition unit (31A) of the control rules 
according to the road condition information and current speed microfilm 
intelligent vehicle parameters and angle parameters, calculated via grain , 
including: (1) definition of microfilm intelligent vehicle and grain particle 
calculations; (2) the use of rules of operation between the particles gradually 
break particles, first of all, the speed of access control rules; then the speed 
is not 0 in the case of access control angle rules; corner where access 
control rules include: Get control the direction of the rules, the rules of 
access control angle interval, access control rules specific angle.
4 microfilm according to claim I wherein intelligent intelligent vehicle control 
apparatus, wherein the real-time control unit (31B) of said control rules that 
match all of the information from the signal detection module (20) to obtain 
information on road conditions from the memory ( 31C) matching access 
control rules obtained, including: if the signal detection module (20) detected 
by the road condition information matches the memory (31C) to control the 
conditions of the rule, the output control rule that one or more information, 
that is, the regular angular speed corresponding parameter or parameters and 
the coverage of the rule; wherein the output control rule information includes: 
(1) no rule matches, the speed parameter or angle parameter is empty, 
coverage is empty; (2) there is only one matching rule, only one parameter or 
angular velocity parameters coverage to match the coverage of the 
corresponding rule; (3) a number of the matching rule, one or more 
parameters or angular velocity parameters, the coverage of each of the 
control rules corresponding coverage.
5 according to claim I or claim 4 microform intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control apparatus, wherein the control parameter calculation module (32) of 
said control means according to time (31B) the output control rule parameters 
and rotation speed information calculation parameters, and the speed 
parameters and the parameters are sent to the Arduino corner panel (33); said 
calculated speed parameters include: (1) If there is no matching rule to the 
last speed parameter to Arduino control board (33); (2) If only one matching 
rule, the rule will match the speed parameters are sent to the Arduino control 
board (33); (3) If more than one rule matches if more than one rule 
corresponding velocity parameters are the same, then the parameters are 
sent directly to the speed Arduino to control panel, or else, according to the 
cover, corresponding to the calculated maximum coverage rules matching 
speed parameter, the calculated parameters are sent to the Arduino speed 
control board (33); said calculating angle parameters include: first, speed is 
not 0 case, the calculation direction parameter; Secondly, in the direction of 
the parameter is not straight parameter case, the calculation of the 
parameters of the corner section; Finally, calculate the parameters of the 
specific angle.
6 microfilm intelligent intelligent vehicle control method comprising: 11, using 
the camera to capture traffic signal; 12, the signal detected from the road 
traffic condition information, including obstacle information, traffic signal 
information, cone-standard information, lane information, traffic signs in any 
one or any number of combinations; 13, matching the road condition 
information and control rules, the output control rule all the information 
matches, the match result of control rules and the corresponding coverage; 
14, based on all matches information to calculate the speed control rules 
parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular velocity 
parameters are sent to the Arduino control board; 15, Arduino control board 
will speed parameters were converted into motor control signal, the steering 
angle parameters into a control signal.
7 according to claim 6, wherein the microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent 
control method, wherein said control rules according to the road condition 
information and current speed microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and 
angle parameters, calculated via tablets, including: (1) microfilm smart car 
grain and grain definition of the calculation (2) the use of rules of operation 
between the particles gradually decomposed particles, first of all, the speed 
of access control rules; then the speed is not zero in the case of access 
control rules for corner; including access control corner rules include: access 
to control the direction of the rules, the rules of access control angle interval, 
access control rules specific angle.
As claimed in claim 6, wherein the microfilm intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control method, wherein said matching rule road status information and 
control the output of all matching control rules, including: if the detected road 
condition information meets the memory control the rule's conditions, the 
output of one or more control rule information, i.e. the speed corresponding to 
the rule parameter or parameters and the angular coverage of the rule; 
wherein the output control rule information includes: (1) no rule matches, the 
speed parameter or angle parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) Only a 
matching rule, only one corner speed parameter or parameters to match the 
coverage of the coverage of the corresponding rules; (3) a number of 
matching rules, have one or more corner speed parameter or parameters of 
coverage for all control rules corresponding coverage.
As claimed in claim 6 or 8, wherein said microfilm intelligent intelligent 
vehicle control method, characterized in that said control rules based on the 
information of all matching parameter calculation speed and rotation 
parameters, the speed parameters and the parameters are sent to the 
Arduino angle control panel; the said computing speed parameters include: 
(1) If there is no rule that matches the speed parameters of the last panel to 
Arduino; (2) if only one matching rule, the rule will match the speed 
parameters are sent to the control board Arduino ; (3) If more than one rule 
matches if more than one rule corresponding parameters are the same speed, 
the speed parameters are sent directly to the Arduino control board, 
otherwise, according to the coverage, the maximum coverage calculations 
corresponding matching rules speed parameter, the calculated speed 
parameters to Arduino panel; said calculating angle parameters include: First, 
in case the speed is not 0, the calculation direction parameter; Secondly, in 
the direction of the parameter is not straight parameter case, the calculation 
angular interval parameters; Finally, calculate the specific angular 
parameters.
A process according to claim 9, wherein the intelligent control intelligent 
vehicle microfilm, characterized in that, when the speed parameter is 0, no 
calculation of angle parameters.
DESCRIPTION  
Based on granular computing microfilm smart car smart control device and 
method
Technology
[0001] The present invention relates to the field of intelligent transportation, 
the application of granular computing theory and automatic control theory, 
provides a microfilm based on granular computing smart car smart control 
device and method.
BACKGROUND
[0002] With the rapid economic and social development, transport 
infrastructure bottlenecks have become increasingly obvious that this 
constraint is not only reflected in the traffic jam problems have become 
increasingly prominent, and also reflected in the poor because of traffic 
problems caused by environmental pollution and the relative backwardness of 
roads and vehicles on people's life and property safety hazards formed, and 
as such, intelligent transportation systems (Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, referred ITS) growing by the relevant bodies.
[0003] ITS consists of two parts: the intelligent vehicles and intelligent traffic 
control system. Is a set of intelligent vehicle situational awareness, planning 
decisions, multi-level driver assistance functions in an integrated system, its 
core mission is to achieve automatic control of intelligent vehicle. And to 
achieve automatic control of intelligent vehicle intelligent traffic control 
system as the key technologies include situational awareness, navigation, 
path planning, decision-making control technology. Which is equivalent to 
making intelligent vehicle control technology of the brain, and its main 
function is based on the perception of the system to obtain information to 
make decision making, and then proceed to the next step of the decision-
making behavior, so as to achieve real-time control of intelligent vehicle 
effect.
[0004] For making microfilm smart car control, the existing technology is 
often used traditional control and intelligent control. The so-called traditional 
control, its representative is the PID control (PID Control, ie proportional, 
integral, derivative control), traditional control need to establish a precise 
mathematical model, and microfilm smart car is a complex system, with 
strong time degeneration and non-linear, with the traditional control methods 
is difficult to establish a precise mathematical model, and the traditional 
control of the anti-interference ability. The so-called intelligent control, based 
on human experience and knowledge as a precondition summed up a set of 
control rules, and so achieve its intelligent control, intelligent control need to 
establish a precise mathematical model, and compared with the traditional 
PID control anti-interference ability. Such as: Publication No. CN101667015A 
invention patent "robot car driving speed tracking fuzzy control method", 
Journal of Transportation Systems Engineering and Information Technology 
in April 2010, Volume 10, No. 2, published in "intelligent vehicle based on 
fuzzy control autonomous driving method ", etc., using the fuzzy control 
method to achieve autonomous unmanned vehicles traveling. Fuzzy control 
method based on fuzzy theory-based intelligent control method of anti-
interference ability, and does not need to establish a precise mathematical 
model. But fuzzy control method in a complex traffic environment, summed 
control rules will produce "explosive" situation, which will reduce the 
automatic control of real-time performance.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0005] For microfilm smart car in the face of complex traffic environment, the 
traditional PID control method is difficult to establish a precise mathematical 
model and anti-jamming ability, and fuzzy control method in the face of 
complex traffic environment, the rules will produce "explosion" caused by 
poor real-time control problems, the present invention proposes a method 
based on granular computing intelligent control device and method of the 
present invention does not need to establish a precise mathematical model, 
with a strong anti-jamming capability, real-time control performance better.
[0006] The present invention is a miniature intelligent vehicle intelligent 
control device include a camera 10, a signal detection module 20, a control 
rule module 31, a control parameter calculation module 32, Arduino panel 33, 
a motor driver 40 and the servo driver 50, characterized in that : [0007] the 
signal detection module 20 from the camera 10 acquires information about 
the road condition information detected; said road condition information for 
the obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard information, 
lane information, traffic sign information in any Any combination of one or 
more of;
[0008] The control rule module 31, including through 31C connected to the 
memory access control rule and real time control unit unit 31A 31B;
[0009] The control rules acquisition unit 31A, used to obtain control rules, the 
memory used to store the rule acquisition unit 31C 31A acquired control rule, 
the control rules based on information collected detect road conditions and 
microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and current speed angle parameters 
and construct decision table obtained after the application of granular 
computing theory;
[0010] The control rule unit 31A, first of all, the speed of access control rules; 
Secondly, in case the speed is not 0, the access control rules of the corner. 
Among them, access control rules corner also includes access to control the 
direction of the rules, the rules of access control angle interval, access 
control rules specific angle three parts. [0011] The real-time control unit 31B, 
the signal detection module 20 for detecting the road condition information 
obtained by the memory 31C in the control rules match, the output control of 
all of the rules that match the coverage of the results and the corresponding 
parameters to the control calculation module 32.
[0012] The control parameter calculation module 32, all the control rules 
based on the matching results and the coverage of the corresponding 
parameters and rotation speed calculation parameters of the speed 
parameters and the parameters are sent to the Arduino angle control panel 
33;
[0013] The Arduino control board 33, the speed parameters into the motor 
control signal, the motor control signal is sent to the motor driver 40, the 
steering angle parameters into a control signal, the servo control signal is 
sent to the servo driver 50 .
[0014] The present invention miniature intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
method, comprising:
[0015] 11, the use of cameras capture traffic signals;
[0016] 12, the signal detected from the road traffic condition information, 
including obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard 
information, lane information, traffic sign information in any number of any 
one or combinations thereof;
[0017] 13, matching road condition information and control rules, the output 
control rule all matching information, including the results of the matching 
control rules and the corresponding coverage;
[0018] 14, according to all the matching information to calculate the speed 
control rule parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular 
velocity parameters are sent to the Arduino control board;
[0019] 15, Arduino control board, respectively, the speed governor 
parameters into a control signal, the steering angle parameters into a control 
signal.
[0020] Compared with the prior art, the present invention is applied to achieve 
granular computing theory microfilm smart car intelligent control, to avoid the 
traditional control requires precise mathematical model created in real-time 
control through the establishment of levels of control rules, gradually increase 
the fine control method has good control accuracy, good real-time and anti-
interference ability.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
[0021] Figure I is a block diagram microfilm smart car;
[0022] Figure 2 is a miniature model of intelligent vehicles;
[0023] Figure 3 of the present invention based on granular computing 
microfilm intelligent vehicle control device preferred embodiment of the 
structure;
[0024] Figure 4 of the present invention based on granular computing access 
control rules microfilm smart car preferred embodiment of a flow chart;
[0025] Figure 5 of the present invention based on granular computing 
microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control method preferred embodiment 
of the flow chart; DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0026] For purposes of the present invention, the technical solutions and 
advantages more clearly understood with the following drawings, the present 
invention is described in further detail.
[0027] Granular Computing is the current research in the field of 
computational intelligence simulate human thinking and new ways to solve 
problems is an effective tool for solving complex problems. The main grain 
calculation model has the word model, rough set model, commercial space 
model and other models. People in the face of complex and difficult to 
accurately grasp the problem, usually not a systematic, accurate method to 
pursue the optimal policy, but by way of gradually try to reach a reasonable 
target limited, which is sufficient to obtain the so-called satisfaction solution. 
Mankind is using this rough, from coarse to fine, constantly refinement multi 
particle size analysis, to avoid the difficulties of high computational 
complexity.
[0028] The present invention combines granular computing and intelligent 
control theory, we propose a microfilm based on granular computing smart 
car smart control methods. The present invention more traditional PID control 
has stronger anti-interference ability, while stronger than the fuzzy control 
with real-time control capabilities.
[0029] The present invention microform intelligent vehicle structural frame 
shown in Figure I, microfilm intelligent vehicle model shown in Figure 2, 
typically include a camera 10, X86 board 1, Arduino control board 33, and a 
motor driver 40 and the servo driver 50, which includes the camera, the 
camera head and the two parts of the camera, the area of the motherboard I 
X86 universal master board, it is clear to the skilled person is clearly 
understood that the invention can also be used for intelligent vehicle 
microform other motherboard implementation, no details above.
[0030] The present invention is intelligent intelligent vehicle control apparatus 
microfilm, preferred embodiment, as shown in Figure 3, include a camera 10, 
a signal detection module 20, a control rule module 31, a control parameter 
calculation module 32, Arduino panel 33, a motor driver 40 and the rudder 
machine driver 50.
[0031] The signal detection module 20 includes an obstacle detecting unit 21, 
a traffic light detecting unit 22, a cone-standard detection unit 23, a lane line 
detection unit 24 and the traffic sign detection unit 25 in any one or a 
combination of any number of ; the obstacle detecting unit 21, a traffic light 
detecting unit 22, a cone-standard detection unit 23, a lane line detection unit 
24 and the traffic sign detection unit 25 are respectively transmitted from the 
camera 10 detects the obstacle information message, the information traffic 
lights, cones shaped header information, lane information and traffic signs.
[0032] the obstacle detection unit 21, the main road in front of the obstacle 
detection position (including front, left front, right front), obstructions and 
microfilm smart car in the distance.
[0033] The traffic light detection unit 22, in front of the main test whether 
there is traffic lights, is what lights.
[0034] The tapered mark detection unit 23, the main road in front of detecting 
whether there is cone-standard, cone-standard display angle, and the cone-
standard and miniature smart car in the distance.
[0035] The lane line detection unit 24, and the vehicle main road gradient 
detecting the angle between the lines.
[0036] The traffic sign detection unit 25, the main test ban traffic signs and 
speed signs.
[0037] The signal detection module 20 some functions can be used to 
perform image processing software, typically, such as OpenCV, which is 
provided by Intel Open Source Computer Vision Library, a collection of C 
functions and a few C + + classes that implement the image processing and 
computer vision aspects of many common algorithms. Typically, including:
[0038] the obstacle detecting unit 21, the upper and lower extraction using 
OpenCV camera capture an image, the binarization by the gradation 
processing, and then after the image position of the pixel to determine 
whether there are obstacles deviation.
[0039] The traffic light detection unit 22 extracts using OpenCV camera 
capture images, get three-channel RGB images, detecting image R, G value 
densely proportion, and obstacle detection have similar parts. [0040] The 
tapered mark detection unit 23 extracts using OpenCV camera capture 
images, get three-channel RGB images, detecting consecutive R color value 
share position, and fitted to a straight line, and then calculate the standard 
cone display angle.
[0041] The lane line detection unit 24, using OpenCV camera capture an 
image extraction, to obtain a single road grayscale image, the image adaptive 
threshold binarization, the binarized image of the single edge detection, After 
the edge detection processing in the image processing for the hunt, identified 
by the left lane and / or the right lane, the lane line calculation of the angle 
and microfilm intelligent vehicle;
[0042] The detection unit 25 traffic signs, traffic signs and speed limit signs 
and road signs are divided into. Traffic signs are generally circular contains 
some specific meaning signs. Speed limit sign recognition and traffic sign 
recognition is required is to locate, identify signs that may exist in the image 
position and size. Then extract the inside circle logo on the flag to judge, to 
arrive at the specific meaning of traffic signs.
[0043] Microfilm smart car in the face of complex traffic environment, the 
traditional PID control method is difficult to establish a precise mathematical 
model and anti-jamming ability, and fuzzy control method in the face of 
complex traffic environment, the rules will have a " explosion "caused by poor 
control real-time. Thus proposed based on granular computing intelligent 
control measures, it does not need to establish a precise mathematical 
model, with a strong anti-jamming capability, real-time control performance is 
better.
[0044] The control rules of the control module 31 can use existing rules to 
achieve, such as velocity parameters obtained directly from the traffic lights 
and rotation parameters, etc., has been recorded in the existing literature, not 
repeat them.
[0045] Preferably, the present invention is the control module 31 includes a 
rule 31C is connected via a memory access control unit 31A and the time the 
rules control unit 31B.
[0046] The control rule unit 31A, the road condition information and the 
detected vehicle speed and microfilm smart corner, access control rules 
stored in the memory 31C in Figure 4, including:
[0047] 101, the data collection
[0048] Microfilm smart car in motion, collecting signal detection module 20 
detects the obstacle information, traffic lights information, tapered header 
information, lane information and traffic signs, as well as microfilm intelligent 
vehicle parameters and rotation parameters of the current speed.
[0049] 102, to build a decision table, set time for each meter line (line defined 
as an object), the detection module 20 detects the information and the 
angular velocity parameters and parameters as the column stored in tabular 
form.
[0050] The present embodiment, the signal detection module 20 detects the 
information is defined as the condition attributes, parameters and rotation 
speed parameter is defined as the decision attribute, typically, as an 
example, to build a decision table as shown in Table I.
[0051] Table I
No. 
__________________________ ............................................... ..................
.............. condition attributes 
________________, ............. ................................................. 
I_____________________ ^ _ Decision
_______________ Car __ line __ folder ___ angle 
_____________________________ mad _ green _ Lights 
__________________________ ________________________ Optional _ brick 
pumping speed and _______________________ Seoul mourning 
____________
mIj (a) ___ (c) m um
Tl__0__0 0 195 - 80
[0052]-Ig-two I! ......................................... ................................ I-. - & - 
g ......... ............................................... 0 -
T3__62__0__0 195 36
.............................................. 
T4 ... .................................................. .................................................. .
...........: Shu 5 ................................... ................. 
2 ................................ .................................................. .........................
... 
0 ..................... .................................................. ....................................
.............. .................................................. ..............................................
.... .................................................. ....................................... 
195 .......... .................................... 95 ............. ....
.................................................. .............. 
TS ................................... .................................................. ....................
................. 62 ............ .......................................... 
0 ....... .................................................. .................................................. 
...... 
1 ........................................... .................................................. ..............
.................................... .................................................. ........................
.......................... .................................................. ..................................
................ .................................................. ............................................
...... ............. 0 .................................... ................... 0 ...................
................................ T6 ................. ............................ 
0 ..................... ........................................... 0 ...... - .............................. 
I. ................. .................................................. ........................................
.......... .................................................. .................................................. 
.................................................. .................................................. ..........
........................................ ....................... 0 .......................... ............ 
0 ....................
................................ Tl ................. ............................................... 
-17. .................................................. ........ 
0 ......................................... ............... 0 ............................ 1 ..... .......... 
195 ............................... 97 ....... ..........
[0053] Each data acquisition time is defined as a collection, sampling 
frequency, and long acquisition time can be flexibly set according to the 
device, generally, the sampling frequency 5-lOHz, acquisition time length of 
0. 5-2 hours, of course, also use other sampling frequencies and acquisition 
time length is not particularly limited.
[0054] Preferably, as an optional step, including the collection of data 
preservation microfilm smart car, the completeness of the data detection, 
that is, whether the data collected to the wrong, if there is an error data are 
generated, these erroneous data in the decision table will produce 
inconsistent data, then delete the same condition attribute decision tables 
and decision attribute different fewer objects (lines). The data are inconsistent 
with the same conditions, but without the same decision attribute data.
[0055] 103, microfilm smart car grain definition and calculation of
[0056] As people's cognitive ability is limited, so people in the face of 
complex problems, first complex problems in accordance with their 
respective characteristics and properties divided into a number of relatively 
simple block, so each one carved out fast or as an information granule, ie, 
information granules are similar characteristics, similar functions, with no 
clear set of entities. And put information into the process is called information 
granules information granulation.
[0057] In general, the information granules into two parts: the connotation and 
denotation, connotation is used to describe or represent a feature or function; 
extension indicates this feature or function under the same or similar 
collection of entities.
[0058] Briefly, granular computing is to represent and process information 
granules.
[0059] Granular Computing has two main aspects: the definition and use of 
grain grain calculations.
[0060] The invention is defined grain microfilm smart car (expressed by the 
symbol g) as g = ((V, vdl, vd2), m (v, vdl, Vd2)), it points to the connotation 
and extension. Connotation (V, vdl, vd2) consists of three parts, V indicates 
signal detection module 20 detects a message that the decision table under 
the condition attribute values, Vdl and Vd2 speed parameters and rotation 
parameters indicate epitaxial m (v , vdl, vd2) indicates meet connotation (V, 
vdl, vd2) collection of all objects. Wherein, (v, Vdl, Vd2) G {*} UV, * that can 
take any value.
[0061] Microfilm smart car cross grain formula is defined as:
[0062] G = g eight g, = ((v, vdl, vd2), m (v, vdl, vd2)) eight ((v,, vdl,, vd2,), m 
(v,, vdl,, vd2 ,))
[0063] = ((v eight v,, vdl eight vdl,, vd2 eight vd2,), m (v, vdl, vd2) eight m 
(v,, vdl,, vd2,))
[0064] In Table I, for example, for a given particle g = ((b = 0 A c = l, dl = 0, 
d2 = 0), {T5, T6}), the content of the grains g: Traffic Light Detection unit 22 
detects the information of 0, the obstacle detecting unit 21 detects the 
information is 1, then the speed parameter is 0, the angle is 0; epitaxial was: 
traffic light detecting unit 22 detects the information of 0, the obstacle 
detection unit 21 detects the information is 1, then the speed parameter is 0, 
the angle is 0 the set of all time, i.e. {T5, T6}.
[0065] 104, according to the decision table, the application of granular 
computing theory, access control rules, further comprising:
[0066] 104 - I first get the speed rules
[0067] 104 - 1A, traverse the condition attribute values in each column and 
speed values of the property, the value will be the same time in the same 
collection, formed under the condition attribute different set of values. The 
value of each column as grain content, the formation of the corresponding 
collection as epitaxy.
[0068] For example: condition attribute traversal traffic light (b), and the 
formation of a collection of values, and its corresponding particle shown in 
Table 2:
[0069] Table 2.
[0070]
[0071] The values under all conditions and speed attributes attribute values 
under the traversal, get a different set of condition attributes under different 
values, and their corresponding tablets. Table 3 below: * [0072] Table 3.
[0073]
[0074]
[0075] 104 - IB, under the corresponding conditional attribute traverse each 
collection to determine the speed parameters of each time are identical, if so, 
is obtained under the condition attribute values and the corresponding set of 
rules (COV expressed by ), and delete the collection; upcoming condition 
attributes of the particle velocity, respectively under the corresponding 
particle attribute intelligent vehicle based on microfilm grain formula to 
calculate the formation of new particles, new particles and then determine 
whether a level of confidence, if for I the formation of new particles is 
obtained connotation and extension of the control rules (expressed by COV), 
and remove the particles. Wherein the particle is calculated as confidence 
Conf (g) = I m (V, Vdl, *) | / | m (v, *, *) |.
[0076] In Table I, Table 2, for example, the condition attribute of traffic lights 
(b) the value is 0, the set {Tl, T3, T5, T6}, check Tl, T3, T5, T6, 17 
corresponds to a point speed parameter, found Tl, T3, T5, T6, 17 times the 
speed parameters are not identical, the property can not be obtained under 
the conditions of the rules of the value;
[0077] that the condition attribute of traffic lights (b) the value is 0, the 
corresponding particle gl = {(0b, *, *), (T1, T3, T5, T6, 17)}, respectively, the 
speed of the particle properties g9 = {(195dl, *, *), (Tl, T3, T4, T7)}, gl0 = 
{(0dl, *, *), (T2, T5, T6)} to obtain cross-operation:
[0078] G1 = gl eight g9 = {(0b, 195dl, *), (T1, T3, T7)}
[0079] G2 = gl A glO = {(0b, Odl, *), (T5, T6)}
[0080] According to the confidence of the formula, can be obtained Conf (G1) 
= (T1, T3, T7) / (Tl, T3, T5, T6, T7) = 0.6
[0081] Conf (G2) = (T5, T6) / (Tl, T3, T5, T6, T7) | = 0. 4
[0082] As Conf (G1) Xonf (G2) is a level of confidence is not, it is not in the 
condition attribute values obtained under the rules.
[0083] Conditions property of traffic lights (b), the set value of I {T2}, speed 
parameters are identical (only one value, as the same), then the value of I for 
the traffic lights rule that I is the value of the traffic lights, its speed is 0, and 
delete the collection;
[0084] Conditions property of traffic lights (b) the value of the corresponding 
particle is I g2 = {(lb, *, *), (T2)}, respectively, the speed of the particle 
properties g9 = {(195dl, *, * ), (Tl, T3, T4, T7)}, gl0 = {(0dl, *, *), (T2, T5, T6)} 
to obtain cross-operation:
[0085] G3 = g2 A g9 = {(lb, 195dl, *), ()}
[0086] G4 = g2 A glO = {(lb, Odl, *), (T2)}
[0087] At this point, Conf (G1) = O, Conf (G2) = 1; G2 connotation as a 
control rule, the traffic light value is I, the speed of 0, g2, and delete G4.
[0088] This rule simply expressed as: if b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2} (for ease 
of description, the present invention is to follow some rules are programming 
languages that way).
[0089] Similarly, access to the value of two traffic lights under the rules.
[0090] According to the above process, namely the obstacle, the car line 
angle property obtained under control rules. Ultimately control the speed of 
the following rules:
[0091] If b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2}
[0092] If b = 2then dl = 195; cov = {T4}
[0093] If C = Ithen dl = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0094] If a =-17then dl = 195; cov = {T7}
[0095] and corresponding residual grain is set (see Table 4):
[0096] Table 4.
[0097]
[0098]
[0099] judgment all the time made rules and set Complete set is the sum of 
all moments, when all the rules to obtain a collection of moments {T2, T4, T5, 
T6, T7} is not equal Collection. Proceed to Step 104 - 1C.
[0100] 104 - 1C, under the condition attribute values of any two cross-
collection operations, obtain the corresponding intersection, ie properties 
under different conditions, any two particles is calculated using particle 
formation of new particles, return to step 104B ;
[0101] i.e. ⑴, the traffic lights (b) corresponds to the set value is 0 {Tl, T3, 
T5, T6, T7} obstacle condition attributes, respectively (c) the set value of 0 
corresponds to {Tl, T2, T3, T4, T7}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponds to the 
set value is 0 {Tl, T6}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponding to the set value of 
-15 {T2, T4}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponding to the set value of 62 {T3, 
T5} for intersection; ⑵, condition attribute obstacle (c) the set value of 0 
corresponds to {Tl, T2, T3, T4, 17}, respectively, with the car line angle (a) A 
value of 0 corresponds to the set {Tl, T6}, car line angle (a) corresponds to 
the set of values of -15 {T2, T4}, car line angle (a) value of 62 corresponds to 
the set {T3, T5} for intersection, namely gl respectively g4, g6, g7, g8; g4 
respectively, g6, g7, g8 formula tablets obtained according to new particles. 
Table 5 below:
[0102] Table 5
[0103]
[0104]
[0105] According to the above 104 - IB step, conditional attribute traffic light 
condition attribute value of 0 and a collection of obstacles ranging from 0 {Tl, 
T3} in Tl, T3 moment exactly the same speed, the resulting rule is "condition 
attribute traffic light condition attribute values 0 and obstacle values 0, its 
speed is 195 "and delete the condition attribute values to 0 and the condition 
attribute traffic light barrier set values 0 {Tl, T3}, if speed is not the same, 
save the collection.
[0106] i.e., gl grain operation with the use of rules of g8 G5 = KOb A Oc, 
195dl, *), (Tl, T3)}, the confidence level of Conf (G5) = 1.
[0107] Similarly, getting regular "obstacle value is 0 and the car line angle is 
0, its speed is 195" and "obstacles value is 0, and the car line angle is 62, its 
speed is 195. "
[0108] At this time, access to the following rules: [0109] Ifb = Oand C = 
Othen dl = 195cov = {Tl, T3, T7};
[0110] Ifb = Oand a = 0then dl = 195cov = {Tl};
[0111] Ifb = Oand a = 62then dl = 195cov = {T3};
[0112] 104 - ID, a time when all the rules to obtain and set equal to the set of 
The Complete Works of all time, the end and remove redundant rules, 
otherwise, return to Step 104 - 1C.
[0113] All the above steps for the following rules:
[0114] Rule (l): If b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2}
[0115] Rule (2): If b = 2then dl = 195; cov = {T4}
[0116] Rule (3): If C = Ithen dl = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0117] Rule (4): If a =-17then dl = 195; cov = {T7}
[0118] Rule (5): If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195; cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0119] Rule (6): If b = 0and a = 0then dl = 195; cov = {Tl}
[0120] rule (7): If b = 0and a = 62then dl = 195; cov = {T3}
[0121] In this case, all the rules and set a time equal to the set of the 
complete works of all time, the speed of access control rules over.
[0122] The method of removing redundant rules, in order to determine the 
access control rule, if one of the control rules is another control rule COVi co 
\ subset of the rule is redundant rules need to be removed.
[0123] Obviously, the above rules in the rules (4), the rule (6), rules (7) 
corresponding cov is the rule (5) corresponding to a subset of cov, therefore, 
the rules (4), the rule (6), the rule (7) is redundant rules, delete rules (4), the 
rule (6), rules (7).
[0124] finally obtained control speed rules:
[0125] Rule (l): If b = lthen d = 0; cov = {T2}
[0126] Rule (2): If b = 2then d = 195; cov = {T4}
[0127] Rule (3): If C = Ithen d = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0128] Rule (4): If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195; cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0129] 104 - 2 Applications granular computing theory, access control rules 
for corner;
[0130] In the speed is not 0 in the case of access control rules corner. 
Access control rules which corner they include:
[0131] (I) to obtain control direction (turn left, go straight, turn right) rules;
[0132] (2) In the case of left or right-angle section to obtain control rules (this 
angle range 0-90 degrees can be set freely in the present invention as a 
range of 5 degrees);
[0133] (3) in (2) in each section for controlling the control rules specific angle.
[0134] above table, for example, access control rules, including:
[0135] 104 - 2A access control direction (turn left, go straight, turn right) rules
[0136] When the microfilm smart car in motion, if the speed is not 0, you first 
need to determine the direction: turn left, go straight, turn right.
[0137] The present embodiment of the invention as set microform smart car 
running straight at an angle of 80, left angle> 80, right angle <80, therefore, 
the speed is not 0 in the case of increase a a description of the direction of 
policy-making, decision-making values: 1 (left), _1 (right), 0 (straight). In 
Table I, for example, Table I of the velocity data is not 0 can be converted to 
Table 6:
[0138] Table 6
[0139]
[0140] As shown in Table 6, the rules get a similar step with 104-1A, ergodic 
condition attribute values in each column and direction description attribute 
values, the same time on the same set of values, forming the condition 
Properties under different set of values. The value of each column as grain 
content, the formation of the corresponding collection as epitaxy.
[0141] Likewise, similar to step 104-1B ~ 104-1D, access control rules are as 
follows:
[0142] Rule (l): if a = 0then direction = 0; cov = {Tl}
[0143] Rule (2): if a = 62then Direction = -1; cov = {T3}
[0144] Rule (3): if a = _15then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0145] Rule (4): if a = _17then direction = 1; cov = {T7}
[0146] Rule (5): if b = 2then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0147] Preferably, these control rules on merger control rules determine which 
attribute values in decision-making under the same circumstances, to 
determine whether the condition attribute values with a lower value indicates 
the interval (or 'or' make the connection) , cov then use the set and get 
operations, resulting in a smaller number of rules to improve real-time 
controllability. Rules to the control direction for example, the rule (3), the rules 
(4) and rules (5) in the direction of making the value of the attribute is 1, the 
rule (3), rules (4) and Rule (5) condition attributes are not the same, and 
therefore can not merge; rule (3) and Rule (4) can be merged rules for the 
if-17 <a <_15then direction = 1; cov = {T4, T7} (or if a = _17or a = _15then 
Direction = 1; cov = {T4, T7}).
[0148] Rule (l): if a = 0then direction = 0; cov = {Tl}
[0149] Rule (2): if a = 62then direction = _1; cov = {T3}
[0150] Rule (3): if a =-17or a = _15then direction = Icov = {T4, T7}
[0151] Rule (4): if b = 2then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0152] Clearly, the rule (4) is redundant rules, need to be deleted. It should be 
noted that, when more complete data collected, it will not appear similar to 
the rule (4) situation.
[0153] 104 - 2B access control angle interval rules
[0154] When the microfilm smart car left or right, you need to be further to the 
left or to the right angle, to improve anti-jamming capability, the present 
invention in the case of left or right corner of the first interval to obtain control 
rules; while Microfilm smart car with only one point in the straight, and 
therefore not in the case of access control straight angle interval rule.
[0155] In the present invention the value of the angle range of 5 to a unit (of 
course, this angular range can be freely set between 0-80), in the left case 80 
<d2 <= 85 as a unit (denoted as I ), 85 <d2 <= 90 as a unit (labeled 2), ..., 80 
+5 * (il) <d2 <= 80 +5 * i, denoted by i, sequentially processed; Similarly, in 
the right case 75 <= d2 <80 as a unit (labeled I), 70 <= d2 <70 as a unit 
(labeled 2), ..., 80-5 * i <= d2 <80_5 * (i_l) , denoted by i, sequentially 
processed.
[0156] As presented in Table 6, in the case of left or right decision table can 
be converted into the following Tables 7 and 8:
[0157] Table 7 [0158]
[0159] Table 8
[0160]
[0161]
[0162] After the decision for transformation in Table 7, decision table 8, with 
step 104-1A ~ 104-1D similar gain control rules. Traversal condition attribute 
values in each column and interval tag attribute values, the same time on the 
same set of values, the formation of different values under the condition 
attribute set. The value of each column as grain content, the formation of the 
corresponding collection as epitaxy.
[0163] 104-2C access control rules specific angle
[0164] In the 104-2C, based on the angle section, respectively, in each 
particular point in the gain control rules, for example, in Table 7, the angle 
interval in the case of units of the decision table I the following Table 9:
[0165] Table 9
Collection # engraved car line velocity direction angle obstacle lights
[0166] (Object) __ (O) __ (A) __ (C) (t / 1) (tO)
............................... T4 .................. ..........................................-
Is ...... .............................................. 2 ... .............................................. 
0 ... ....................... -195 - .... 82 - .....
[0167] Table 9 for a decision, with the step 104-1A ~ 104-1D similar gain 
control rules. Traversal condition attribute values in each column and 
direction attribute value, the value will be the same time in the same 
collection, formed under the condition attribute different set of values. The 
value of each column as grain content, the formation of the corresponding 
collection as epitaxy.
[0168] obtained in the above step control rules stored in the memory module 
in Figure 3, in 31C. Stored in tabular form may be stored (or stored in the 
decision tree, using this storage can be reduced in real-time control of the 
time matching rule, will enhance the real-time controlled microfilm intelligent 
vehicle), the present embodiment is stored in tabular , as obtained in the 
above example speed control rules:
[0169] (I) If b = lthen d = 0; cov = {T2}
[0170] (2) If b = 2then d = 195; cov = {T4}
[0171] (3) If C = Ithen d = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0172] (4) If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0173] These rules control rules stored in the form of the module as shown in 
Table 10:
[0174] Table 10
[0177] where * represents all possible values.
[0178] Similarly, in the table can be stored separately control the direction of 
the rules, the rules of the control angle range, the control angle of the specific 
rules.
[0179] real-time control, by the camera 10 collecting traffic information, the 
detection module 20 according to the camera capture traffic information 
detection, real-time control module 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects traffic information and memory 31C in the control rules for matching 
and control rules to match the output information, the control parameter 
calculation module 32 according to real-time control module 31B output 
information to calculate the speed control rule parameters and angle 
parameters, follow these steps:
[0180] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information in the memory 31C to control the speed of 
matching rules and control rules matches the output information;
[0181] in the memory (31C) the control rules as a condition, if the signal 
detection module (20) detected by the road condition information matches the 
memory (31C) for controlling the speed of the rule conditions, the output this 
one (or more) control rules information (speed parameter corresponding to the 
rule or the rule angle parameters and coverage), the information is divided 
into three cases:
[0182] (I) does not match the rules, the speed parameter is empty, coverage 
is empty;
[0183] (2) Only one rule matches a speed parameter, the rules of coverage to 
match the corresponding coverage;
[0184] (3) matches multiple rules, one or more of the speed parameter, 
coverage for all control rules corresponding coverage.
[0185] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B outputs information to calculate the speed control rule 
parameters and speed parameters are sent to the Arduino control board 33.
[0186] three cases depending on the output control rule information 
corresponding to the control parameter calculation module 32 has three 
treatment approach:
[0187] case I: speed remains constant, the speed of sending the last 
argument to Arduino control board 33. Particularly, when the previous rate of 
0, the same transmission rate parameters to the Arduino or panel 33.
[0188] Case 2: The results of that rule will match the speed parameter sent to 
Arduino control board 33.
[0189] Case 3: a plurality of rules corresponding to the parameters are the 
same speed, the speed parameters are sent directly to the Arduino panel, or, 
according to the cover, corresponding to the calculated maximum coverage 
rules matching speed parameter, the calculated speed parameter sent to the 
Arduino control board 33. Which seek maximum coverage formula is:
[0191] max (| Cov (Clt) |)
[0192] Clt value for decision-making, & Oi matching set of rules for the same 
decision values (Clt same) rules, C0V (rj) the coverage of the rule h, Cov (Clt) 
said that with the same coverage decision attribute values degrees and set.
[0193] max (| Cov (Clt)) indicates the number of maximum coverage.
[0194] In particular, in the case of a match the speed and the output 
parameter is 0, that microfilm smart car stop, do not continue to match the 
corner of intelligent vehicle control microfilm rules.
[0195] For example, the real-time control detection module 20 detects the 
information in Table 11 below:
[0196] Table 11
Car line angle obstacle lights
 
 
[0197] (a) __ (b) __ (c)
-2 I 2 II
[0198] The information in Table 10 of the speed control matches a rule, the 
rule can match two rules is 2,4, output of Rule 2, Rule 4 corresponding 
velocity parameters and cover, as shown in Table 12 show:
[0199] Table 12
- Coverage
(C / 1) (cov)
"02001 ---------
L "0__ {T5, T6} _
'195 (T4 |
H
[0201] belongs to Case 3, the first under the formula Covial) = calculated with 
the same decision values covered
/-I
Coverage of, because this case the rule information in the output speed 
parameters are not the same, so the COV (0) = {T5, T6}, Cov (195) = {T4}, so 
max (| Cov (195) | ) = 2. So by the control parameter calculation module 32 
sends the speed parameter is 0 to Arduino control board.
[0202] In particular, the sending of control parameter is 0, which means that 
the smart car is stopped microfilming, the real-time control unit 31B need to 
continue matching control rules microfilm smart car corner; accordingly, the 
control parameter calculation module 32 is not required to continue calculated 
angle parameters.
[0203] That is, if the calculated velocity parameter is not 0, you will need to 
continue to match the corresponding speed control rules microfilm smart car 
corner, where the corner in the matching rules to match three times, the first 
matching rule to control the direction, and then match the control angle 
interval rule, final rule matching control specific angle. Correspondingly, the 
control parameter calculation module to calculate the control angle direction 
of the same parameters control the angle calculation section calculates the 
control parameters and the specific parameters of the angle.
[0204] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory of the control direction 31C 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0205] and the speed of matching control rules similar to control the direction 
of the memory 31C in the rules as a condition detection module 20 detects 
the information in the memory 31C control the direction of rule conditions are 
matched, and outputs information about these rules.
[0206] Similarly, the output of real-time control unit 31B rule information is 
divided into three cases: (I), does not match the rule, direction parameter is 
empty, coverage is empty; (2) Only one rule matches a direction parameter, 
coverage is matched rule corresponding coverage; (3) matches multiple rules, 
one or more of the direction parameter, coverage for all control rules 
corresponding coverage.
[0207] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B matching rules to control the direction of the output 
parameter control rules information to calculate the direction and orientation 
parameters as the case may be sent to the Arduino control board 33.
[0208] case I: Microfilm smart car corner unchanged, the control parameter 
calculation module 32 to send the last corner when the control parameters to 
the Arduino control board 33, a real-time control unit 31B does not need to 
continue to control the angular interval matching rules.
[0209] Case 2: get the matching rule results corresponding angular direction, 
if the control parameter is straight from the control parameter calculation 
module 32 sends the parameters straight to the Arduino control board (the 
case of only one corner straight parameter), real-time control unit 31B do not 
need to continue to control the angular interval matching rules; otherwise 
control parameters are not sent to the Arduino control board 33, real-time 
control of Unit 31B need to continue to control the angular interval matching 
rules.
[0210] Case 3: Calculate max (Cov (Clt)) corresponds to the direction of 
rotation, if the control parameter is straight from the control parameter 
calculation module 32 to send the parameters to the Arduino straight panels, 
no real-time control of Unit 31B continue to control the angular interval 
matching rules; otherwise control parameters are not sent to the Arduino 
control board 33, real-time control of Unit 31B need to continue to control the 
angular range of matching rules.
[0211] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0212] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory section 31C of the control angle 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0213] In the above matched control the direction of the rule, if the control 
parameter calculation module 32 to get directions not turn left or right, but 
straight, you do not need to continue to control the angular range of matching 
rules and rules for controlling specific angle . [0214] Similarly, the speed with 
matching control rules similar to the real-time control of Unit 31B and the 
memory of the control angle interval rule to match. Similarly, the output of 
real-time control module 31B rule information in three ways: (I), does not 
match the rules, corner interval parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) 
Only one rule matches a corner interval parameters , the rules of coverage to 
match the corresponding coverage; (3) matches multiple rules, one or more of 
the angle interval parameters, coverage for all control rules corresponding 
coverage.
[0215] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B matching control rules and the output angle interval control 
rules information to calculate angle interval parameters, and, where 
appropriate parameters to the Arduino sends corner panel 33
[0216] case I: If the match angle direction is left (right), the control parameter 
calculation module 32 sends left (right) in case of intermediate values of the 
corresponding parameters to the Arduino corner panels 33, real-time The 
control unit 31B need to continue matching control angle interval rule. Such 
as: The present invention experimental values microfilm smart car left 
interval [81,118], turn right value interval [42,79], direct behavior 80. The 
match direction is left corner of the case, the transmission angle of 99 to the 
value of parameter Arduino panel; the right circumstances, the transmission 
angle of 61 to the value of parameter Arduino control panel.
[0217] Case 2: get the matching rule results corresponding angular interval, 
the control parameter calculation module 32 does not send the control 
parameters to the Arduino control board 33, real-time control of Unit 31B need 
to continue to control the angular range of matching rules.
[0218] Case 3: Calculate the max (I Cov (Clt)) corresponds to the direction of 
rotation, the control parameter calculation module 32 does not send the 
control parameters to the Arduino control board 33, real-time control of Unit 
31B need to continue to control the angular range of matching rules ;
[0219] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0220] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory of the control specific angle 31C 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0221] Similarly, the speed with matching control rules similar to the real-time 
control unit 31B and the memory control rules specific angle to match. The 
same control rules module 31 outputs the rule information There are three 
cases, the same as with the above-mentioned three cases: (I), did not match 
the rules, the specific angular parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) 
Only one rule matches,ー a specific angle parameters to match the coverage 
of the coverage of the corresponding rules; (3) multiple rules match ー corner 
of one or more specific parameters, coverage for all control rules 
corresponding coverage.
[0222] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B corner matching control rules specific control rules 
information to calculate the output parameters of the specific angle, and the 
angle parameters are sent to the control board 33 Arduino
[0223] Case I: Match angle interval [l, r], then, in order to (1 + r) / 2 As a 
specific angle parameter, the (l + r) / 2 to Arduino panel 33. [0224] Case 2: 
The control parameter calculation module 32 corresponding to the rule will 
match the parameters are sent to the Arduino corner panel 33.
[0225] Case 3: Calculate max (| Cov (Clt)) corresponding to the angle 
parameters, control parameter calculation module 32 sends max (I Cov (Clt)) 
corresponding to the angle parameters to the Arduino control board 33.
[0226] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0227] The Arduino control board 33 will be transformed into a motor speed 
parameter control signal sent to the motor driver 40, the steering angle 
parameters into a control signal sent to the servo driver 50;
[0228] The control panel is ー block Arduino open source evolved based on 
an I / O interface control panel, with the use of JAVA, C language 
development environment, so that users can quickly use the Arduino 
language software such as FLASH or Processing made more interactive 
products. Arduino can be used to complete the development of other 
electronic components such as LED, stepper motors and other output 
devices. With inch, Arduino can also operate independently with the software 
can be called ー a communication platform.
[0229] Arduino control board 33 according to the speed and angle parameters 
get converted into a pulse signal, and then sent to the control panel by the 
Arduino motor drives or servo drives, thereby controlling the microfilm smart 
car speed and angle.
[0230] The present invention microform intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
method such preferred embodiment shown in Figure 5, including:
[0231] 201, the use of cameras capture road like signal;
[0232] 202, the signal detected from the road traffic condition information, 
including obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard 
information, lane information, traffic sign information of any kind, or any 
number of ー combination;
[0233] 203, matching road condition information and control rules, the output 
control rule all matching information, including the results of the matching 
control rules and the corresponding coverage;
[0234] The control rules offline via step 101 - 104 is obtained, not repeat 
them.
[0235] See the matching description of real-time control unit 31B, not repeat 
them.
[0236] 204, according to all the matching information to calculate the speed 
control rule parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular 
velocity parameters are sent to the Arduino control board;
[0237] Specific control parameter calculation module 32 See description is 
omitted.
[0238] 205, Arduino control board will speed parameters were converted into 
motor control signal, the steering angle parameters into a control signal.
[0239] The main task of the present invention is the application of the theory 
of granular computing to achieve intelligent control microfilm smart car, 
avoiding the traditional control requires precise mathematical model created 
in real-time control through the establishment of levels of control rules, and 
gradually increase precision control method has good control accuracy, good 
real-time and anti-interference ability.
[0240] The present embodiment of the invention, the illustrated embodiment 
of the present invention or the object, technical solutions and advantages of 
the intake ー further detailed description, that should be understood that the 
illustrated embodiment or the above embodiments are only preferred 
embodiments of the present invention. mode only, not intended to limit the 
present invention, where the present invention is within the spirit and principle 
of the present invention, any modification, equivalent replacement, 
improvement, etc., should be included in the present invention within the 
scope of.
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ABSTRACT
The embodiment of the invention provides an intelligent control device for a 
micro intelligent vehicle. The intelligent control device comprises a camera 
(10), a signal detection module (20), a control rule module (31), a control 
parameter calculation module (32), an Arduino control panel (33), a motor 
driver (40) and a steering engine driver (50). The invention also provides an 
intelligent control method for the micro intelligent vehicle. The control rule is 
acquired by employing the granular computing theory, the micro intelligent 
vehicle is intelligently controlled, and a control method for traditionally 
controlling a precise mathematical model required to be established, 
controlling in real time by establishing hierarchical control rules and gradually 
fining is avoided. The intelligent control device has the advantages of high 
control precision, high real-time property and high interference resistance.
CLAIMS(10)
1 microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control unit including a camera (10), a 
signal detection module (20), control rules module (31), the control parameter 
calculation module (32), Arduino control board (33), the motor driver (40) and 
Servo drive (50), characterized in that the signal detection module (20) from 
the camera (10) detects the information transmission path status information; 
said road condition information for the obstacle information, traffic signal 
information, the tapered header information , lane information, traffic sign 
information in any one or more of any combination thereof; said control rule 
module (31), including through the memory (31C) connected to the control 
rule unit (31A) and real time control unit ( 31B); said control rule acquisition 
unit (31A), used to obtain control rules will control rules stored in the memory 
(31C), the control rule based on road conditions information, and the current 
speed microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and angle parameters through 
Reap calculated; said real-time control unit (31B), used to obtain control rules 
that match all of the information that matches the results of the control rules 
and the corresponding coverage, all of the control output matching rule 
information to the control parameter calculation module ( 32), all of the control 
of the matching rule information from the signal detection module (20) to 
obtain information on road conditions from the memory (31C) for matching 
access control rules obtained; said control parameter calculation module (32), 
according to Real-time control unit (31B) output information to calculate the 
speed control rule parameters and angle parameters, the speed and rotation 
parameters parameters send Arduino control board (33); said Arduino control 
board (33), will be transformed into a motor speed control signal parameters 
the motor control signal sent to the motor driver (40), the steering angle 
parameters into a control signal, the servo control signal is sent to the servo 
drive (50).
(2) as claimed in claim I wherein microform intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control apparatus, wherein the signal detection module (20) includes an 
obstacle detecting unit (21), the traffic light detecting unit (22), cone-standard 
detection unit (23 ), lane line detection unit (24) and traffic sign detection 
means (25) in any one or any number of combinations; the obstacle detecting 
unit (21), the traffic light detecting unit (22), conical standard test unit (23), 
lane line detection unit (24) and traffic sign detection means (25), 
respectively, from the camera (10) detects an obstacle, the information 
transmitted information, traffic signal information, cone-standard information, 
lane information, and traffic signs Information.
3 according to claim I wherein microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
device, wherein the control rules acquisition unit (31A) of the control rules 
according to the road condition information and current speed microfilm 
intelligent vehicle parameters and angle parameters, calculated via grain , 
including: (1) definition of microfilm intelligent vehicle and grain particle 
calculations; (2) the use of rules of operation between the particles gradually 
break particles, first of all, the speed of access control rules; then the speed 
is not 0 in the case of access control angle rules; corner where access 
control rules include: Get control the direction of the rules, the rules of 
access control angle interval, access control rules specific angle.
4 microfilm according to claim I wherein intelligent intelligent vehicle control 
apparatus, wherein the real-time control unit (31B) of said control rules that 
match all of the information from the signal detection module (20) to obtain 
information on road conditions from the memory ( 31C) matching access 
control rules obtained, including: if the signal detection module (20) detected 
by the road condition information matches the memory (31C) to control the 
conditions of the rule, the output control rule that one or more information, 
that is, the regular angular speed corresponding parameter or parameters and 
the coverage of the rule; wherein the output control rule information includes: 
(1) no rule matches, the speed parameter or angle parameter is empty, 
coverage is empty; (2) there is only one matching rule, only one parameter or 
angular velocity parameters coverage to match the coverage of the 
corresponding rule; (3) a number of the matching rule, one or more 
parameters or angular velocity parameters, the coverage of each of the 
control rules corresponding coverage.
5 according to claim I or claim 4 microform intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control apparatus, wherein the control parameter calculation module (32) of 
said control means according to time (31B) the output control rule parameters 
and rotation speed information calculation parameters, and the speed 
parameters and the parameters are sent to the Arduino corner panel (33); said 
calculated speed parameters include: (1) If there is no matching rule to the 
last speed parameter to Arduino control board (33); (2) If only one matching 
rule, the rule will match the speed parameters are sent to the Arduino control 
board (33); (3) If more than one rule matches if more than one rule 
corresponding velocity parameters are the same, then the parameters are 
sent directly to the speed Arduino to control panel, or else, according to the 
cover, corresponding to the calculated maximum coverage rules matching 
speed parameter, the calculated parameters are sent to the Arduino speed 
control board (33); said calculating angle parameters include: first, speed is 
not 0 case, the calculation direction parameter; Secondly, in the direction of 
the parameter is not straight parameter case, the calculation of the 
parameters of the corner section; Finally, calculate the parameters of the 
specific angle.
6 microfilm intelligent intelligent vehicle control method comprising: 11, using 
the camera to capture traffic signal; 12, the signal detected from the road 
traffic condition information, including obstacle information, traffic signal 
information, cone-standard information, lane information, traffic signs in any 
one or any number of combinations; 13, matching the road condition 
information and control rules, the output control rule all the information 
matches, the match result of control rules and the corresponding coverage; 
14, based on all matches information to calculate the speed control rules 
parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular velocity 
parameters are sent to the Arduino control board; 15, Arduino control board 
will speed parameters were converted into motor control signal, the steering 
angle parameters into a control signal.
7 according to claim 6, wherein the microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent 
control method, wherein said control rules according to the road condition 
information and current speed microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and 
angle parameters, calculated via tablets, including: (1) microfilm smart car 
grain and grain definition of the calculation (2) the use of rules of operation 
between the particles gradually decomposed particles, first of all, the speed 
of access control rules; then the speed is not zero in the case of access 
control rules for corner; including access control corner rules include: access 
to control the direction of the rules, the rules of access control angle interval, 
access control rules specific angle.
As claimed in claim 6, wherein the microfilm intelligent intelligent vehicle 
control method, wherein said matching rule road status information and 
control the output of all matching control rules, including: if the detected road 
condition information meets the memory control the rule's conditions, the 
output of one or more control rule information, i.e. the speed corresponding to 
the rule parameter or parameters and the angular coverage of the rule; 
wherein the output control rule information includes: (1) no rule matches, the 
speed parameter or angle parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) Only a 
matching rule, only one corner speed parameter or parameters to match the 
coverage of the coverage of the corresponding rules; (3) a number of 
matching rules, have one or more corner speed parameter or parameters of 
coverage for all control rules corresponding coverage.
As claimed in claim 6 or 8, wherein said microfilm intelligent intelligent 
vehicle control method, characterized in that said control rules based on the 
information of all matching parameter calculation speed and rotation 
parameters, the speed parameters and the parameters are sent to the 
Arduino angle control panel; the said computing speed parameters include: 
(1) If there is no rule that matches the speed parameters of the last panel to 
Arduino; (2) if only one matching rule, the rule will match the speed 
parameters are sent to the control board Arduino ; (3) If more than one rule 
matches if more than one rule corresponding parameters are the same speed, 
the speed parameters are sent directly to the Arduino control board, 
otherwise, according to the coverage, the maximum coverage calculations 
corresponding matching rules speed parameter, the calculated speed 
parameters to Arduino panel; said calculating angle parameters include: First, 
in case the speed is not 0, the calculation direction parameter; Secondly, in 
the direction of the parameter is not straight parameter case, the calculation 
angular interval parameters; Finally, calculate the specific angular 
parameters.
A process according to claim 9, wherein the intelligent control intelligent 
vehicle microfilm, characterized in that, when the speed parameter is 0, no 
calculation of angle parameters.
DESCRIPTION  
Based on granular computing microfilm smart car smart control device and 
method
Technology
[0001] The present invention relates to the field of intelligent transportation, 
the application of granular computing theory and automatic control theory, 
provides a microfilm based on granular computing smart car smart control 
device and method.
BACKGROUND
[0002] With the rapid economic and social development, transport 
infrastructure bottlenecks have become increasingly obvious that this 
constraint is not only reflected in the traffic jam problems have become 
increasingly prominent, and also reflected in the poor because of traffic 
problems caused by environmental pollution and the relative backwardness of 
roads and vehicles on people's life and property safety hazards formed, and 
as such, intelligent transportation systems (Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, referred ITS) growing by the relevant bodies.
[0003] ITS consists of two parts: the intelligent vehicles and intelligent traffic 
control system. Is a set of intelligent vehicle situational awareness, planning 
decisions, multi-level driver assistance functions in an integrated system, its 
core mission is to achieve automatic control of intelligent vehicle. And to 
achieve automatic control of intelligent vehicle intelligent traffic control 
system as the key technologies include situational awareness, navigation, 
path planning, decision-making control technology. Which is equivalent to 
making intelligent vehicle control technology of the brain, and its main 
function is based on the perception of the system to obtain information to 
make decision making, and then proceed to the next step of the decision-
making behavior, so as to achieve real-time control of intelligent vehicle 
effect.
[0004] For making microfilm smart car control, the existing technology is 
often used traditional control and intelligent control. The so-called traditional 
control, its representative is the PID control (PID Control, ie proportional, 
integral, derivative control), traditional control need to establish a precise 
mathematical model, and microfilm smart car is a complex system, with 
strong time degeneration and non-linear, with the traditional control methods 
is difficult to establish a precise mathematical model, and the traditional 
control of the anti-interference ability. The so-called intelligent control, based 
on human experience and knowledge as a precondition summed up a set of 
control rules, and so achieve its intelligent control, intelligent control need to 
establish a precise mathematical model, and compared with the traditional 
PID control anti-interference ability. Such as: Publication No. CN101667015A 
invention patent "robot car driving speed tracking fuzzy control method", 
Journal of Transportation Systems Engineering and Information Technology 
in April 2010, Volume 10, No. 2, published in "intelligent vehicle based on 
fuzzy control autonomous driving method ", etc., using the fuzzy control 
method to achieve autonomous unmanned vehicles traveling. Fuzzy control 
method based on fuzzy theory-based intelligent control method of anti-
interference ability, and does not need to establish a precise mathematical 
model. But fuzzy control method in a complex traffic environment, summed 
control rules will produce "explosive" situation, which will reduce the 
automatic control of real-time performance.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0005] For microfilm smart car in the face of complex traffic environment, the 
traditional PID control method is difficult to establish a precise mathematical 
model and anti-jamming ability, and fuzzy control method in the face of 
complex traffic environment, the rules will produce "explosion" caused by 
poor real-time control problems, the present invention proposes a method 
based on granular computing intelligent control device and method of the 
present invention does not need to establish a precise mathematical model, 
with a strong anti-jamming capability, real-time control performance better.
[0006] The present invention is a miniature intelligent vehicle intelligent 
control device include a camera 10, a signal detection module 20, a control 
rule module 31, a control parameter calculation module 32, Arduino panel 33, 
a motor driver 40 and the servo driver 50, characterized in that : [0007] the 
signal detection module 20 from the camera 10 acquires information about 
the road condition information detected; said road condition information for 
the obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard information, 
lane information, traffic sign information in any Any combination of one or 
more of;
[0008] The control rule module 31, including through 31C connected to the 
memory access control rule and real time control unit unit 31A 31B;
[0009] The control rules acquisition unit 31A, used to obtain control rules, the 
memory used to store the rule acquisition unit 31C 31A acquired control rule, 
the control rules based on information collected detect road conditions and 
microfilm intelligent vehicle parameters and current speed angle parameters 
and construct decision table obtained after the application of granular 
computing theory;
[0010] The control rule unit 31A, first of all, the speed of access control rules; 
Secondly, in case the speed is not 0, the access control rules of the corner. 
Among them, access control rules corner also includes access to control the 
direction of the rules, the rules of access control angle interval, access 
control rules specific angle three parts. [0011] The real-time control unit 31B, 
the signal detection module 20 for detecting the road condition information 
obtained by the memory 31C in the control rules match, the output control of 
all of the rules that match the coverage of the results and the corresponding 
parameters to the control calculation module 32.
[0012] The control parameter calculation module 32, all the control rules 
based on the matching results and the coverage of the corresponding 
parameters and rotation speed calculation parameters of the speed 
parameters and the parameters are sent to the Arduino angle control panel 
33;
[0013] The Arduino control board 33, the speed parameters into the motor 
control signal, the motor control signal is sent to the motor driver 40, the 
steering angle parameters into a control signal, the servo control signal is 
sent to the servo driver 50 .
[0014] The present invention miniature intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
method, comprising:
[0015] 11, the use of cameras capture traffic signals;
[0016] 12, the signal detected from the road traffic condition information, 
including obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard 
information, lane information, traffic sign information in any number of any 
one or combinations thereof;
[0017] 13, matching road condition information and control rules, the output 
control rule all matching information, including the results of the matching 
control rules and the corresponding coverage;
[0018] 14, according to all the matching information to calculate the speed 
control rule parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular 
velocity parameters are sent to the Arduino control board;
[0019] 15, Arduino control board, respectively, the speed governor 
parameters into a control signal, the steering angle parameters into a control 
signal.
[0020] Compared with the prior art, the present invention is applied to achieve 
granular computing theory microfilm smart car intelligent control, to avoid the 
traditional control requires precise mathematical model created in real-time 
control through the establishment of levels of control rules, gradually increase 
the fine control method has good control accuracy, good real-time and anti-
interference ability.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
[0021] Figure I is a block diagram microfilm smart car;
[0022] Figure 2 is a miniature model of intelligent vehicles;
[0023] Figure 3 of the present invention based on granular computing 
microfilm intelligent vehicle control device preferred embodiment of the 
structure;
[0024] Figure 4 of the present invention based on granular computing access 
control rules microfilm smart car preferred embodiment of a flow chart;
[0025] Figure 5 of the present invention based on granular computing 
microfilm intelligent vehicle intelligent control method preferred embodiment 
of the flow chart; DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0026] For purposes of the present invention, the technical solutions and 
advantages more clearly understood with the following drawings, the present 
invention is described in further detail.
[0027] Granular Computing is the current research in the field of 
computational intelligence simulate human thinking and new ways to solve 
problems is an effective tool for solving complex problems. The main grain 
calculation model has the word model, rough set model, commercial space 
model and other models. People in the face of complex and difficult to 
accurately grasp the problem, usually not a systematic, accurate method to 
pursue the optimal policy, but by way of gradually try to reach a reasonable 
target limited, which is sufficient to obtain the so-called satisfaction solution. 
Mankind is using this rough, from coarse to fine, constantly refinement multi 
particle size analysis, to avoid the difficulties of high computational 
complexity.
[0028] The present invention combines granular computing and intelligent 
control theory, we propose a microfilm based on granular computing smart 
car smart control methods. The present invention more traditional PID control 
has stronger anti-interference ability, while stronger than the fuzzy control 
with real-time control capabilities.
[0029] The present invention microform intelligent vehicle structural frame 
shown in Figure I, microfilm intelligent vehicle model shown in Figure 2, 
typically include a camera 10, X86 board 1, Arduino control board 33, and a 
motor driver 40 and the servo driver 50, which includes the camera, the 
camera head and the two parts of the camera, the area of the motherboard I 
X86 universal master board, it is clear to the skilled person is clearly 
understood that the invention can also be used for intelligent vehicle 
microform other motherboard implementation, no details above.
[0030] The present invention is intelligent intelligent vehicle control apparatus 
microfilm, preferred embodiment, as shown in Figure 3, include a camera 10, 
a signal detection module 20, a control rule module 31, a control parameter 
calculation module 32, Arduino panel 33, a motor driver 40 and the rudder 
machine driver 50.
[0031] The signal detection module 20 includes an obstacle detecting unit 21, 
a traffic light detecting unit 22, a cone-standard detection unit 23, a lane line 
detection unit 24 and the traffic sign detection unit 25 in any one or a 
combination of any number of ; the obstacle detecting unit 21, a traffic light 
detecting unit 22, a cone-standard detection unit 23, a lane line detection unit 
24 and the traffic sign detection unit 25 are respectively transmitted from the 
camera 10 detects the obstacle information message, the information traffic 
lights, cones shaped header information, lane information and traffic signs.
[0032] the obstacle detection unit 21, the main road in front of the obstacle 
detection position (including front, left front, right front), obstructions and 
microfilm smart car in the distance.
[0033] The traffic light detection unit 22, in front of the main test whether 
there is traffic lights, is what lights.
[0034] The tapered mark detection unit 23, the main road in front of detecting 
whether there is cone-standard, cone-standard display angle, and the cone-
standard and miniature smart car in the distance.
[0035] The lane line detection unit 24, and the vehicle main road gradient 
detecting the angle between the lines.
[0036] The traffic sign detection unit 25, the main test ban traffic signs and 
speed signs.
[0037] The signal detection module 20 some functions can be used to 
perform image processing software, typically, such as OpenCV, which is 
provided by Intel Open Source Computer Vision Library, a collection of C 
functions and a few C + + classes that implement the image processing and 
computer vision aspects of many common algorithms. Typically, including:
[0038] the obstacle detecting unit 21, the upper and lower extraction using 
OpenCV camera capture an image, the binarization by the gradation 
processing, and then after the image position of the pixel to determine 
whether there are obstacles deviation.
[0039] The traffic light detection unit 22 extracts using OpenCV camera 
capture images, get three-channel RGB images, detecting image R, G value 
densely proportion, and obstacle detection have similar parts. [0040] The 
tapered mark detection unit 23 extracts using OpenCV camera capture 
images, get three-channel RGB images, detecting consecutive R color value 
share position, and fitted to a straight line, and then calculate the standard 
cone display angle.
[0041] The lane line detection unit 24, using OpenCV camera capture an 
image extraction, to obtain a single road grayscale image, the image adaptive 
threshold binarization, the binarized image of the single edge detection, After 
the edge detection processing in the image processing for the hunt, identified 
by the left lane and / or the right lane, the lane line calculation of the angle 
and microfilm intelligent vehicle;
[0042] The detection unit 25 traffic signs, traffic signs and speed limit signs 
and road signs are divided into. Traffic signs are generally circular contains 
some specific meaning signs. Speed limit sign recognition and traffic sign 
recognition is required is to locate, identify signs that may exist in the image 
position and size. Then extract the inside circle logo on the flag to judge, to 
arrive at the specific meaning of traffic signs.
[0043] Microfilm smart car in the face of complex traffic environment, the 
traditional PID control method is difficult to establish a precise mathematical 
model and anti-jamming ability, and fuzzy control method in the face of 
complex traffic environment, the rules will have a " explosion "caused by poor 
control real-time. Thus proposed based on granular computing intelligent 
control measures, it does not need to establish a precise mathematical 
model, with a strong anti-jamming capability, real-time control performance is 
better.
[0044] The control rules of the control module 31 can use existing rules to 
achieve, such as velocity parameters obtained directly from the traffic lights 
and rotation parameters, etc., has been recorded in the existing literature, not 
repeat them.
[0045] Preferably, the present invention is the control module 31 includes a 
rule 31C is connected via a memory access control unit 31A and the time the 
rules control unit 31B.
[0046] The control rule unit 31A, the road condition information and the 
detected vehicle speed and microfilm smart corner, access control rules 
stored in the memory 31C in Figure 4, including:
[0047] 101, the data collection
[0048] Microfilm smart car in motion, collecting signal detection module 20 
detects the obstacle information, traffic lights information, tapered header 
information, lane information and traffic signs, as well as microfilm intelligent 
vehicle parameters and rotation parameters of the current speed.
[0049] 102, to build a decision table, set time for each meter line (line defined 
as an object), the detection module 20 detects the information and the 
angular velocity parameters and parameters as the column stored in tabular 
form.
[0050] The present embodiment, the signal detection module 20 detects the 
information is defined as the condition attributes, parameters and rotation 
speed parameter is defined as the decision attribute, typically, as an 
example, to build a decision table as shown in Table I.
[0051] Table I
No. 
__________________________ ............................................... ..................
.............. condition attributes 
________________, ............. ................................................. 
I_____________________ ^ _ Decision
_______________ Car __ line __ folder ___ angle 
_____________________________ mad _ green _ Lights 
__________________________ ________________________ Optional _ brick 
pumping speed and _______________________ Seoul mourning 
____________
mIj (a) ___ (c) m um
Tl__0__0 0 195 - 80
[0052]-Ig-two I! ......................................... ................................ I-. - & - 
g ......... ............................................... 0 -
T3__62__0__0 195 36
.............................................. 
T4 ... .................................................. .................................................. .
...........: Shu 5 ................................... ................. 
2 ................................ .................................................. .........................
... 
0 ..................... .................................................. ....................................
.............. .................................................. ..............................................
.... .................................................. ....................................... 
195 .......... .................................... 95 ............. ....
.................................................. .............. 
TS ................................... .................................................. ....................
................. 62 ............ .......................................... 
0 ....... .................................................. .................................................. 
...... 
1 ........................................... .................................................. ..............
.................................... .................................................. ........................
.......................... .................................................. ..................................
................ .................................................. ............................................
...... ............. 0 .................................... ................... 0 ...................
................................ T6 ................. ............................ 
0 ..................... ........................................... 0 ...... - .............................. 
I. ................. .................................................. ........................................
.......... .................................................. .................................................. 
.................................................. .................................................. ..........
........................................ ....................... 0 .......................... ............ 
0 ....................
................................ Tl ................. ............................................... 
-17. .................................................. ........ 
0 ......................................... ............... 0 ............................ 1 ..... .......... 
195 ............................... 97 ....... ..........
[0053] Each data acquisition time is defined as a collection, sampling 
frequency, and long acquisition time can be flexibly set according to the 
device, generally, the sampling frequency 5-lOHz, acquisition time length of 
0. 5-2 hours, of course, also use other sampling frequencies and acquisition 
time length is not particularly limited.
[0054] Preferably, as an optional step, including the collection of data 
preservation microfilm smart car, the completeness of the data detection, 
that is, whether the data collected to the wrong, if there is an error data are 
generated, these erroneous data in the decision table will produce 
inconsistent data, then delete the same condition attribute decision tables 
and decision attribute different fewer objects (lines). The data are inconsistent 
with the same conditions, but without the same decision attribute data.
[0055] 103, microfilm smart car grain definition and calculation of
[0056] As people's cognitive ability is limited, so people in the face of 
complex problems, first complex problems in accordance with their 
respective characteristics and properties divided into a number of relatively 
simple block, so each one carved out fast or as an information granule, ie, 
information granules are similar characteristics, similar functions, with no 
clear set of entities. And put information into the process is called information 
granules information granulation.
[0057] In general, the information granules into two parts: the connotation and 
denotation, connotation is used to describe or represent a feature or function; 
extension indicates this feature or function under the same or similar 
collection of entities.
[0058] Briefly, granular computing is to represent and process information 
granules.
[0059] Granular Computing has two main aspects: the definition and use of 
grain grain calculations.
[0060] The invention is defined grain microfilm smart car (expressed by the 
symbol g) as g = ((V, vdl, vd2), m (v, vdl, Vd2)), it points to the connotation 
and extension. Connotation (V, vdl, vd2) consists of three parts, V indicates 
signal detection module 20 detects a message that the decision table under 
the condition attribute values, Vdl and Vd2 speed parameters and rotation 
parameters indicate epitaxial m (v , vdl, vd2) indicates meet connotation (V, 
vdl, vd2) collection of all objects. Wherein, (v, Vdl, Vd2) G {*} UV, * that can 
take any value.
[0061] Microfilm smart car cross grain formula is defined as:
[0062] G = g eight g, = ((v, vdl, vd2), m (v, vdl, vd2)) eight ((v,, vdl,, vd2,), m 
(v,, vdl,, vd2 ,))
[0063] = ((v eight v,, vdl eight vdl,, vd2 eight vd2,), m (v, vdl, vd2) eight m 
(v,, vdl,, vd2,))
[0064] In Table I, for example, for a given particle g = ((b = 0 A c = l, dl = 0, 
d2 = 0), {T5, T6}), the content of the grains g: Traffic Light Detection unit 22 
detects the information of 0, the obstacle detecting unit 21 detects the 
information is 1, then the speed parameter is 0, the angle is 0; epitaxial was: 
traffic light detecting unit 22 detects the information of 0, the obstacle 
detection unit 21 detects the information is 1, then the speed parameter is 0, 
the angle is 0 the set of all time, i.e. {T5, T6}.
[0065] 104, according to the decision table, the application of granular 
computing theory, access control rules, further comprising:
[0066] 104 - I first get the speed rules
[0067] 104 - 1A, traverse the condition attribute values in each column and 
speed values of the property, the value will be the same time in the same 
collection, formed under the condition attribute different set of values. The 
value of each column as grain content, the formation of the corresponding 
collection as epitaxy.
[0068] For example: condition attribute traversal traffic light (b), and the 
formation of a collection of values, and its corresponding particle shown in 
Table 2:
[0069] Table 2.
[0070]
[0071] The values under all conditions and speed attributes attribute values 
under the traversal, get a different set of condition attributes under different 
values, and their corresponding tablets. Table 3 below: * [0072] Table 3.
[0073]
[0074]
[0075] 104 - IB, under the corresponding conditional attribute traverse each 
collection to determine the speed parameters of each time are identical, if so, 
is obtained under the condition attribute values and the corresponding set of 
rules (COV expressed by ), and delete the collection; upcoming condition 
attributes of the particle velocity, respectively under the corresponding 
particle attribute intelligent vehicle based on microfilm grain formula to 
calculate the formation of new particles, new particles and then determine 
whether a level of confidence, if for I the formation of new particles is 
obtained connotation and extension of the control rules (expressed by COV), 
and remove the particles. Wherein the particle is calculated as confidence 
Conf (g) = I m (V, Vdl, *) | / | m (v, *, *) |.
[0076] In Table I, Table 2, for example, the condition attribute of traffic lights 
(b) the value is 0, the set {Tl, T3, T5, T6}, check Tl, T3, T5, T6, 17 
corresponds to a point speed parameter, found Tl, T3, T5, T6, 17 times the 
speed parameters are not identical, the property can not be obtained under 
the conditions of the rules of the value;
[0077] that the condition attribute of traffic lights (b) the value is 0, the 
corresponding particle gl = {(0b, *, *), (T1, T3, T5, T6, 17)}, respectively, the 
speed of the particle properties g9 = {(195dl, *, *), (Tl, T3, T4, T7)}, gl0 = 
{(0dl, *, *), (T2, T5, T6)} to obtain cross-operation:
[0078] G1 = gl eight g9 = {(0b, 195dl, *), (T1, T3, T7)}
[0079] G2 = gl A glO = {(0b, Odl, *), (T5, T6)}
[0080] According to the confidence of the formula, can be obtained Conf (G1) 
= (T1, T3, T7) / (Tl, T3, T5, T6, T7) = 0.6
[0081] Conf (G2) = (T5, T6) / (Tl, T3, T5, T6, T7) | = 0. 4
[0082] As Conf (G1) Xonf (G2) is a level of confidence is not, it is not in the 
condition attribute values obtained under the rules.
[0083] Conditions property of traffic lights (b), the set value of I {T2}, speed 
parameters are identical (only one value, as the same), then the value of I for 
the traffic lights rule that I is the value of the traffic lights, its speed is 0, and 
delete the collection;
[0084] Conditions property of traffic lights (b) the value of the corresponding 
particle is I g2 = {(lb, *, *), (T2)}, respectively, the speed of the particle 
properties g9 = {(195dl, *, * ), (Tl, T3, T4, T7)}, gl0 = {(0dl, *, *), (T2, T5, T6)} 
to obtain cross-operation:
[0085] G3 = g2 A g9 = {(lb, 195dl, *), ()}
[0086] G4 = g2 A glO = {(lb, Odl, *), (T2)}
[0087] At this point, Conf (G1) = O, Conf (G2) = 1; G2 connotation as a 
control rule, the traffic light value is I, the speed of 0, g2, and delete G4.
[0088] This rule simply expressed as: if b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2} (for ease 
of description, the present invention is to follow some rules are programming 
languages that way).
[0089] Similarly, access to the value of two traffic lights under the rules.
[0090] According to the above process, namely the obstacle, the car line 
angle property obtained under control rules. Ultimately control the speed of 
the following rules:
[0091] If b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2}
[0092] If b = 2then dl = 195; cov = {T4}
[0093] If C = Ithen dl = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0094] If a =-17then dl = 195; cov = {T7}
[0095] and corresponding residual grain is set (see Table 4):
[0096] Table 4.
[0097]
[0098]
[0099] judgment all the time made rules and set Complete set is the sum of 
all moments, when all the rules to obtain a collection of moments {T2, T4, T5, 
T6, T7} is not equal Collection. Proceed to Step 104 - 1C.
[0100] 104 - 1C, under the condition attribute values of any two cross-
collection operations, obtain the corresponding intersection, ie properties 
under different conditions, any two particles is calculated using particle 
formation of new particles, return to step 104B ;
[0101] i.e. ⑴, the traffic lights (b) corresponds to the set value is 0 {Tl, T3, 
T5, T6, T7} obstacle condition attributes, respectively (c) the set value of 0 
corresponds to {Tl, T2, T3, T4, T7}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponds to the 
set value is 0 {Tl, T6}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponding to the set value of 
-15 {T2, T4}, vehicle line angle (a) corresponding to the set value of 62 {T3, 
T5} for intersection; ⑵, condition attribute obstacle (c) the set value of 0 
corresponds to {Tl, T2, T3, T4, 17}, respectively, with the car line angle (a) A 
value of 0 corresponds to the set {Tl, T6}, car line angle (a) corresponds to 
the set of values of -15 {T2, T4}, car line angle (a) value of 62 corresponds to 
the set {T3, T5} for intersection, namely gl respectively g4, g6, g7, g8; g4 
respectively, g6, g7, g8 formula tablets obtained according to new particles. 
Table 5 below:
[0102] Table 5
[0103]
[0104]
[0105] According to the above 104 - IB step, conditional attribute traffic light 
condition attribute value of 0 and a collection of obstacles ranging from 0 {Tl, 
T3} in Tl, T3 moment exactly the same speed, the resulting rule is "condition 
attribute traffic light condition attribute values 0 and obstacle values 0, its 
speed is 195 "and delete the condition attribute values to 0 and the condition 
attribute traffic light barrier set values 0 {Tl, T3}, if speed is not the same, 
save the collection.
[0106] i.e., gl grain operation with the use of rules of g8 G5 = KOb A Oc, 
195dl, *), (Tl, T3)}, the confidence level of Conf (G5) = 1.
[0107] Similarly, getting regular "obstacle value is 0 and the car line angle is 
0, its speed is 195" and "obstacles value is 0, and the car line angle is 62, its 
speed is 195. "
[0108] At this time, access to the following rules: [0109] Ifb = Oand C = 
Othen dl = 195cov = {Tl, T3, T7};
[0110] Ifb = Oand a = 0then dl = 195cov = {Tl};
[0111] Ifb = Oand a = 62then dl = 195cov = {T3};
[0112] 104 - ID, a time when all the rules to obtain and set equal to the set of 
The Complete Works of all time, the end and remove redundant rules, 
otherwise, return to Step 104 - 1C.
[0113] All the above steps for the following rules:
[0114] Rule (l): If b = lthen dl = 0; cov = {T2}
[0115] Rule (2): If b = 2then dl = 195; cov = {T4}
[0116] Rule (3): If C = Ithen dl = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0117] Rule (4): If a =-17then dl = 195; cov = {T7}
[0118] Rule (5): If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195; cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0119] Rule (6): If b = 0and a = 0then dl = 195; cov = {Tl}
[0120] rule (7): If b = 0and a = 62then dl = 195; cov = {T3}
[0121] In this case, all the rules and set a time equal to the set of the 
complete works of all time, the speed of access control rules over.
[0122] The method of removing redundant rules, in order to determine the 
access control rule, if one of the control rules is another control rule COVi co 
\ subset of the rule is redundant rules need to be removed.
[0123] Obviously, the above rules in the rules (4), the rule (6), rules (7) 
corresponding cov is the rule (5) corresponding to a subset of cov, therefore, 
the rules (4), the rule (6), the rule (7) is redundant rules, delete rules (4), the 
rule (6), rules (7).
[0124] finally obtained control speed rules:
[0125] Rule (l): If b = lthen d = 0; cov = {T2}
[0126] Rule (2): If b = 2then d = 195; cov = {T4}
[0127] Rule (3): If C = Ithen d = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0128] Rule (4): If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195; cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0129] 104 - 2 Applications granular computing theory, access control rules 
for corner;
[0130] In the speed is not 0 in the case of access control rules corner. 
Access control rules which corner they include:
[0131] (I) to obtain control direction (turn left, go straight, turn right) rules;
[0132] (2) In the case of left or right-angle section to obtain control rules (this 
angle range 0-90 degrees can be set freely in the present invention as a 
range of 5 degrees);
[0133] (3) in (2) in each section for controlling the control rules specific angle.
[0134] above table, for example, access control rules, including:
[0135] 104 - 2A access control direction (turn left, go straight, turn right) rules
[0136] When the microfilm smart car in motion, if the speed is not 0, you first 
need to determine the direction: turn left, go straight, turn right.
[0137] The present embodiment of the invention as set microform smart car 
running straight at an angle of 80, left angle> 80, right angle <80, therefore, 
the speed is not 0 in the case of increase a a description of the direction of 
policy-making, decision-making values: 1 (left), _1 (right), 0 (straight). In 
Table I, for example, Table I of the velocity data is not 0 can be converted to 
Table 6:
[0138] Table 6
[0139]
[0140] As shown in Table 6, the rules get a similar step with 104-1A, ergodic 
condition attribute values in each column and direction description attribute 
values, the same time on the same set of values, forming the condition 
Properties under different set of values. The value of each column as grain 
content, the formation of the corresponding collection as epitaxy.
[0141] Likewise, similar to step 104-1B ~ 104-1D, access control rules are as 
follows:
[0142] Rule (l): if a = 0then direction = 0; cov = {Tl}
[0143] Rule (2): if a = 62then Direction = -1; cov = {T3}
[0144] Rule (3): if a = _15then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0145] Rule (4): if a = _17then direction = 1; cov = {T7}
[0146] Rule (5): if b = 2then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0147] Preferably, these control rules on merger control rules determine which 
attribute values in decision-making under the same circumstances, to 
determine whether the condition attribute values with a lower value indicates 
the interval (or 'or' make the connection) , cov then use the set and get 
operations, resulting in a smaller number of rules to improve real-time 
controllability. Rules to the control direction for example, the rule (3), the rules 
(4) and rules (5) in the direction of making the value of the attribute is 1, the 
rule (3), rules (4) and Rule (5) condition attributes are not the same, and 
therefore can not merge; rule (3) and Rule (4) can be merged rules for the 
if-17 <a <_15then direction = 1; cov = {T4, T7} (or if a = _17or a = _15then 
Direction = 1; cov = {T4, T7}).
[0148] Rule (l): if a = 0then direction = 0; cov = {Tl}
[0149] Rule (2): if a = 62then direction = _1; cov = {T3}
[0150] Rule (3): if a =-17or a = _15then direction = Icov = {T4, T7}
[0151] Rule (4): if b = 2then direction = 1; cov = {T4}
[0152] Clearly, the rule (4) is redundant rules, need to be deleted. It should be 
noted that, when more complete data collected, it will not appear similar to 
the rule (4) situation.
[0153] 104 - 2B access control angle interval rules
[0154] When the microfilm smart car left or right, you need to be further to the 
left or to the right angle, to improve anti-jamming capability, the present 
invention in the case of left or right corner of the first interval to obtain control 
rules; while Microfilm smart car with only one point in the straight, and 
therefore not in the case of access control straight angle interval rule.
[0155] In the present invention the value of the angle range of 5 to a unit (of 
course, this angular range can be freely set between 0-80), in the left case 80 
<d2 <= 85 as a unit (denoted as I ), 85 <d2 <= 90 as a unit (labeled 2), ..., 80 
+5 * (il) <d2 <= 80 +5 * i, denoted by i, sequentially processed; Similarly, in 
the right case 75 <= d2 <80 as a unit (labeled I), 70 <= d2 <70 as a unit 
(labeled 2), ..., 80-5 * i <= d2 <80_5 * (i_l) , denoted by i, sequentially 
processed.
[0156] As presented in Table 6, in the case of left or right decision table can 
be converted into the following Tables 7 and 8:
[0157] Table 7 [0158]
[0159] Table 8
[0160]
[0161]
[0162] After the decision for transformation in Table 7, decision table 8, with 
step 104-1A ~ 104-1D similar gain control rules. Traversal condition attribute 
values in each column and interval tag attribute values, the same time on the 
same set of values, the formation of different values under the condition 
attribute set. The value of each column as grain content, the formation of the 
corresponding collection as epitaxy.
[0163] 104-2C access control rules specific angle
[0164] In the 104-2C, based on the angle section, respectively, in each 
particular point in the gain control rules, for example, in Table 7, the angle 
interval in the case of units of the decision table I the following Table 9:
[0165] Table 9
Collection # engraved car line velocity direction angle obstacle lights
[0166] (Object) __ (O) __ (A) __ (C) (t / 1) (tO)
............................... T4 .................. ..........................................-
Is ...... .............................................. 2 ... .............................................. 
0 ... ....................... -195 - .... 82 - .....
[0167] Table 9 for a decision, with the step 104-1A ~ 104-1D similar gain 
control rules. Traversal condition attribute values in each column and 
direction attribute value, the value will be the same time in the same 
collection, formed under the condition attribute different set of values. The 
value of each column as grain content, the formation of the corresponding 
collection as epitaxy.
[0168] obtained in the above step control rules stored in the memory module 
in Figure 3, in 31C. Stored in tabular form may be stored (or stored in the 
decision tree, using this storage can be reduced in real-time control of the 
time matching rule, will enhance the real-time controlled microfilm intelligent 
vehicle), the present embodiment is stored in tabular , as obtained in the 
above example speed control rules:
[0169] (I) If b = lthen d = 0; cov = {T2}
[0170] (2) If b = 2then d = 195; cov = {T4}
[0171] (3) If C = Ithen d = 0; cov = {T5, T6}
[0172] (4) If b = 0and C = Othen dl = 195cov = {Tl, T3, T7}
[0173] These rules control rules stored in the form of the module as shown in 
Table 10:
[0174] Table 10
[0177] where * represents all possible values.
[0178] Similarly, in the table can be stored separately control the direction of 
the rules, the rules of the control angle range, the control angle of the specific 
rules.
[0179] real-time control, by the camera 10 collecting traffic information, the 
detection module 20 according to the camera capture traffic information 
detection, real-time control module 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects traffic information and memory 31C in the control rules for matching 
and control rules to match the output information, the control parameter 
calculation module 32 according to real-time control module 31B output 
information to calculate the speed control rule parameters and angle 
parameters, follow these steps:
[0180] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information in the memory 31C to control the speed of 
matching rules and control rules matches the output information;
[0181] in the memory (31C) the control rules as a condition, if the signal 
detection module (20) detected by the road condition information matches the 
memory (31C) for controlling the speed of the rule conditions, the output this 
one (or more) control rules information (speed parameter corresponding to the 
rule or the rule angle parameters and coverage), the information is divided 
into three cases:
[0182] (I) does not match the rules, the speed parameter is empty, coverage 
is empty;
[0183] (2) Only one rule matches a speed parameter, the rules of coverage to 
match the corresponding coverage;
[0184] (3) matches multiple rules, one or more of the speed parameter, 
coverage for all control rules corresponding coverage.
[0185] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B outputs information to calculate the speed control rule 
parameters and speed parameters are sent to the Arduino control board 33.
[0186] three cases depending on the output control rule information 
corresponding to the control parameter calculation module 32 has three 
treatment approach:
[0187] case I: speed remains constant, the speed of sending the last 
argument to Arduino control board 33. Particularly, when the previous rate of 
0, the same transmission rate parameters to the Arduino or panel 33.
[0188] Case 2: The results of that rule will match the speed parameter sent to 
Arduino control board 33.
[0189] Case 3: a plurality of rules corresponding to the parameters are the 
same speed, the speed parameters are sent directly to the Arduino panel, or, 
according to the cover, corresponding to the calculated maximum coverage 
rules matching speed parameter, the calculated speed parameter sent to the 
Arduino control board 33. Which seek maximum coverage formula is:
[0191] max (| Cov (Clt) |)
[0192] Clt value for decision-making, & Oi matching set of rules for the same 
decision values (Clt same) rules, C0V (rj) the coverage of the rule h, Cov (Clt) 
said that with the same coverage decision attribute values degrees and set.
[0193] max (| Cov (Clt)) indicates the number of maximum coverage.
[0194] In particular, in the case of a match the speed and the output 
parameter is 0, that microfilm smart car stop, do not continue to match the 
corner of intelligent vehicle control microfilm rules.
[0195] For example, the real-time control detection module 20 detects the 
information in Table 11 below:
[0196] Table 11
Car line angle obstacle lights
 
 
[0197] (a) __ (b) __ (c)
-2 I 2 II
[0198] The information in Table 10 of the speed control matches a rule, the 
rule can match two rules is 2,4, output of Rule 2, Rule 4 corresponding 
velocity parameters and cover, as shown in Table 12 show:
[0199] Table 12
- Coverage
(C / 1) (cov)
"02001 ---------
L "0__ {T5, T6} _
'195 (T4 |
H
[0201] belongs to Case 3, the first under the formula Covial) = calculated with 
the same decision values covered
/-I
Coverage of, because this case the rule information in the output speed 
parameters are not the same, so the COV (0) = {T5, T6}, Cov (195) = {T4}, so 
max (| Cov (195) | ) = 2. So by the control parameter calculation module 32 
sends the speed parameter is 0 to Arduino control board.
[0202] In particular, the sending of control parameter is 0, which means that 
the smart car is stopped microfilming, the real-time control unit 31B need to 
continue matching control rules microfilm smart car corner; accordingly, the 
control parameter calculation module 32 is not required to continue calculated 
angle parameters.
[0203] That is, if the calculated velocity parameter is not 0, you will need to 
continue to match the corresponding speed control rules microfilm smart car 
corner, where the corner in the matching rules to match three times, the first 
matching rule to control the direction, and then match the control angle 
interval rule, final rule matching control specific angle. Correspondingly, the 
control parameter calculation module to calculate the control angle direction 
of the same parameters control the angle calculation section calculates the 
control parameters and the specific parameters of the angle.
[0204] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory of the control direction 31C 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0205] and the speed of matching control rules similar to control the direction 
of the memory 31C in the rules as a condition detection module 20 detects 
the information in the memory 31C control the direction of rule conditions are 
matched, and outputs information about these rules.
[0206] Similarly, the output of real-time control unit 31B rule information is 
divided into three cases: (I), does not match the rule, direction parameter is 
empty, coverage is empty; (2) Only one rule matches a direction parameter, 
coverage is matched rule corresponding coverage; (3) matches multiple rules, 
one or more of the direction parameter, coverage for all control rules 
corresponding coverage.
[0207] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B matching rules to control the direction of the output 
parameter control rules information to calculate the direction and orientation 
parameters as the case may be sent to the Arduino control board 33.
[0208] case I: Microfilm smart car corner unchanged, the control parameter 
calculation module 32 to send the last corner when the control parameters to 
the Arduino control board 33, a real-time control unit 31B does not need to 
continue to control the angular interval matching rules.
[0209] Case 2: get the matching rule results corresponding angular direction, 
if the control parameter is straight from the control parameter calculation 
module 32 sends the parameters straight to the Arduino control board (the 
case of only one corner straight parameter), real-time control unit 31B do not 
need to continue to control the angular interval matching rules; otherwise 
control parameters are not sent to the Arduino control board 33, real-time 
control of Unit 31B need to continue to control the angular interval matching 
rules.
[0210] Case 3: Calculate max (Cov (Clt)) corresponds to the direction of 
rotation, if the control parameter is straight from the control parameter 
calculation module 32 to send the parameters to the Arduino straight panels, 
no real-time control of Unit 31B continue to control the angular interval 
matching rules; otherwise control parameters are not sent to the Arduino 
control board 33, real-time control of Unit 31B need to continue to control the 
angular range of matching rules.
[0211] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0212] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory section 31C of the control angle 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0213] In the above matched control the direction of the rule, if the control 
parameter calculation module 32 to get directions not turn left or right, but 
straight, you do not need to continue to control the angular range of matching 
rules and rules for controlling specific angle . [0214] Similarly, the speed with 
matching control rules similar to the real-time control of Unit 31B and the 
memory of the control angle interval rule to match. Similarly, the output of 
real-time control module 31B rule information in three ways: (I), does not 
match the rules, corner interval parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) 
Only one rule matches a corner interval parameters , the rules of coverage to 
match the corresponding coverage; (3) matches multiple rules, one or more of 
the angle interval parameters, coverage for all control rules corresponding 
coverage.
[0215] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B matching control rules and the output angle interval control 
rules information to calculate angle interval parameters, and, where 
appropriate parameters to the Arduino sends corner panel 33
[0216] case I: If the match angle direction is left (right), the control parameter 
calculation module 32 sends left (right) in case of intermediate values of the 
corresponding parameters to the Arduino corner panels 33, real-time The 
control unit 31B need to continue matching control angle interval rule. Such 
as: The present invention experimental values microfilm smart car left 
interval [81,118], turn right value interval [42,79], direct behavior 80. The 
match direction is left corner of the case, the transmission angle of 99 to the 
value of parameter Arduino panel; the right circumstances, the transmission 
angle of 61 to the value of parameter Arduino control panel.
[0217] Case 2: get the matching rule results corresponding angular interval, 
the control parameter calculation module 32 does not send the control 
parameters to the Arduino control board 33, real-time control of Unit 31B need 
to continue to control the angular range of matching rules.
[0218] Case 3: Calculate the max (I Cov (Clt)) corresponds to the direction of 
rotation, the control parameter calculation module 32 does not send the 
control parameters to the Arduino control board 33, real-time control of Unit 
31B need to continue to control the angular range of matching rules ;
[0219] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0220] Real-time control unit 31B according to the detection module 20 
detects the traffic information to the memory of the control specific angle 31C 
match the rules, and outputs the information to match the control rule
[0221] Similarly, the speed with matching control rules similar to the real-time 
control unit 31B and the memory control rules specific angle to match. The 
same control rules module 31 outputs the rule information There are three 
cases, the same as with the above-mentioned three cases: (I), did not match 
the rules, the specific angular parameter is empty, coverage is empty; (2) 
Only one rule matches,ー a specific angle parameters to match the coverage 
of the coverage of the corresponding rules; (3) multiple rules match ー corner 
of one or more specific parameters, coverage for all control rules 
corresponding coverage.
[0222] control parameter calculation module 32, according to the real-time 
control unit 31B corner matching control rules specific control rules 
information to calculate the output parameters of the specific angle, and the 
angle parameters are sent to the control board 33 Arduino
[0223] Case I: Match angle interval [l, r], then, in order to (1 + r) / 2 As a 
specific angle parameter, the (l + r) / 2 to Arduino panel 33. [0224] Case 2: 
The control parameter calculation module 32 corresponding to the rule will 
match the parameters are sent to the Arduino corner panel 33.
[0225] Case 3: Calculate max (| Cov (Clt)) corresponding to the angle 
parameters, control parameter calculation module 32 sends max (I Cov (Clt)) 
corresponding to the angle parameters to the Arduino control board 33.
[0226] calculation method with the parameters and the calculation speed in 
the same way.
[0227] The Arduino control board 33 will be transformed into a motor speed 
parameter control signal sent to the motor driver 40, the steering angle 
parameters into a control signal sent to the servo driver 50;
[0228] The control panel is ー block Arduino open source evolved based on 
an I / O interface control panel, with the use of JAVA, C language 
development environment, so that users can quickly use the Arduino 
language software such as FLASH or Processing made more interactive 
products. Arduino can be used to complete the development of other 
electronic components such as LED, stepper motors and other output 
devices. With inch, Arduino can also operate independently with the software 
can be called ー a communication platform.
[0229] Arduino control board 33 according to the speed and angle parameters 
get converted into a pulse signal, and then sent to the control panel by the 
Arduino motor drives or servo drives, thereby controlling the microfilm smart 
car speed and angle.
[0230] The present invention microform intelligent vehicle intelligent control 
method such preferred embodiment shown in Figure 5, including:
[0231] 201, the use of cameras capture road like signal;
[0232] 202, the signal detected from the road traffic condition information, 
including obstacle information, traffic signal information, cone-standard 
information, lane information, traffic sign information of any kind, or any 
number of ー combination;
[0233] 203, matching road condition information and control rules, the output 
control rule all matching information, including the results of the matching 
control rules and the corresponding coverage;
[0234] The control rules offline via step 101 - 104 is obtained, not repeat 
them.
[0235] See the matching description of real-time control unit 31B, not repeat 
them.
[0236] 204, according to all the matching information to calculate the speed 
control rule parameters and rotation parameters, parameters and angular 
velocity parameters are sent to the Arduino control board;
[0237] Specific control parameter calculation module 32 See description is 
omitted.
[0238] 205, Arduino control board will speed parameters were converted into 
motor control signal, the steering angle parameters into a control signal.
[0239] The main task of the present invention is the application of the theory 
of granular computing to achieve intelligent control microfilm smart car, 
avoiding the traditional control requires precise mathematical model created 
in real-time control through the establishment of levels of control rules, and 
gradually increase precision control method has good control accuracy, good 
real-time and anti-interference ability.
[0240] The present embodiment of the invention, the illustrated embodiment 
of the present invention or the object, technical solutions and advantages of 
the intake ー further detailed description, that should be understood that the 
illustrated embodiment or the above embodiments are only preferred 
embodiments of the present invention. mode only, not intended to limit the 
present invention, where the present invention is within the spirit and principle 
of the present invention, any modification, equivalent replacement, 
improvement, etc., should be included in the present invention within the 
scope of.
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ABSTRACT
The utility model discloses an intelligent cooperated travelling trolley, which 
comprises a drive motor (13) installed on the trolley, a drive axle unit (12) and 
a singlechip controller (10). A front end of the trolley is provided with a 
steering engine (4), a rear side of the trolley is provided with an obstacle 
avoidance control steering engine (8). The obstacle avoidance control 
steering engine (8) is connected with an ultrasonic sensor (9). The singlechip 
controller (10) is connected with the drive axle unit (12), the steering engine 
(4) and the obstacle avoidance control steering engine (8). The singlechip 
controller (10) is communicated with a computer through a radio 
communication module. The intelligent cooperated travelling trolley adopts a 
radio Bluetooth communication module as an information receiver, 
cooperates with a controller and a displayer, and guides multiple intelligent 
vehicles for cooperated cruising travel.
CLAIMS(5) 
1 collaboration with an intelligent car, including the installation of the drive 
motor in a small car (13), drive axle unit (12) and single-chip controller (10), 
characterized in that: the car front mounted steering servo (4), with its rear 
obstacle avoidance control steering (8), obstacle avoidance control steering 
(8) and ultrasonic sensors (9) connected; single-chip controller (10) connected 
to the drive axle unit (12), steering servo (4) and obstacle avoidance control 
steering (8), single-chip controller (10) via a radio communication module and 
computer communications.
(2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: the car has an infrared sensor attached to the tip (6).
3 according to claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: setting a damping mechanism.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: steering servo (4) by the steering rod (7) connected to 
the car wheel.
5 according to claim 4, wherein the smart collaboration with trolley, wherein: 
Avoidance Control Servo (8) By connecting plate attached to the steering rod 
(7).
DESCRIPTION 
An intelligent collaboration with car
Technology
[0001] This utility model relates to a model car, in particular to a model of the 
car radio-based communications technology collaboration queue multi-vehicle 
travel control device.
BACKGROUND
[0002] With the recent intelligent transportation and high-speed digital 
communications technology, control technology has made continuous 
progress. While electronic information and communication technology toward 
automation, intelligent continuous development. Collaboration with multiple 
smart car is the vehicle platoon intelligent transportation is an important 
research content. Queues of vehicles traveling is composed of several 
vehicles in a convoy from the smaller workshop traveling along the same 
path, mode of traveling through the queue, you can improve road traffic, 
enhance traffic safety and improve vehicle fuel economy. Now many car 
models as a research platform to study multiple columns with the team, and 
the existing car platform can be realized only after the car between the front 
car get confidence, to achieve track driving, no transmission of information 
between many cars, so that the entire fleet of traveling collaboration is not 
strong, and the use of sensors are also susceptible to the effects of 
environmental failure or slow response.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0003] This utility model to solve the technical problems: for now collaborate 
with smart car after car front car when traveling data access issues, to 
provide a new collaborative travel control device, to establish radio 
communication protocol, multi-pass traveling workshop Information.
[0004] This utility model technical solutions:
[0005] An intelligent collaboration with car, including the installation of the 
drive motor in a small car, drive axle unit and a single-chip controller, 
wherein: car front mounted steering servo, with its rear obstacle avoidance 
control steering, obstacle avoidance control steering and ultrasonic sensor 
connection; micro-controller unit connected to the drive axle, steering servo 
and obstacle avoidance control steering, micro-controller via radio 
communication module and computer communications.
[0006] car front mounted infrared sensor.
[0007] provided with a damping mechanism.
[0008] steering servo steering rod connected to the car through the front 
wheels.
[0009] obstacle avoidance control steering through the connection plate 
attached to the steering lever.
[0010] The utility model has the beneficial effects:
[0011] 1. The utility model to the smart car as experimental platforms, 
applications of radio communication technology, overcome by the sensor 
susceptible to weather the environmental impact, and communication through 
the network to achieve a rapid and accurate transmission of information. 
Smart car collaboration with multi-vehicle queues are an important part of the 
longitudinal control, using radio Bluetooth communication module as 
information receiver, with the controls and indicators to guide multi-agent 
collaboration car cruising, to ensure the car was charged with maintaining a 
desired vehicle in front The distance to the vehicle queues intelligent traffic 
traveling to provide experimental basis.
[0012] 2. Rod driven by a servo controlled front wheel steering angle, 
simulating real vehicle steering link.
[0013] 3 is provided with a damping mechanism, to mention smell driving 
stability.
[0014] 4. Equipped with infrared sensors, hunt with functionality. [0015] 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
[0016] Figure 1 is a schematic utility model.
[0017] Figure 2 is a control signal transmission utility FIG.
[0018] Specific embodiments:
[0019] Example:
[0020] In Figure 1, the car chassis 2 is mounted on drive motor 13, drive axle 
unit 12, a cell (I) and the micro-controller 10, a driving axle unit 12 is a dual H-
bridge driver plate mounted to the fixed frame 14, the mounting bracket 14 is 
mounted on shock absorbers, shock absorber spring device adopts three, 
play a stabilizing role in the rear. Front mounted steering servo 4, steering 
servo steering rod 7 is connected via four wheel car, the rear steering gear 8 
with obstacle avoidance control, by connecting the plate attached to the 
steering rod 7, 8 and obstacle avoidance control steering ultrasonic sensor 9 
is connected, the car front mounted infrared sensor 6. Micro-controller 10 
connected to the drive axle unit 12, steering servo 4, obstacle avoidance 
control steering 8, 9, and infrared sensor ultrasonic sensor 6. Ultrasonic 
sensor 6 can calculate the car and the distance from the vehicle in front of 
the car, to provide the basis for the car cruising. Infrared sensor 6 can 
provide hunt with functionality. Micro-controller 10 uses Arduino controller 
module in its expansion into the Bluetooth module (RB Bluetooth 
Transceiver). Installed on your PC USB Bluetooth adapter, Bluetooth 
establishing a radio communication platform, through the communications 
network, smart car traveling every request is sent to the controller for each 
smart vehicle identification, instruction queue with multiple smart car 
collaboration.
[0021] control information between two trolley transfer relationship shown in 
Figure 2, after the vehicle measured by the ultrasonic sensor 9 is the 
distance between the vehicle in front, the speed of the vehicle in front and the 
rear vehicle speed through Bluetooth radio communication module to pass 
each other, Arduino the controller according to the relative speed of the two 
vehicles and the relative distance adjustment of the vehicle speed. Arduino 
controller can also get information on the infrared sensor 6 steering servo 
control after 4 or 8 avoidance control steering, car steering.
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ABSTRACT
The utility model discloses an intelligent cooperated travelling trolley, which 
comprises a drive motor (13) installed on the trolley, a drive axle unit (12) and 
a singlechip controller (10). A front end of the trolley is provided with a 
steering engine (4), a rear side of the trolley is provided with an obstacle 
avoidance control steering engine (8). The obstacle avoidance control 
steering engine (8) is connected with an ultrasonic sensor (9). The singlechip 
controller (10) is connected with the drive axle unit (12), the steering engine 
(4) and the obstacle avoidance control steering engine (8). The singlechip 
controller (10) is communicated with a computer through a radio 
communication module. The intelligent cooperated travelling trolley adopts a 
radio Bluetooth communication module as an information receiver, 
cooperates with a controller and a displayer, and guides multiple intelligent 
vehicles for cooperated cruising travel.
CLAIMS(5) 
1 collaboration with an intelligent car, including the installation of the drive 
motor in a small car (13), drive axle unit (12) and single-chip controller (10), 
characterized in that: the car front mounted steering servo (4), with its rear 
obstacle avoidance control steering (8), obstacle avoidance control steering 
(8) and ultrasonic sensors (9) connected; single-chip controller (10) connected 
to the drive axle unit (12), steering servo (4) and obstacle avoidance control 
steering (8), single-chip controller (10) via a radio communication module and 
computer communications.
(2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: the car has an infrared sensor attached to the tip (6).
3 according to claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: setting a damping mechanism.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the intelligent cooperative driving car, 
characterized in that: steering servo (4) by the steering rod (7) connected to 
the car wheel.
5 according to claim 4, wherein the smart collaboration with trolley, wherein: 
Avoidance Control Servo (8) By connecting plate attached to the steering rod 
(7).
DESCRIPTION 
An intelligent collaboration with car
Technology
[0001] This utility model relates to a model car, in particular to a model of the 
car radio-based communications technology collaboration queue multi-vehicle 
travel control device.
BACKGROUND
[0002] With the recent intelligent transportation and high-speed digital 
communications technology, control technology has made continuous 
progress. While electronic information and communication technology toward 
automation, intelligent continuous development. Collaboration with multiple 
smart car is the vehicle platoon intelligent transportation is an important 
research content. Queues of vehicles traveling is composed of several 
vehicles in a convoy from the smaller workshop traveling along the same 
path, mode of traveling through the queue, you can improve road traffic, 
enhance traffic safety and improve vehicle fuel economy. Now many car 
models as a research platform to study multiple columns with the team, and 
the existing car platform can be realized only after the car between the front 
car get confidence, to achieve track driving, no transmission of information 
between many cars, so that the entire fleet of traveling collaboration is not 
strong, and the use of sensors are also susceptible to the effects of 
environmental failure or slow response.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0003] This utility model to solve the technical problems: for now collaborate 
with smart car after car front car when traveling data access issues, to 
provide a new collaborative travel control device, to establish radio 
communication protocol, multi-pass traveling workshop Information.
[0004] This utility model technical solutions:
[0005] An intelligent collaboration with car, including the installation of the 
drive motor in a small car, drive axle unit and a single-chip controller, 
wherein: car front mounted steering servo, with its rear obstacle avoidance 
control steering, obstacle avoidance control steering and ultrasonic sensor 
connection; micro-controller unit connected to the drive axle, steering servo 
and obstacle avoidance control steering, micro-controller via radio 
communication module and computer communications.
[0006] car front mounted infrared sensor.
[0007] provided with a damping mechanism.
[0008] steering servo steering rod connected to the car through the front 
wheels.
[0009] obstacle avoidance control steering through the connection plate 
attached to the steering lever.
[0010] The utility model has the beneficial effects:
[0011] 1. The utility model to the smart car as experimental platforms, 
applications of radio communication technology, overcome by the sensor 
susceptible to weather the environmental impact, and communication through 
the network to achieve a rapid and accurate transmission of information. 
Smart car collaboration with multi-vehicle queues are an important part of the 
longitudinal control, using radio Bluetooth communication module as 
information receiver, with the controls and indicators to guide multi-agent 
collaboration car cruising, to ensure the car was charged with maintaining a 
desired vehicle in front The distance to the vehicle queues intelligent traffic 
traveling to provide experimental basis.
[0012] 2. Rod driven by a servo controlled front wheel steering angle, 
simulating real vehicle steering link.
[0013] 3 is provided with a damping mechanism, to mention smell driving 
stability.
[0014] 4. Equipped with infrared sensors, hunt with functionality. [0015] 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
[0016] Figure 1 is a schematic utility model.
[0017] Figure 2 is a control signal transmission utility FIG.
[0018] Specific embodiments:
[0019] Example:
[0020] In Figure 1, the car chassis 2 is mounted on drive motor 13, drive axle 
unit 12, a cell (I) and the micro-controller 10, a driving axle unit 12 is a dual H-
bridge driver plate mounted to the fixed frame 14, the mounting bracket 14 is 
mounted on shock absorbers, shock absorber spring device adopts three, 
play a stabilizing role in the rear. Front mounted steering servo 4, steering 
servo steering rod 7 is connected via four wheel car, the rear steering gear 8 
with obstacle avoidance control, by connecting the plate attached to the 
steering rod 7, 8 and obstacle avoidance control steering ultrasonic sensor 9 
is connected, the car front mounted infrared sensor 6. Micro-controller 10 
connected to the drive axle unit 12, steering servo 4, obstacle avoidance 
control steering 8, 9, and infrared sensor ultrasonic sensor 6. Ultrasonic 
sensor 6 can calculate the car and the distance from the vehicle in front of 
the car, to provide the basis for the car cruising. Infrared sensor 6 can 
provide hunt with functionality. Micro-controller 10 uses Arduino controller 
module in its expansion into the Bluetooth module (RB Bluetooth 
Transceiver). Installed on your PC USB Bluetooth adapter, Bluetooth 
establishing a radio communication platform, through the communications 
network, smart car traveling every request is sent to the controller for each 
smart vehicle identification, instruction queue with multiple smart car 
collaboration.
[0021] control information between two trolley transfer relationship shown in 
Figure 2, after the vehicle measured by the ultrasonic sensor 9 is the 
distance between the vehicle in front, the speed of the vehicle in front and the 
rear vehicle speed through Bluetooth radio communication module to pass 
each other, Arduino the controller according to the relative speed of the two 
vehicles and the relative distance adjustment of the vehicle speed. Arduino 
controller can also get information on the infrared sensor 6 steering servo 
control after 4 or 8 avoidance control steering, car steering.
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ABSTRACT
The invention discloses a seedling grafting robot control system based on an 
Arduino single chip microcomputer and belongs to the technical field of 
robots. The seedling grafting robot control system is characterized in that the 
control system comprises a single chip microcomputer main control unit, a 
step motor driving unit, a 12864 liquid crystal display unit, an electric push 
rod driving unit, a steering engine mechanical arm driving unit, an 
electromagnet driving unit, a microswitch detecting unit and an initial position 
reset unit. Through the mutual communication of main and sub Arduino 
controllers in the single chip microcomputer main control unit, corresponding 
other units are controlled according to a certain logic sequence, so 
corresponding mechanisms are driven, and a seedling grafting robot can 
complete the seedling taking, carrying, cutting, bonding, binding and seedling 
distribution operations.
CLAIMS(9)
A method for grafting seedlings robot control system, characterized in that 
said control system comprises (I) chip control unit, (2) steering manipulator 
driving unit, (3) the stepping motor drive unit, (4) 12864 a display unit (5) 
putting electric drive unit (6) solenoid drive unit (7) the initial position and the 
reset unit (8) micro-detecting unit.
(2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said main control unit MCU (I) comprises a main sub 
Arduino two controllers are interconnected by means of function pins, the 
control system data exchange.
3 according to claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said steering manipulator driving unit (2) and the main 
control unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, to achieve the 
direction of servo and speed control.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said stepping motor drive unit (3) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, the direction of 
the stepper motor and speed control.
5 according to claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said liquid crystal display unit 12864 (4) and the main 
control unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, show seedling grafting 
robot operation status, and graft-consuming.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said linear actuator drive unit (5) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, to control the 
electric putter drive motor reversing.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said electromagnetic drive unit (6) and the main control 
unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, achieved through the 
electromagnet power supply off control.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that the initial position of said reset means (7) and the 
microcontroller control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, 
reset the feedback signal, the robot reset position.
Claimed in claim 1, wherein the robot control system grafting seedlings, 
characterized in that said micro-detection unit (8) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, Feeding the 
feedback signal.
DESCRIPTION
One kind of seedling grafting robot control system
Technology
[0001] The present invention relates to a seedling grafting robot control 
systems for the automation of hardwood trees grafted.
BACKGROUND
[0002] seedlings grafted to accelerate the breeding of fine species, improve 
fruit quality, enhance disease resistance and environmental adaptability. 
Grafting is an ancient art, the earliest records about grafting was undoubtedly 
the "Book" on the citrus grafting, dating back about 3,000 years of history. 
But so far, has continued the tradition of grafted seedlings by hand, labor-
intensive, low productivity, graft survival rate of seedlings is not high, not 
suited to farming seasonal characteristics. Using grafted seedlings grafted 
seedlings for automated robotic operation, it can effectively avoid the 
shortcomings of manual grafting.
[0003] Auto-grafting technique is an emerging technology, China started late, 
in recent years, China's individual agricultural universities and research 
institutes have begun to study seedling grafting automatic equipment, and 
made some progress, but due to the high level of automation, structural 
complex maintenance adjustment difficulties and many other factors, 
promote the use of more restrictive. Less involved in the art seedling grafting 
robot and its control system.
[0004] seedling grafting robot by the control system and mechanical system 
components, primarily for hardwood grafted vines can also switch to a 
different type of cutting knife, similar hardness achieved with vines grafted 
seedlings automation. The present invention primarily relates to seedling 
grafting patent robot control system.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0005] The present invention is to solve the technical problem of grafted 
seedlings robot control system, namely: providing an Arduino-based controller 
and the other units with each other, thereby driving the corresponding 
mechanism, to achieve robots take seedlings grafted seedlings, handling, 
cutting, bonding, binding and exclusive seedlings operations.
[0006] To achieve the above object, the present invention is used in the 
technical proposal: A seedling grafting robot control system, including the 
main control unit MCU, servo robot drive unit, stepper motor drive unit, 
12,864 LCD unit, electric push lever driving unit, the solenoid drive unit, the 
reset unit and the initial position microswitch (switch) the detection unit.
[0007] Further, the main control unit MCU, including the main Arduino Arduino 
controller and deputy controller, controllers were processed wood and wood 
ear institutions. Main Arduino controller's analog port A3 and vice Arduino 
controller 10 I / O ports are interconnected to exchange data.
[0008] Further, the robot servo drive unit including steering gear and 
mechanical gripper associated control unit MCU I / o port and is connected to 
the servo signal interface, speed and steering control steering, driver 
mechanical clamping mechanism to achieve rootstock and caspica clamping.
[0009] Further, the stepper motor drive unit includes 42 series and 57 series 
and its corresponding stepper motor stepper motor driver, MCU control unit 
associated I / o port and stepper motor drive direction signal and the pulse 
signal port connected to stepper motor control steering and speed of the 
rootstock and ear for transporting wood to reach the respective Feeding, 
cutting and joining position and drives the cutter to achieve rootstock caspica 
cutting operations.
[0010] Further, the 12,864 LCD unit, with the main Arduino controller 13,2 
three I / O port is connected to a serial data transmission control, mainly for 
real-time display grafting job status, to achieve a good human-computer 
interaction. [0011] Further, the linear actuator drive unit, with the main 
Arduino controller 3,4 I / O port is connected to drive bundled agencies, to 
achieve grafting seedlings bundle.
[0012] Further, the electromagnetic drive unit including a solid-state relay and 
the respective circuits, and the main controller 10, Arduino I / O port is 
connected to the cutter drive straps, to achieve grafting seedlings after 
bundle, tied band cut off.
[0013] Further, the micro switch detecting unit, and the respective main and 
sub Arduino controller connected to the analog port AO, by detecting the high 
and low level logic, testing is complete caspica rootstocks and Feeding.
[0014] Further, the initial position of the reset unit, and the main controller 
Arduino O, 11/0 is connected to the stepping motor by detecting the position 
of the initial position of the stepper motor is reset.
[0015] The various embodiments of the present invention is grafted seedlings 
control system, as including single-chip control unit, steering the robot drive 
unit, the stepping motor drive unit, liquid crystal display unit 12864, electric 
pusher driving unit, the solenoid drive unit, the initial reset the position 
detecting unit, and a micro-switch unit, in order to achieve automatic grafted 
seedling grafting robot operation.
[0016] The control system's other features and advantages will be set forth in 
the following description, and in part will become apparent from the 
description, or understood by the practice of the invention. The objectives 
and other advantages of the invention can be in the written description, 
claims, and drawings logical structure particularly pointed out in realized and 
attained.
[0017] The following accompanying drawings and embodiments of the present 
invention, the technical solutions described in further detail.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
[0018] BRIEF used to provide a further understanding of the present 
invention, and constitute a part of the specification, embodiments of the 
present invention, serve to explain the present invention is not to be 
construed as limiting the invention.
[0019] Figure 1 is a schematic structural diagram of system of the invention.
[0020] invention, Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the logical order of the 
control object.
[0021] Figure 3 based Arduino controller I / O interface occupancy of Fig.
[0022] Figure 4 is a vice Arduino controller's I / O interface schematic 
occupancy.
[0023] Figure 5 the primary copy Arduino controller traffic FIG.
[0024] Figure 6 based Arduino controller schematic example of a stepper 
motor.
[0025] Figure 7 main Arduino controller and the micro switch connection 
diagram.
[0026] Figure 8 based Arduino controller and reset the sensor (proximity 
switch) connection diagram.
[0027] where: 1, MCU control unit; 2, servo robot drive unit; 3, stepper motor 
drive unit; 4,12864 LCD unit; 5, electric putter drive unit; 6, solenoid drive 
unit; 7, the initial position of the reset unit; 8, micro detection unit.
Specific embodiments
[0028] with the following drawings, the present invention will be described with 
preferred embodiments, it should be understood that the preferred 
embodiments described herein are illustrative only and explain the present 
invention is not intended to limit the present invention.
[0029] According to the present embodiment of the invention, there is 
provided a robot control process grafting seedlings. First, start the system, 
the system is initialized, the stepper motor is reset; Then, put the robot in a 
rootstock rootstock (and touches the switch on), after clamping the robot, a 
robot arm and then placed in caspica caspica (and touches the switch on), 
the robot after clamping caspica; corresponding stepper motor driver 
rootstocks and caspica robotic achieve handling, to reach their cutting 
position, the drive to achieve the cutting knife cutting; cutting is complete, 
the rootstock and spike wooden robot returns along the same route ; 
rootstock robot driven by the stepper motor to reach the rootstock caspica 
engagement position to achieve rootstock caspica engagement; electric 
putter driver bundled bodies stretched out to achieve grafting seedlings 
bundled jobs; Then, the solenoid-driven straps cutting knife, cut off the 
straps; electric putter driver bundled bodies reset; rootstock caspica robotic 
gripper release, discharge realize grafted seedlings, once grafted job is 
completed; grafting job status display and prompts the next grafting is ready.
[0030] In conclusion, the embodiments of the present invention seedlings 
grafted control system, due to the master unit 1 comprises a single chip, gear 
manipulator driving unit 2, a stepping motor drive unit 3, the liquid crystal 
display unit 4, motor pusher unit 5, the solenoid drive unit 6, the initial 
position of the reset unit 7, and micro (switch) detection unit 8, in order to 
achieve automatic grafted seedling grafting robot operations, save manpower 
and improve grafting efficiency.
[0031] The control unit includes primary and secondary microcontroller 
Arduino two controllers are interconnected through functional pin, the control 
system of data exchange. The servo drive unit and the robot control unit 
MCU pin connected to each other via the function to achieve steering 
direction and speed control. The stepping motor drive unit and control unit 
MCU pin connected to each other through the function, direction and speed 
stepper motor control. The 12864 chip liquid crystal display unit and control 
unit connected to each other through a functional pin, showing the robot 
grafted seedlings grafted job status as well as time consuming. The electric 
drive unit and the push rod through the main control unit MCU functionality 
feet I bow interconnected control rod drive electric motor reversing. The 
electromagnet drive unit and control unit MCU pin connected to each other 
via the function to achieve solenoid-operated on-off control. The initial 
position of the main control unit MCU reset the unit and connected to each 
other through a functional pin, feedback reset signal, the robot position is 
reset. The micro-chip detection unit and control unit connected to each other 
through a functional pin, feedback Feeding signals.
[0032] Finally, it should be noted that: The above is only a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, it is not intended to limit the present 
invention, with reference to the embodiments, although the invention has 
been described in detail, for the persons skilled in the art , which still can be 
described in the foregoing embodiments of the technical solutions to be 
modified, or some technical features equivalent replacement. Where in the 
spirit and principles of the invention within any modification, equivalent 
replacement, improvement, etc., should be included in the present invention 
within the scope of protection.
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ABSTRACT
The invention discloses a seedling grafting robot control system based on an 
Arduino single chip microcomputer and belongs to the technical field of 
robots. The seedling grafting robot control system is characterized in that the 
control system comprises a single chip microcomputer main control unit, a 
step motor driving unit, a 12864 liquid crystal display unit, an electric push 
rod driving unit, a steering engine mechanical arm driving unit, an 
electromagnet driving unit, a microswitch detecting unit and an initial position 
reset unit. Through the mutual communication of main and sub Arduino 
controllers in the single chip microcomputer main control unit, corresponding 
other units are controlled according to a certain logic sequence, so 
corresponding mechanisms are driven, and a seedling grafting robot can 
complete the seedling taking, carrying, cutting, bonding, binding and seedling 
distribution operations.
CLAIMS(9)
A method for grafting seedlings robot control system, characterized in that 
said control system comprises (I) chip control unit, (2) steering manipulator 
driving unit, (3) the stepping motor drive unit, (4) 12864 a display unit (5) 
putting electric drive unit (6) solenoid drive unit (7) the initial position and the 
reset unit (8) micro-detecting unit.
(2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said main control unit MCU (I) comprises a main sub 
Arduino two controllers are interconnected by means of function pins, the 
control system data exchange.
3 according to claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said steering manipulator driving unit (2) and the main 
control unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, to achieve the 
direction of servo and speed control.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said stepping motor drive unit (3) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, the direction of 
the stepper motor and speed control.
5 according to claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said liquid crystal display unit 12864 (4) and the main 
control unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, show seedling grafting 
robot operation status, and graft-consuming.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said linear actuator drive unit (5) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, to control the 
electric putter drive motor reversing.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that said electromagnetic drive unit (6) and the main control 
unit MCU (I) are interconnected by function pin, achieved through the 
electromagnet power supply off control.
As claimed in claim 1, wherein the grafting seedlings robot control system, 
characterized in that the initial position of said reset means (7) and the 
microcontroller control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, 
reset the feedback signal, the robot reset position.
Claimed in claim 1, wherein the robot control system grafting seedlings, 
characterized in that said micro-detection unit (8) and the microcontroller 
control unit (I) connected to each other via the function pin, Feeding the 
feedback signal.
DESCRIPTION
One kind of seedling grafting robot control system
Technology
[0001] The present invention relates to a seedling grafting robot control 
systems for the automation of hardwood trees grafted.
BACKGROUND
[0002] seedlings grafted to accelerate the breeding of fine species, improve 
fruit quality, enhance disease resistance and environmental adaptability. 
Grafting is an ancient art, the earliest records about grafting was undoubtedly 
the "Book" on the citrus grafting, dating back about 3,000 years of history. 
But so far, has continued the tradition of grafted seedlings by hand, labor-
intensive, low productivity, graft survival rate of seedlings is not high, not 
suited to farming seasonal characteristics. Using grafted seedlings grafted 
seedlings for automated robotic operation, it can effectively avoid the 
shortcomings of manual grafting.
[0003] Auto-grafting technique is an emerging technology, China started late, 
in recent years, China's individual agricultural universities and research 
institutes have begun to study seedling grafting automatic equipment, and 
made some progress, but due to the high level of automation, structural 
complex maintenance adjustment difficulties and many other factors, 
promote the use of more restrictive. Less involved in the art seedling grafting 
robot and its control system.
[0004] seedling grafting robot by the control system and mechanical system 
components, primarily for hardwood grafted vines can also switch to a 
different type of cutting knife, similar hardness achieved with vines grafted 
seedlings automation. The present invention primarily relates to seedling 
grafting patent robot control system.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0005] The present invention is to solve the technical problem of grafted 
seedlings robot control system, namely: providing an Arduino-based controller 
and the other units with each other, thereby driving the corresponding 
mechanism, to achieve robots take seedlings grafted seedlings, handling, 
cutting, bonding, binding and exclusive seedlings operations.
[0006] To achieve the above object, the present invention is used in the 
technical proposal: A seedling grafting robot control system, including the 
main control unit MCU, servo robot drive unit, stepper motor drive unit, 
12,864 LCD unit, electric push lever driving unit, the solenoid drive unit, the 
reset unit and the initial position microswitch (switch) the detection unit.
[0007] Further, the main control unit MCU, including the main Arduino Arduino 
controller and deputy controller, controllers were processed wood and wood 
ear institutions. Main Arduino controller's analog port A3 and vice Arduino 
controller 10 I / O ports are interconnected to exchange data.
[0008] Further, the robot servo drive unit including steering gear and 
mechanical gripper associated control unit MCU I / o port and is connected to 
the servo signal interface, speed and steering control steering, driver 
mechanical clamping mechanism to achieve rootstock and caspica clamping.
[0009] Further, the stepper motor drive unit includes 42 series and 57 series 
and its corresponding stepper motor stepper motor driver, MCU control unit 
associated I / o port and stepper motor drive direction signal and the pulse 
signal port connected to stepper motor control steering and speed of the 
rootstock and ear for transporting wood to reach the respective Feeding, 
cutting and joining position and drives the cutter to achieve rootstock caspica 
cutting operations.
[0010] Further, the 12,864 LCD unit, with the main Arduino controller 13,2 
three I / O port is connected to a serial data transmission control, mainly for 
real-time display grafting job status, to achieve a good human-computer 
interaction. [0011] Further, the linear actuator drive unit, with the main 
Arduino controller 3,4 I / O port is connected to drive bundled agencies, to 
achieve grafting seedlings bundle.
[0012] Further, the electromagnetic drive unit including a solid-state relay and 
the respective circuits, and the main controller 10, Arduino I / O port is 
connected to the cutter drive straps, to achieve grafting seedlings after 
bundle, tied band cut off.
[0013] Further, the micro switch detecting unit, and the respective main and 
sub Arduino controller connected to the analog port AO, by detecting the high 
and low level logic, testing is complete caspica rootstocks and Feeding.
[0014] Further, the initial position of the reset unit, and the main controller 
Arduino O, 11/0 is connected to the stepping motor by detecting the position 
of the initial position of the stepper motor is reset.
[0015] The various embodiments of the present invention is grafted seedlings 
control system, as including single-chip control unit, steering the robot drive 
unit, the stepping motor drive unit, liquid crystal display unit 12864, electric 
pusher driving unit, the solenoid drive unit, the initial reset the position 
detecting unit, and a micro-switch unit, in order to achieve automatic grafted 
seedling grafting robot operation.
[0016] The control system's other features and advantages will be set forth in 
the following description, and in part will become apparent from the 
description, or understood by the practice of the invention. The objectives 
and other advantages of the invention can be in the written description, 
claims, and drawings logical structure particularly pointed out in realized and 
attained.
[0017] The following accompanying drawings and embodiments of the present 
invention, the technical solutions described in further detail.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
[0018] BRIEF used to provide a further understanding of the present 
invention, and constitute a part of the specification, embodiments of the 
present invention, serve to explain the present invention is not to be 
construed as limiting the invention.
[0019] Figure 1 is a schematic structural diagram of system of the invention.
[0020] invention, Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the logical order of the 
control object.
[0021] Figure 3 based Arduino controller I / O interface occupancy of Fig.
[0022] Figure 4 is a vice Arduino controller's I / O interface schematic 
occupancy.
[0023] Figure 5 the primary copy Arduino controller traffic FIG.
[0024] Figure 6 based Arduino controller schematic example of a stepper 
motor.
[0025] Figure 7 main Arduino controller and the micro switch connection 
diagram.
[0026] Figure 8 based Arduino controller and reset the sensor (proximity 
switch) connection diagram.
[0027] where: 1, MCU control unit; 2, servo robot drive unit; 3, stepper motor 
drive unit; 4,12864 LCD unit; 5, electric putter drive unit; 6, solenoid drive 
unit; 7, the initial position of the reset unit; 8, micro detection unit.
Specific embodiments
[0028] with the following drawings, the present invention will be described with 
preferred embodiments, it should be understood that the preferred 
embodiments described herein are illustrative only and explain the present 
invention is not intended to limit the present invention.
[0029] According to the present embodiment of the invention, there is 
provided a robot control process grafting seedlings. First, start the system, 
the system is initialized, the stepper motor is reset; Then, put the robot in a 
rootstock rootstock (and touches the switch on), after clamping the robot, a 
robot arm and then placed in caspica caspica (and touches the switch on), 
the robot after clamping caspica; corresponding stepper motor driver 
rootstocks and caspica robotic achieve handling, to reach their cutting 
position, the drive to achieve the cutting knife cutting; cutting is complete, 
the rootstock and spike wooden robot returns along the same route ; 
rootstock robot driven by the stepper motor to reach the rootstock caspica 
engagement position to achieve rootstock caspica engagement; electric 
putter driver bundled bodies stretched out to achieve grafting seedlings 
bundled jobs; Then, the solenoid-driven straps cutting knife, cut off the 
straps; electric putter driver bundled bodies reset; rootstock caspica robotic 
gripper release, discharge realize grafted seedlings, once grafted job is 
completed; grafting job status display and prompts the next grafting is ready.
[0030] In conclusion, the embodiments of the present invention seedlings 
grafted control system, due to the master unit 1 comprises a single chip, gear 
manipulator driving unit 2, a stepping motor drive unit 3, the liquid crystal 
display unit 4, motor pusher unit 5, the solenoid drive unit 6, the initial 
position of the reset unit 7, and micro (switch) detection unit 8, in order to 
achieve automatic grafted seedling grafting robot operations, save manpower 
and improve grafting efficiency.
[0031] The control unit includes primary and secondary microcontroller 
Arduino two controllers are interconnected through functional pin, the control 
system of data exchange. The servo drive unit and the robot control unit 
MCU pin connected to each other via the function to achieve steering 
direction and speed control. The stepping motor drive unit and control unit 
MCU pin connected to each other through the function, direction and speed 
stepper motor control. The 12864 chip liquid crystal display unit and control 
unit connected to each other through a functional pin, showing the robot 
grafted seedlings grafted job status as well as time consuming. The electric 
drive unit and the push rod through the main control unit MCU functionality 
feet I bow interconnected control rod drive electric motor reversing. The 
electromagnet drive unit and control unit MCU pin connected to each other 
via the function to achieve solenoid-operated on-off control. The initial 
position of the main control unit MCU reset the unit and connected to each 
other through a functional pin, feedback reset signal, the robot position is 
reset. The micro-chip detection unit and control unit connected to each other 
through a functional pin, feedback Feeding signals.
[0032] Finally, it should be noted that: The above is only a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, it is not intended to limit the present 
invention, with reference to the embodiments, although the invention has 
been described in detail, for the persons skilled in the art , which still can be 
described in the foregoing embodiments of the technical solutions to be 
modified, or some technical features equivalent replacement. Where in the 
spirit and principles of the invention within any modification, equivalent 
replacement, improvement, etc., should be included in the present invention 
within the scope of protection.
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ABSTRACT
A low speed control method and an apparatus for a servo motor. The control apparatus comprises: an encoder capable of 
acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal; an 
insertion calculation unit capable of receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an 
interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted 
therefrom; a servo control chip capable of setting internal parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from 
the insertion calculation unit to be processed by a calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and a 
power module capable of receiving the switch control instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same 
to the servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of the servo motor.
IMAGES(9)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLAIMS(11)
1. A low speed control apparatus for a servo motor, the low speed control apparatus comprising:
the servo motor;
an encoder, acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded 
signal;
an insertion calculation unit, receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an 
interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted 
therefrom;
a servo control chip, setting internal parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion 
calculation unit to be processed by a calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and
a power module, receiving the switch control instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same to the 
servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of the servo motor,
wherein a numerical analysis in interpolation by the insertion calculation unit is to increase the number of square waves of a 
signal inputted by the encoder and transmit the signal to the servo control chip and the resolution is enhanced by setting 
internal parameters in the servo control chip; and
wherein the interpolation algorithm is to calculate the number of square waves for each interpolation operation according to 
final resolution parameters in the servo control chip and current resolution parameters in the encoder, and to output the 
square waves after output frequency is calculated according to current servo motor speed and the speed command.
2. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the encoder outputs a square wave signal being a 
differential signal.
3. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the servo control chip is capable of de-noising.
4. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the low-resolution encoded signal outputted by the encoder 
is in a parallel output format.
5. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the servo control chip comprises: a speed PID controller, a 
current PID controller, a current detector, a speed monitor and an encoder interface.
6. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit comprises: a low-pass filter, 
an edge-detection unit, an interpolation calculation unit, a position calculation unit, a comparator and a multiplexer.
7. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit is disposed in the servo 
control chip.
8. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit is a programmable logic chip 
and comprises at least a low-pass filter disposed therein.
9. A low speed control method for a servo motor, the method comprising steps of:
inputting an encoded signal to be de-noised by a low-pass filter;
inputting a speed command to be de-noised by a low-pass filter;
receiving the de-noised encoded signal using an edge-detection unit so that the edge-detection unit triggers an interpolation 
calculation unit to operate;
simultaneously receiving the encoded signal and the speed command using the interpolation calculation unit to performing 
processing thereon to enhance signal resolution;
completing enhancing signal resolution using the interpolation calculation unit to output an updated signal resolution;
receiving the updated signal resolution using a comparator to compare with a pre-set signal resolution output by a position 
calculation unit so as to decide whether the update signal resolution meets the pre-set signal resolution;
picking up the signal resolution using a speed monitor of a servo control chip;
using a speed PID controller of the servo control chip to calculate a speed to be adjusted by the servo motor according to 
the picked up signal resolution and parameters of a current PID controller; and
outputting a switch control instruction after the servo control chip performs processing.
10. The low speed control method as recited in claim 9, wherein the encoded signal is a square wave signal.
11. The low speed control method as recited in claim 9, wherein the comparator receives the updated signal resolution from 
the interpolation calculation unit and the pre-set signal resolution from a position calculation unit and compares the updated 
signal resolution and the pre-set signal resolution to decide whether the updated signal resolution from the interpolation 
calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution, wherein a multiplexer is used to output the signal resolution if the 
updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution from the position 
calculation unit or the interpolation calculation unit keeps performing processing to enhance the signal resolution if the 
updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit does not meet the pre-set signal resolution from the position 
calculation unit.
DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention generally relates to a low speed control method and an apparatus for a servo motor and, more 
particularly, to a low speed control method and an apparatus using a servo chip and an encoder to output a high-resolution 
encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed control is achieved.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
With the advancement in technologies, servo motor control has played an important role in both traditional and high-tech 
industries. As the chip design techniques have been improved, it is a trend to develop servo motor control towards high 
precision. To implement high-precision control, the standard for the servo control chip performance as well as the encoder 
resolution is high. However, the commercially available servo control chips and encoders may not be satisfactory, which 
leads to higher cost if application specific ICs (ASIC) are required. Therefore, to reduce the cost, the existing servo control 
chip and encoder can be used with a method capable of improving the driving capability of the servo control chip. Such a 
method has to be compatible with the interface of the existing servo control chip and capable of enhance the resolution of 
the encoder. Moreover, the method has to be resistant to the environmental noise or capable of de-noising because the 
servo driver is often installed in a place more severe than in a general labrotory.
The low-resolution communication format for an encoder is the parallel communication, while the high-resolution 
communication format is the serial communication using a different pin count. Moreover, the commercially available servo 
control chip sold with the encoder only supports the parallel communication. Therefore, the commercially available servo 
control chip does not provide the pin count to support the high-resolution serial communication. Accordingly, the 
performance of the servo driver is limited by the resolution of the encoder. Even though the commercially available servo 
control chip can be used to achieve high-precision control, it still fails to meet the specifications of the high-performance of a 
servo driver. If the commercially available servo control chip is required to support the data receiving from the high-resolution 
encoder, a specially designed servo control chip is required to increase the cost. If the specially designed servo control chip 
is not used, the servo control chip of the servo driver has to support the communication format and pin design of the high-
resolution encoder, which leads to higher cost.
Generally, a deceleration mechanism is used to achieve low speed output if the high-resolution encoder is not used. With the 
use of the deceleration mechanism, the overall size of the servo motor mechanism will be significantly enlarged to increase 
the cost and shorten the lifetime of the deceleration mechanism. Accordingly, the mechanism has to be fixed and/or 
replaced regularly to increase the cost. Moreover, with the use of the deceleration mechanism, the shifting from high to low 
gears may not be smooth. Therefore, economical benefit appears if high speed/control ratio is achieved without using the 
deceleration mechanism; and significant economical benefit appears if high speed/control ratio is achieved by the use of the 
low-resolution encoder.
Please refer to U.S. Pat. No. 6,556,131, which shows a schematic diagram of a conventional low speed control structure of 
a servo motor. The output signal from the position senser of the servo motor is sinusoidal, which is processed by an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) chip to output the position of the servo motor. U.S. Pat. No. 6,556,131 uses the output data from 
the ADC chip to calculate the position of the servo motor by comparing with the look-up table according to the speed of the 
servo motor. The encoder resolution is not fixed but determined according to the number of the processing speed of the 
processor and the number of processed bits.
In the present invention, the commercially available encoder is used. The resolution is increased by the method of the 
present invention to transmit data to the servo control chip. The present invention is similar to the prior art in that the 
resolution of the servo motor position is improved. However, in the prior art, the sinusoidal signal from the position senser of 
the servo motor is processed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) chip. The resolution of the servo motor depends on the 
number of bits of the ADC chip and the number of bits of the encoder.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In view of the above, the present invention provides a low speed control method and an apparatus using a servo chip and an 
encoder to output a high-resolution encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed control is achieved.
The present invention further provides a low speed control method and an apparatus using signal processing to enhance the 
resolution of an encoder to achieve high-precision control. Accordingly, better signal quality is realized under high-noise data 
transmission conditions of an encoder at a low speed without being affected or mis-transmitted to achieve high precision and 
a wide speed control range.
In one embodiment, the present invention provides a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor, the low speed control 
apparatus comprising: a servo motor; an encoder capable of acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the 
speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal; an insertion calculation unit capable of receiving the low-resolution 
encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded 
signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted therefrom; a servo control chip capable of setting internal 
parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion calculation unit to be processed by a 
calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and a power module capable of receiving the switch control 
instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same to the servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of 
the servo motor.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The objects and spirits of the embodiments of the present invention will be readily understood by the accompanying 
drawings and detailed descriptions, wherein:
FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a conventional low speed control structure of a servo motor;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an insertion calculation unit according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a more detailed circuit diagram of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a low speed control method for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit; and
FIG. 8 is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit when an incremental encoder is 
used.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The present invention can be exemplified by but not limited to various embodiments as described hereinafter.
The present invention provides a structure capable of supporting the commercially available encoder interface of a servo 
control chip. A general encoder can be used to improve low speed control precision. Moreover, a high-resolution encoder can 
further be used to improve the high-resolution encoder performances without being limited by the encoder resolution. 
Therefore, the resolution of encoder is flexible without using any deceleration mechanism. The present invention has 
advantages such as low cost, small size, high extension and utility. The currently available servo control chip can be used 
to improve the performance of the servo motor driver with the method for enhancing the encoder resolution.
Please refer to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an insertion calculation unit according to the present 
invention; and FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present 
invention. The low speed control apparatus comprises: a servo motor 1; an encoder 2; an insertion calculation unit 3; a servo 
control chip 4; and a power module 5. The encoder 2 is capable of acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding 
the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal after an encoding process. The encoder output signal is a square 
wave signal. The square wave signal can be a differential signal or a single-ended signal. The format of the output low-
resolution encoded signal from the encoder 2 is parallel. The insertion calculation unit 3 comprises: a low-pass filter 31, an 
edge-detection unit 32, an interpolation calculation unit 33, a position calculation unit 34, a comparator 35 and a multiplexer 
36. The insertion calculation unit 3 is capable of receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder 2 to be 
processed by an interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal 
to be outputted therefrom. The interpolation algothism of the insertion calculation unit 3 is to increase the number of square 
waves of the input signal from the encoder and transmit the signal into the servo control chip 4, wherein the resolution is 
enhanced by setting internal parameters using the servo control chip 4. In the interpolation algorithm, the number of the 
square waves is calculated according to the final resolution inside the servo control chip 4 and the current resolution of the 
encoder 2, while the square wave signal is output after the output frequency is calculated according to the speed and the 
speed command of the servo motor 1. The servo control chip 4 is capable of setting internal parameters and receiving the 
high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion calculation unit 3 to be processed by a calculation process so as to output 
a switch control instruction. Moreover, the servo control chip 4 is also capable of de-noising and transferring the encoder 
differential signal into the single-ended signal. The power module 5 is capable of receiving the switch control instruction from 
the servo control chip 4 and then transmitting the same to the servo motor 1 for adjusting the operation speed of the servo 
motor 1.
There are two connecting interfaces for the servo control chip 4 and there are two corresponding communication interfaces 
for the encoder 2. One is parallel digital communication, which is capable of transmitting interpolation position data to the 
servo control chip 4; and the other is incremental parallel communication, which is capable of transferring interpolation 
position data to square waves and transmitting the same to the servo control chip 4. After the signal is calculated by the 
encoder 2, it is transmitted to the servo control chip 4. The format of the encoder 2 is transferred into the square wave 
format of the servo control chip 4. The insertion calculation unit 3 uses a programmable logic chip (such as a FPGA) with a 
low-pass filter 31 (LPF) inside to de-noise. Signal processing is performed in the edge-detection unit 32, the interpolation 
calculation unit 33, the position calculation unit 34, the comparator 35 and the multiplexer 36 to output a high-resolution 
encoded signal to the servo control chip 1.
Please refer to FIG. 4, which is a more detailed circuit of FIG. 3. The servo control chip 4 comprises: a speed PID controller 
41, a current PID controller 42, a current detector 43, a speed monitor 44 and an encoder interface 45. The insertion 
calculation unit 3 also provides the function of the encoder interface 45 of the servo control chip 4 so that the method for 
enhancing the resolution in the present invention is unlimited by the input interface of the encoder 2 and the servo control 
chip 4. It provides more flexibility in choosing the servo control chip 4. Accordingly, the present invention has advantages 
such as:
(1) enhanced encoder resolution;
(2) capability in de-noising under high noise conditions;
(3) capability in operation with respect to various encoder interfaces without being limited to the type of the servo control 
chip; and
(4) achievement in low speed control by providing better encoded data.
Please refer to FIG. 5, which is a flowchart of a low speed control method for a servo motor according to the present 
invention. With reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, the method comprises steps of:
In step 61, an encoded signal is input to be de-noised by a low-pass filter.
In step 62, a speed command is input to be de-noised by a low-pass filter.
In step 63, an edge-detection unit receives the de-noised encoded signal so that the edge-detection unit triggers an 
interpolation calculation unit to operate. The encoded signal is a square wave signal, and edge detection is for detecting the 
high level and the low level.
In step 64, the interpolation calculation unit receives the encoded signal and the speed command simultaneously to perform 
processing thereon to enhance signal resolution.
In step 65, the interpolation calculation unit completes enhancing signal resolution to output an updated signal resolution.
In step 66, a comparator receives the updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit to compare with a pre-
set signal resolution output by a position calculation unit so as to decide whether the update signal resolution meets the pre-
set signal resolution. A multiplexer is used to output the signal resolution if the updated signal resolution from the 
interpolation calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution from the position calculation unit. Otherwise, the 
interpolation calculation unit keeps performing processing to enhance the signal resolution if the updated signal resolution 
from the interpolation calculation unit does not meet the pre-set signal resolution from the position calculation unit.
In step 67, the signal resolution is picked up using a speed monitor of a servo control chip.
In step 68, a speed to be adjusted by the servo motor is calculated by the speed PID controller of the servo control chip 
according to the picked up signal resolution and parameters of a current PID controller.
In step 69, the servo control chip outputs a switch control instruction calculation after the servo control chip performs 
processing.
The steps 63 to 66 are performed by the insertion calculation unit 8, while the steps 67 to 69 are performed by the servo 
control chip 9. By the use of the insertion calculation unit 8 and the servo control chip 9, the rotation rate of the servo motor 
can be precisely controlled.
The return time indicates the time spent during each operation. Conventionally, during low-speed operation, the position data 
received by the servo control chip during each return time does not change while the output data that controls the algorithm 
changes significantly if an encoder is used. With the method in FIG. 5, the interpolated data is transmitted to the servo 
control chip 9 and thus the calculated data according to the algorithm does change while the variation during the controlling 
process is smaller. In step 63, once the triggering edge when receiving the encoded signal is changed, the interpolation 
process is performed to calculate an updated position according to the speed command and motor speed. As long as the 
interpolation condition is met, the updated position is output to the servo control chip so that the servo control chip is 
capable of controlling the speed according to the position.
Please refer to FIG. 6, is a schematic diagram of another low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the 
present invention. FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 3 except that the insertion calculation unit 3 is embedded in the servo control 
chip 4 so as to implement the hardware for performing the operation can be embedded in the servo control chip to improve 
the functionality of the servo control chip 4.
Please refer to FIG. 7, which is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit. The encoded 
square wave signal is processed to become a high-resolution encoded signal and is input into the servo control chip. T1 
denotes the cycle of an encoded signal A, while A! and B! are processed encoded signals to be output to the servo control 
chip. In FIG. 7, the resolution of the processed signal is twice the resolution of the unprocessed signal. For example, if the 
unprocessed signal is expressed as 1000 pulses per round of the servo motor, the processed signal is 3000 pulses per 
round of the servo motor.
Please refer to FIG. 8, which is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit when an 
incremental encoder is used. If the output signal of the present invention is an incremental encoded output square wave 
signal, the output resolution has to be decided because the number and the frequency of the output square waves have to 
be decided. The algorithm will be described hereinafter. After the number and the frequency of the output square waves are 
decided, the interpolation process is performed according to the flowchart in FIG. 5 after the encoded data is triggered so as 
to output the square wave signal if the interpolation condition is met.
Interpolation algorithm:
Output digital data format: 
Updated position=current position+(speed command"highest speed by interpolation)/highest speed
Output square waves format: 
Number of interpolations N=desired resolution/current resolution
Command freq=(N"current speed command"highest freq)/highest speed
Motor freq=(N"current motor speed"highest freq)/highest speed
Interpolation condition:
Output digital data format: 
(speed command"highest speed by interpolation)/highest speed<digital data per calibration
Output square waves format: 
Number of output square waves<Number of interpolations N
The interpolation formula and interpolation conditions are stated above. Since there are two different output formats of data 
output to the servo control chip, the corresponding calculation methods are different. When the output is digital position data, 
the calculation method is performed according to the speed command and the interpolation resolution to determine updated 
the position data. The interpolation condition is that the calculated updated position value cannot exceed the original 
encoded position data. When the servo motor is rotating at a low speed, the original encoded position data does not change 
during the return time. When the interpolation process is to be performed, the interpolated value has to be within a calibration 
range of the original encoded signal so as to prevent position errors. If the output data is incremental encoded square wave 
data, the interpolation condition is that the number and frequency of received interpolated square waves do not exceed a pre-
set resolution range. To ensure the number of square waves received by the servo control chip equals the pre-set resolution 
within one turn of the servo motor, the algorithm for calculating the interpolation frequency is based on the servo motor 
speed and the speed command.
There are two approaches for data communication in the servo control chip of the present invention. One is encoder-format 
square waves and the other is parallel communication. Generally, the servo control chip provides the encoded signal with 
square wave communication interfaces. The parallel communication interface is provided by the servo control chip to 
transmit other data. Therefore, if the user needs to access the data inside the chip, parallel communication can be used to 
communicate with the chip.
The present invention provides a hardware configuration corresponding to the flowchart in FIG. 5 to determine the speed and 
external input data. Therefore, a register is required to load the data. Since it is required to calculate the cycle and perform 
other mathematic operations, a logic and mathematic calculation unit is provided to complete corresponding calculations and 
determinations. Moreover, a de-noising operation is also required. An encoded signal generating module is required to 
provide various servo chips with encoded signals. To control the output signal, a processing interface is required. 
Accordingly, to achieve the foregoing objects of the present invention and generate high-resolution encoded signal, the 
hardware configuration comprises: a logic and mathematic calculation logic unit, a register, an encoded signal generating 
unit and a processing interface. The register stores the parameters of the chip and the output data from the encoder. The 
servo control chip communicates with the chip and transmits the data and parameters to the chip, and vice versa, using the 
communication format compatible with the servo control chip.
According to the above discussion, it is apparent that the present invention discloses a low speed control method and an 
apparatus using a servo chip and an encoder to output a high-resolution encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed 
control is achieved.
Although this invention has been disclosed and illustrated with reference to particular embodiments, the principles involved 
are susceptible for use in numerous other embodiments that will be apparent to persons skilled in the art. This invention is, 
therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope of the appended claims.
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ABSTRACT
A low speed control method and an apparatus for a servo motor. The control apparatus comprises: an encoder capable of 
acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal; an 
insertion calculation unit capable of receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an 
interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted 
therefrom; a servo control chip capable of setting internal parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from 
the insertion calculation unit to be processed by a calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and a 
power module capable of receiving the switch control instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same 
to the servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of the servo motor.
IMAGES(9)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLAIMS(11)
1. A low speed control apparatus for a servo motor, the low speed control apparatus comprising:
the servo motor;
an encoder, acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded 
signal;
an insertion calculation unit, receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an 
interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted 
therefrom;
a servo control chip, setting internal parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion 
calculation unit to be processed by a calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and
a power module, receiving the switch control instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same to the 
servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of the servo motor,
wherein a numerical analysis in interpolation by the insertion calculation unit is to increase the number of square waves of a 
signal inputted by the encoder and transmit the signal to the servo control chip and the resolution is enhanced by setting 
internal parameters in the servo control chip; and
wherein the interpolation algorithm is to calculate the number of square waves for each interpolation operation according to 
final resolution parameters in the servo control chip and current resolution parameters in the encoder, and to output the 
square waves after output frequency is calculated according to current servo motor speed and the speed command.
2. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the encoder outputs a square wave signal being a 
differential signal.
3. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the servo control chip is capable of de-noising.
4. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the low-resolution encoded signal outputted by the encoder 
is in a parallel output format.
5. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the servo control chip comprises: a speed PID controller, a 
current PID controller, a current detector, a speed monitor and an encoder interface.
6. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit comprises: a low-pass filter, 
an edge-detection unit, an interpolation calculation unit, a position calculation unit, a comparator and a multiplexer.
7. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit is disposed in the servo 
control chip.
8. The low speed control apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the insertion calculation unit is a programmable logic chip 
and comprises at least a low-pass filter disposed therein.
9. A low speed control method for a servo motor, the method comprising steps of:
inputting an encoded signal to be de-noised by a low-pass filter;
inputting a speed command to be de-noised by a low-pass filter;
receiving the de-noised encoded signal using an edge-detection unit so that the edge-detection unit triggers an interpolation 
calculation unit to operate;
simultaneously receiving the encoded signal and the speed command using the interpolation calculation unit to performing 
processing thereon to enhance signal resolution;
completing enhancing signal resolution using the interpolation calculation unit to output an updated signal resolution;
receiving the updated signal resolution using a comparator to compare with a pre-set signal resolution output by a position 
calculation unit so as to decide whether the update signal resolution meets the pre-set signal resolution;
picking up the signal resolution using a speed monitor of a servo control chip;
using a speed PID controller of the servo control chip to calculate a speed to be adjusted by the servo motor according to 
the picked up signal resolution and parameters of a current PID controller; and
outputting a switch control instruction after the servo control chip performs processing.
10. The low speed control method as recited in claim 9, wherein the encoded signal is a square wave signal.
11. The low speed control method as recited in claim 9, wherein the comparator receives the updated signal resolution from 
the interpolation calculation unit and the pre-set signal resolution from a position calculation unit and compares the updated 
signal resolution and the pre-set signal resolution to decide whether the updated signal resolution from the interpolation 
calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution, wherein a multiplexer is used to output the signal resolution if the 
updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution from the position 
calculation unit or the interpolation calculation unit keeps performing processing to enhance the signal resolution if the 
updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit does not meet the pre-set signal resolution from the position 
calculation unit.
DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention generally relates to a low speed control method and an apparatus for a servo motor and, more 
particularly, to a low speed control method and an apparatus using a servo chip and an encoder to output a high-resolution 
encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed control is achieved.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
With the advancement in technologies, servo motor control has played an important role in both traditional and high-tech 
industries. As the chip design techniques have been improved, it is a trend to develop servo motor control towards high 
precision. To implement high-precision control, the standard for the servo control chip performance as well as the encoder 
resolution is high. However, the commercially available servo control chips and encoders may not be satisfactory, which 
leads to higher cost if application specific ICs (ASIC) are required. Therefore, to reduce the cost, the existing servo control 
chip and encoder can be used with a method capable of improving the driving capability of the servo control chip. Such a 
method has to be compatible with the interface of the existing servo control chip and capable of enhance the resolution of 
the encoder. Moreover, the method has to be resistant to the environmental noise or capable of de-noising because the 
servo driver is often installed in a place more severe than in a general labrotory.
The low-resolution communication format for an encoder is the parallel communication, while the high-resolution 
communication format is the serial communication using a different pin count. Moreover, the commercially available servo 
control chip sold with the encoder only supports the parallel communication. Therefore, the commercially available servo 
control chip does not provide the pin count to support the high-resolution serial communication. Accordingly, the 
performance of the servo driver is limited by the resolution of the encoder. Even though the commercially available servo 
control chip can be used to achieve high-precision control, it still fails to meet the specifications of the high-performance of a 
servo driver. If the commercially available servo control chip is required to support the data receiving from the high-resolution 
encoder, a specially designed servo control chip is required to increase the cost. If the specially designed servo control chip 
is not used, the servo control chip of the servo driver has to support the communication format and pin design of the high-
resolution encoder, which leads to higher cost.
Generally, a deceleration mechanism is used to achieve low speed output if the high-resolution encoder is not used. With the 
use of the deceleration mechanism, the overall size of the servo motor mechanism will be significantly enlarged to increase 
the cost and shorten the lifetime of the deceleration mechanism. Accordingly, the mechanism has to be fixed and/or 
replaced regularly to increase the cost. Moreover, with the use of the deceleration mechanism, the shifting from high to low 
gears may not be smooth. Therefore, economical benefit appears if high speed/control ratio is achieved without using the 
deceleration mechanism; and significant economical benefit appears if high speed/control ratio is achieved by the use of the 
low-resolution encoder.
Please refer to U.S. Pat. No. 6,556,131, which shows a schematic diagram of a conventional low speed control structure of 
a servo motor. The output signal from the position senser of the servo motor is sinusoidal, which is processed by an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) chip to output the position of the servo motor. U.S. Pat. No. 6,556,131 uses the output data from 
the ADC chip to calculate the position of the servo motor by comparing with the look-up table according to the speed of the 
servo motor. The encoder resolution is not fixed but determined according to the number of the processing speed of the 
processor and the number of processed bits.
In the present invention, the commercially available encoder is used. The resolution is increased by the method of the 
present invention to transmit data to the servo control chip. The present invention is similar to the prior art in that the 
resolution of the servo motor position is improved. However, in the prior art, the sinusoidal signal from the position senser of 
the servo motor is processed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) chip. The resolution of the servo motor depends on the 
number of bits of the ADC chip and the number of bits of the encoder.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In view of the above, the present invention provides a low speed control method and an apparatus using a servo chip and an 
encoder to output a high-resolution encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed control is achieved.
The present invention further provides a low speed control method and an apparatus using signal processing to enhance the 
resolution of an encoder to achieve high-precision control. Accordingly, better signal quality is realized under high-noise data 
transmission conditions of an encoder at a low speed without being affected or mis-transmitted to achieve high precision and 
a wide speed control range.
In one embodiment, the present invention provides a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor, the low speed control 
apparatus comprising: a servo motor; an encoder capable of acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding the 
speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal; an insertion calculation unit capable of receiving the low-resolution 
encoded signal from the encoder to be processed by an interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded 
signal into a high-resolution encoded signal to be outputted therefrom; a servo control chip capable of setting internal 
parameters and receiving the high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion calculation unit to be processed by a 
calculation process so as to output a switch control instruction; and a power module capable of receiving the switch control 
instruction from the servo control chip and then transmitting the same to the servo motor for adjusting the operation speed of 
the servo motor.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The objects and spirits of the embodiments of the present invention will be readily understood by the accompanying 
drawings and detailed descriptions, wherein:
FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a conventional low speed control structure of a servo motor;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an insertion calculation unit according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a more detailed circuit diagram of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a low speed control method for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit; and
FIG. 8 is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit when an incremental encoder is 
used.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The present invention can be exemplified by but not limited to various embodiments as described hereinafter.
The present invention provides a structure capable of supporting the commercially available encoder interface of a servo 
control chip. A general encoder can be used to improve low speed control precision. Moreover, a high-resolution encoder can 
further be used to improve the high-resolution encoder performances without being limited by the encoder resolution. 
Therefore, the resolution of encoder is flexible without using any deceleration mechanism. The present invention has 
advantages such as low cost, small size, high extension and utility. The currently available servo control chip can be used 
to improve the performance of the servo motor driver with the method for enhancing the encoder resolution.
Please refer to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an insertion calculation unit according to the present 
invention; and FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the present 
invention. The low speed control apparatus comprises: a servo motor 1; an encoder 2; an insertion calculation unit 3; a servo 
control chip 4; and a power module 5. The encoder 2 is capable of acquiring a speed signal from a servo motor and encoding 
the speed signal to output a low-resolution encoded signal after an encoding process. The encoder output signal is a square 
wave signal. The square wave signal can be a differential signal or a single-ended signal. The format of the output low-
resolution encoded signal from the encoder 2 is parallel. The insertion calculation unit 3 comprises: a low-pass filter 31, an 
edge-detection unit 32, an interpolation calculation unit 33, a position calculation unit 34, a comparator 35 and a multiplexer 
36. The insertion calculation unit 3 is capable of receiving the low-resolution encoded signal from the encoder 2 to be 
processed by an interpolation operation for converting the low-resolution encoded signal into a high-resolution encoded signal 
to be outputted therefrom. The interpolation algothism of the insertion calculation unit 3 is to increase the number of square 
waves of the input signal from the encoder and transmit the signal into the servo control chip 4, wherein the resolution is 
enhanced by setting internal parameters using the servo control chip 4. In the interpolation algorithm, the number of the 
square waves is calculated according to the final resolution inside the servo control chip 4 and the current resolution of the 
encoder 2, while the square wave signal is output after the output frequency is calculated according to the speed and the 
speed command of the servo motor 1. The servo control chip 4 is capable of setting internal parameters and receiving the 
high-resolution encoded signal from the insertion calculation unit 3 to be processed by a calculation process so as to output 
a switch control instruction. Moreover, the servo control chip 4 is also capable of de-noising and transferring the encoder 
differential signal into the single-ended signal. The power module 5 is capable of receiving the switch control instruction from 
the servo control chip 4 and then transmitting the same to the servo motor 1 for adjusting the operation speed of the servo 
motor 1.
There are two connecting interfaces for the servo control chip 4 and there are two corresponding communication interfaces 
for the encoder 2. One is parallel digital communication, which is capable of transmitting interpolation position data to the 
servo control chip 4; and the other is incremental parallel communication, which is capable of transferring interpolation 
position data to square waves and transmitting the same to the servo control chip 4. After the signal is calculated by the 
encoder 2, it is transmitted to the servo control chip 4. The format of the encoder 2 is transferred into the square wave 
format of the servo control chip 4. The insertion calculation unit 3 uses a programmable logic chip (such as a FPGA) with a 
low-pass filter 31 (LPF) inside to de-noise. Signal processing is performed in the edge-detection unit 32, the interpolation 
calculation unit 33, the position calculation unit 34, the comparator 35 and the multiplexer 36 to output a high-resolution 
encoded signal to the servo control chip 1.
Please refer to FIG. 4, which is a more detailed circuit of FIG. 3. The servo control chip 4 comprises: a speed PID controller 
41, a current PID controller 42, a current detector 43, a speed monitor 44 and an encoder interface 45. The insertion 
calculation unit 3 also provides the function of the encoder interface 45 of the servo control chip 4 so that the method for 
enhancing the resolution in the present invention is unlimited by the input interface of the encoder 2 and the servo control 
chip 4. It provides more flexibility in choosing the servo control chip 4. Accordingly, the present invention has advantages 
such as:
(1) enhanced encoder resolution;
(2) capability in de-noising under high noise conditions;
(3) capability in operation with respect to various encoder interfaces without being limited to the type of the servo control 
chip; and
(4) achievement in low speed control by providing better encoded data.
Please refer to FIG. 5, which is a flowchart of a low speed control method for a servo motor according to the present 
invention. With reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, the method comprises steps of:
In step 61, an encoded signal is input to be de-noised by a low-pass filter.
In step 62, a speed command is input to be de-noised by a low-pass filter.
In step 63, an edge-detection unit receives the de-noised encoded signal so that the edge-detection unit triggers an 
interpolation calculation unit to operate. The encoded signal is a square wave signal, and edge detection is for detecting the 
high level and the low level.
In step 64, the interpolation calculation unit receives the encoded signal and the speed command simultaneously to perform 
processing thereon to enhance signal resolution.
In step 65, the interpolation calculation unit completes enhancing signal resolution to output an updated signal resolution.
In step 66, a comparator receives the updated signal resolution from the interpolation calculation unit to compare with a pre-
set signal resolution output by a position calculation unit so as to decide whether the update signal resolution meets the pre-
set signal resolution. A multiplexer is used to output the signal resolution if the updated signal resolution from the 
interpolation calculation unit meets the pre-set signal resolution from the position calculation unit. Otherwise, the 
interpolation calculation unit keeps performing processing to enhance the signal resolution if the updated signal resolution 
from the interpolation calculation unit does not meet the pre-set signal resolution from the position calculation unit.
In step 67, the signal resolution is picked up using a speed monitor of a servo control chip.
In step 68, a speed to be adjusted by the servo motor is calculated by the speed PID controller of the servo control chip 
according to the picked up signal resolution and parameters of a current PID controller.
In step 69, the servo control chip outputs a switch control instruction calculation after the servo control chip performs 
processing.
The steps 63 to 66 are performed by the insertion calculation unit 8, while the steps 67 to 69 are performed by the servo 
control chip 9. By the use of the insertion calculation unit 8 and the servo control chip 9, the rotation rate of the servo motor 
can be precisely controlled.
The return time indicates the time spent during each operation. Conventionally, during low-speed operation, the position data 
received by the servo control chip during each return time does not change while the output data that controls the algorithm 
changes significantly if an encoder is used. With the method in FIG. 5, the interpolated data is transmitted to the servo 
control chip 9 and thus the calculated data according to the algorithm does change while the variation during the controlling 
process is smaller. In step 63, once the triggering edge when receiving the encoded signal is changed, the interpolation 
process is performed to calculate an updated position according to the speed command and motor speed. As long as the 
interpolation condition is met, the updated position is output to the servo control chip so that the servo control chip is 
capable of controlling the speed according to the position.
Please refer to FIG. 6, is a schematic diagram of another low speed control apparatus for a servo motor according to the 
present invention. FIG. 6 is similar to FIG. 3 except that the insertion calculation unit 3 is embedded in the servo control 
chip 4 so as to implement the hardware for performing the operation can be embedded in the servo control chip to improve 
the functionality of the servo control chip 4.
Please refer to FIG. 7, which is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit. The encoded 
square wave signal is processed to become a high-resolution encoded signal and is input into the servo control chip. T1 
denotes the cycle of an encoded signal A, while A! and B! are processed encoded signals to be output to the servo control 
chip. In FIG. 7, the resolution of the processed signal is twice the resolution of the unprocessed signal. For example, if the 
unprocessed signal is expressed as 1000 pulses per round of the servo motor, the processed signal is 3000 pulses per 
round of the servo motor.
Please refer to FIG. 8, which is a timing diagram of an output signal processed by an insertion calculation unit when an 
incremental encoder is used. If the output signal of the present invention is an incremental encoded output square wave 
signal, the output resolution has to be decided because the number and the frequency of the output square waves have to 
be decided. The algorithm will be described hereinafter. After the number and the frequency of the output square waves are 
decided, the interpolation process is performed according to the flowchart in FIG. 5 after the encoded data is triggered so as 
to output the square wave signal if the interpolation condition is met.
Interpolation algorithm:
Output digital data format: 
Updated position=current position+(speed command"highest speed by interpolation)/highest speed
Output square waves format: 
Number of interpolations N=desired resolution/current resolution
Command freq=(N"current speed command"highest freq)/highest speed
Motor freq=(N"current motor speed"highest freq)/highest speed
Interpolation condition:
Output digital data format: 
(speed command"highest speed by interpolation)/highest speed<digital data per calibration
Output square waves format: 
Number of output square waves<Number of interpolations N
The interpolation formula and interpolation conditions are stated above. Since there are two different output formats of data 
output to the servo control chip, the corresponding calculation methods are different. When the output is digital position data, 
the calculation method is performed according to the speed command and the interpolation resolution to determine updated 
the position data. The interpolation condition is that the calculated updated position value cannot exceed the original 
encoded position data. When the servo motor is rotating at a low speed, the original encoded position data does not change 
during the return time. When the interpolation process is to be performed, the interpolated value has to be within a calibration 
range of the original encoded signal so as to prevent position errors. If the output data is incremental encoded square wave 
data, the interpolation condition is that the number and frequency of received interpolated square waves do not exceed a pre-
set resolution range. To ensure the number of square waves received by the servo control chip equals the pre-set resolution 
within one turn of the servo motor, the algorithm for calculating the interpolation frequency is based on the servo motor 
speed and the speed command.
There are two approaches for data communication in the servo control chip of the present invention. One is encoder-format 
square waves and the other is parallel communication. Generally, the servo control chip provides the encoded signal with 
square wave communication interfaces. The parallel communication interface is provided by the servo control chip to 
transmit other data. Therefore, if the user needs to access the data inside the chip, parallel communication can be used to 
communicate with the chip.
The present invention provides a hardware configuration corresponding to the flowchart in FIG. 5 to determine the speed and 
external input data. Therefore, a register is required to load the data. Since it is required to calculate the cycle and perform 
other mathematic operations, a logic and mathematic calculation unit is provided to complete corresponding calculations and 
determinations. Moreover, a de-noising operation is also required. An encoded signal generating module is required to 
provide various servo chips with encoded signals. To control the output signal, a processing interface is required. 
Accordingly, to achieve the foregoing objects of the present invention and generate high-resolution encoded signal, the 
hardware configuration comprises: a logic and mathematic calculation logic unit, a register, an encoded signal generating 
unit and a processing interface. The register stores the parameters of the chip and the output data from the encoder. The 
servo control chip communicates with the chip and transmits the data and parameters to the chip, and vice versa, using the 
communication format compatible with the servo control chip.
According to the above discussion, it is apparent that the present invention discloses a low speed control method and an 
apparatus using a servo chip and an encoder to output a high-resolution encoded signal by interpolation so that low speed 
control is achieved.
Although this invention has been disclosed and illustrated with reference to particular embodiments, the principles involved 
are susceptible for use in numerous other embodiments that will be apparent to persons skilled in the art. This invention is, 
therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope of the appended claims.
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